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For days now I have been hearing in my head ‘We are ready’, so I am assuming we are again to resume our
connection and carry on from where we left off. I have missed you on one level, yet on another … life has been
carrying on in its usual busy fashion. There has been talk of many things regarding disclosure /de-cloakings etc.,
and I have stepped back as required. Yet now, I feel such excitement in talking with you again and seeing what
knowledge you wish to share at this time. If you are here I will know any minute now …….. Welcome back … are
we ready for the off??
It is with the greatest of Love and joy that we once again resume our networking with yourself and
many upon your planet. Indeed as suggested by you, much news has been filtering through your
channels of Light and indeed bringing with it much anticipation and wonderment. However, we would
like to clarify a few points from the position in which we reside. We feel this will be beneficial to those
who are preparing for ‘lift off’ so to speak … and whilst we are full of exaltation within certain plans that
are underway we would also stress the facts that your time factor as you know, is not in keeping with
the space that we reside. And any misconceptions that have been brought forth by misrepresentation
is not of our doing but of those who believe themselves to be connected with us … yet are not. Before
we continue, as we have always stated, it is from deep within your heart that the TRUTH of any given
channeller is acknowledged. We understand that the intent of many is for TRUTH and yet may we help
you to recognise that not all are of a level that are able to reach the Highest good.
I think many of us are choosing wisely these days as we rise (so to speak). You speak of ‘lift off’. Would you care
to elaborate?
Are you not in tune with your Higher self these days in a manner that is so very different from former
days? Does not the aching in your heart tell you that we are ever closer to that part of yourself that
connects with us? On the whole … you could say that a proportion of the planet has risen significantly in
order for much to take place that has been in the minds of many for decades of your time.
We are very aware that there has been chit chat regarding appearances etc. from those in the ranks,
and that many of you from your position are feeling excited and yet tiring of the ongoing presumptions
that do not seem to occur. Yet we say this … Your eyes are soon to pop out of their sockets when we
display to you an inkling of the possibilities. And we can feel you are requesting a time frame around the
word ‘soon’ are you not?
Well to be honest, that word has sort of lost its meaning where you guys are concerned … from an earthling’s
understanding of the word anyway. But I am not questioning the credibility of your words dear friends, far from
it. I feel, since our last break, that I am ready to receive you in an even more TRUSTING way, if you know what I
mean. I always trusted you, but probably didn’t trust myself enough, but I feel different about that now. So, no,
not questioning ‘soon’. I am but your messenger. It is not my place to interfere. So when you say things like you
just have, are we to assume that these wonders are to take place this year?
Dearest and most TRUSTING souls of Earth. Can you honestly say that you do not know of this? Can you
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not feel your hearts beating faster with every new dawn? We have spoken to you of rising up within
your beings and coming into a new understanding of yourselves. Whilst we have been silent with this
communication, you must surely be aware of the new place within yourselves that is serving you
now? Quieten your minds for one moment and inquire as to your hearts knowing at this stage in your
progression. If you KNOW of yourselves … there will be in this silence the answers of all your inquiries …
just by the FEELING of KNOWING that we are on our way. AT LAST!
And I guess we are on ours also … and I am thinking we meet somewhere in the middle. So much makes sense
regarding the necessity to be of a certain level of understanding of ourselves and you before ‘THE BIGGIE’
occurs. I, as Blossom, as little me, the human BEING, am pretty much the same as always, and yet as you say, in
the silence of myself, a place that my thoughts talk to me, I feel I am different. A littler Higher perhaps? (all ego
aside) And from letters sent to me, I think many are experiencing the same.
You have been shedding skin if we may put it like that. Layers of unwanted and unnecessary misgivings
that do not belong upon and within your new self. The physical outer portrayal of yourselves is changing
also … although not to the degree from which your inner beauty is aligning with its TRUTH. There is so
much that we have already spoken with you concerning this arising.
You seem to be using ‘rising’ and ‘arising’ as opposed to the word ‘Ascension’. Is there a reason for this?
With newness of the self comes new terminology. You will have perhaps noticed that your vocabulary is
becoming refined?
Compared to my mouth years ago, I could join a convent!!!
We smile to be back in your energy. You see dear friend, there is NO resident position for such things in
the NEW WORLD. What is of earth NOW that is unsuitable for the world ahead … (that is still of earth)
will be discarded at the drop of a hat. For it simply will not befit the vibration that one is moving into.
This is why so many of you are feeling unsettled, for when we say ‘you are leaving the ‘old you’ behind;’
that is exactly what is taking place, and a lot of mourning is being released as you say goodbye with
LOVE to thousands of years of self-sacrifice. This is part of the great DIVINE PLAN.
You have a game in your world by the name of ‘pass the parcel’, whereby many layers of paper are
strewn away in order to reveal the prize. You are all the prize bearers. And that prize dearest souls is …
your heart. It is the most precious gift of all. It has been with you all along and yet it is beginning to feel
as if it is only now that you appreciate it for what it TRULY is.
I have to say, at this moment … mine is expanding as if about to explode. Once again I inquire ... Is that just the
nearness of you? ?
You are smiling and yet we are saying “YES”. It is the fact that you have allowed your BEING to arise a
little further and with that comes the growth of your heart which in turn connects with us on a ‘closer’
level, along with the fact that we are actually physically very close to you at this time also.
Ridiculous I know, but you feel so close that if you were to materialise in front of me I wouldn’t fall of my chair
because it would be accepted. I feel prepared for that … and yet have never even thought of the concept before
now.
We shall be appearing to many! Side by side … for there are those that are now of the vibration to ‘deal’
with this phenomenon and have been preparing themselves for this very thing.
Oh la la! As they say in France!!!! I just this minute went to press the control button and then B to undo the bold
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type and the words to a song called ‘The Blessing’ which I have recently put in my computer came up on this
document. Am I supposed to leave these words up?
Yes.
If I get sued for copy write or something … you’re paying!!
In the morning when you rise I bless the sun, I bless the skies, I bless your lips, I bless your eyes, My
blessing goes with you
In the night time when you sleep, Oh I bless you while a watch I keep, As you lie in slumber deep, My
blessing goes with you.
This is my prayer for you. There for you, ever true, Each, every day for you, in everything you do.
And when you come to me, And hold me close to you, I bless you And you bless me, too
When your weary heart is tired, If the world would leave you uninspired. When nothing more of love’s
desired, My blessing goes with you.
When the storms of life are strong, When you’re wounded,when you don’t belong.When you no longer
hear my song, My blessing goes with you.
This is my prayer for you There for you, ever true, Each, every day for you, In everything you do.
And when you come to me, And hold me close to you, I bless you And you bless me, too.
I bless you And you bless me, too.
These words are appropriate for all who read OUR words to let you FEEL our FEELINGS for you all.
There is not one single moment that our thoughts and energies are not with you souls of earth who have
volunteered to play your part at THE MOST POIGNANT TIME IN THIS CYCLE OF IT’S HISTORY. You are souls
who are blessed by THE TRUTH of THE DIVINE. We are ever with you in assistance as we transcend into
HIGHER realms. Realms which you will recognise as your home from long ago. A place where you will
reunite with LOVED ONES that only your soul’s history shall recall. As the union integrates with THE ALL
of this VAST Ascension project, your eyes as we said, shall pop out of their sockets. For never could you
have imagined the magic that is in store for each and every one of you who has been willing to sacrifice
so much for the betterment of THE WHOLE.
Within this deep KNOWING as you connect on a soul level with that of which we speak ... we ask that you
give thanks to the ONENESS for the FEELING that you receive. This FEELING cannot be misinterpreted. It
cannot deceive you. It is your souls TRUTH. And this FEELING is the One and only TRUTH that is THE ALL
of everything. That is what YOU AND EVERYTHING are all about.
THIS FEELING.
THAT IS ALL THERE IS …
FOR IT IS LOVE IN ITS PUREST FORM.
IT IS YOU ... IT IS US ... IT IS GOD ... IT IS LOVE ... IT IS!
Thank you so much. I know it is time to stop now. I am sure you are aware that many have been waiting
patiently for your return (me included). And so on behalf of myself and many on this little pixel of a planet we
bid you farewell for now, and look forward to your next chat … whenever that may be.
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Much Love to you … and so much appreciation for allowing me to be the channel for which your words come
through.
Indeed we retract from your energy now. We are like birds of a feather, we flock together, and in this
way, the NEW WORLD UNFOLDS.
The word “ADIEU” popped into my head. I reckon White Cloud is in amongst all this somewhere. It just makes
sense to me.
Well, there we go!! Feels great to be back I have to say!
The Blessing (by the way) is by Graham / Downes and can be found on YouTube by ‘Celtic woman’. On reflection,
it could be??? that it was the last thing I copied and pasted and therefore pressed the ‘v’ instead of the ‘b’ which
would have brought it up. However, however it got there it seems they wanted it there and so I shall leave it. All
is as should be … Trust!!

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 2

17 January 2010
Hello up there … it’s me down here … are we set for another session?
We indeed, like you are of excitement this day. We can recall that there have been times in your past
communications when all that we chose to express was far from that which you desired us to express.
In this we mean that what was comprehensible to us, was not of the same calibre of that which those of
you on earth were expecting to hear.
Is there anything in particular you are referring to?
Much. As is now beginning to be understood, we resonate on an entirely different vibration from those
on earth. If you were to imagine the daily life of … shall we say ‘an ant’? What takes place on a regular
basis for the ant is naturally very different from that of a human being such as yourself. We then ask you
to consider the fact that WE are not human beings, in the same way that you are not an ant. Therefore
what is expected from our daily existence far surpasses that of which may derive from your earthly
vibration. An ant may know of you …. of your energy … yet it cannot possibly be expected to know all
your thoughts and reasons for applying these thoughts to your everyday activity. Do you see then how it
is, that what we chose to bring forth in knowledge to you at this time is what we consider to be useful to
you. And yet we stress, we are not of you … of your frequency. We gauge what we feel of important use
of information by …for instance … the colours that we see. The speed in which they vibrate. This we try
to interpret into ‘our language’ … and yet in TRUTH we have none. Not in the way that is spoken. For we
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are in need only of telepathical communion.
Like this? The way we work?
A little. Yet, it is not quite of the same. For we are using words to communicate with you in order for
our intentions to be understood. Where we reside there is no need for word … for the ‘feeling’ of the
intention is picked up by another …being of the same frequency … that is finely tuned to one another,
it is easily understood that which is wishing to be expressed. Sometimes in your world you are capable
of picking up another’s frequency to the degree of knowing exactly what they are about to say. It is the
same thing … And yet … not. Again … differences in frequency do not allow us to express in great detail
our point, for it simply cannot be accepted. In the same way, an ant would no more understand how to
turn on a computer and use its system, and therefore there would be little point in trying to begin to
explain. Please know we are not of condescending attitude. It simply is the way it is.
So, when you say you work with us depending on what colours we may be giving off at this time … do you mean
as a whole or have I, as the channeller got a lot to do with this?
Dear lady, we cannot and would not communicate with you when/if your defences are down. It would
not be of service to your health and to the Truth of our communication. Therefore, as you rightly
assumed when you were of recent ailment, it would have been indeed inappropriate to even consider
connection between our worlds. You are aware when you are of a vibration /mood high enough to make
contact, and we ‘hear’ of the desire and generate the required ‘know how’ in order to allow it to take
place.
Do you have to stop what you are doing so to speak? (I think I have asked this before … memory failure … sorry!)
I know in the past you have spoken of Edwina, your substitute for me… is it that those involved have to get to
their position in a certain chamber for this to take place?
You are picking up on our thoughts before you have finished asking the question. The best way for
us to describe to you is that of a chamber, which can contain your energetic thought pattern as we
communicate back and forth. And yet it is not so much of a chamber as you know it. More like a ‘syphon’.
Is that the world you meant ... ‘syphon? ... had a bit of trouble picking it up.
It is a better description. You are seeing a glasslike thin tube and getting the feeling as if all that is
taking place between us is filtered back and forth through this tube. Again the best way we know how
to describe the process. For as you know, there is no limit to the energy space of life itself. Therefore we
could not just allow yours and our thoughts to be sent out in the hope that with a bit of luck and well
intent they would get to the place they were directed to. They have to be encapsulated in order to keep
them on course so to speak.
Yes I see that. And yet, it seems so simple from my point of view ... I just listen for the next word in my head,
(although I can’t actually hear you) and write it down. Is it the same for you? Are you just picking up on what it is I
am writing down and thinking to you?
That is all it is. Communication by telepathic wave bands. In your world you have all sorts of gadgets in
order to assist in talking to one another. We have no need of such things.
And no bills! So, I know many would like me to ask, why is it that I am able to connect up with you and others
aren’t? I know for sure there are many on a far Higher vibration than me, so what makes it so easy for me to do?
Because you do not know who you are. If you did you would not even question.
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Now then ……… the thing is …. Perhaps someone else, or someone reading this would say … well go on then who
am I? But do you know what? I really have no desire to know. If I did, it would change who I am … down here on
this vibration. I just feel it inappropriate for me to know. At the same time knowing that on some other level, I
have to know. It would be impossible not to.
Dear friends of earth. Many of you continue in your regular everyday activities … may we say with all
respect … oblivious to the TRUTH of who you really are. We try to tell you this in every way we can. You
accept it on a certain level of yourselves and yet, like Blossom has just done, you brush it aside.
No, I wasn’t brushing it aside …. But I feel I am here as an earthling with an earthly purpose. Whoever I am
as a spiritual body is of an understanding that cannot be understood down here, so therefore … I feel … not
necessarily appropriate to know.
Why?
Because … what difference would/should it make? It shouldn’t matter.
Exactly. It does not mean anything other than recognising the magnificence of yourselves!! For you
simply do not! …and we would so desire that you begin to understand the importance of this recognition.
For it will allow you to bring forth the wonders that lie within. You all sit about wondering when all this
‘’miraculous stuff’ will start happening …when you will really see the beginnings of the New World. Dear
Ones, as we have said to you in days afore …
YOU ARE THE ONES WHO ARE CREATING THIS NEW WORLD.
That is precisely why we ask you to connect with your Higher self in order to KNOW HOW to bring these
miraculous aspects of yourselves INTO your human form in order to bring about this MIRACULOUS NEW
WORLD. Do you see? Do you get it? IT IS UP TO YOU!! And yet, you still deny yourselves your God given
rights. To be of the Purest LOVE. THIS IS WHO YOU ARE.
We are aware that many feel that channellings in these days are repeating the same things over and
over. And yet … in a class room situation there would be little point in teaching one a higher grade of
mathematical conundrums if the basic system of addition and subtraction etc had not been understood.
One simply would be out of their depth. The very same applies with the spiritual understandings of
yourselves.
There are universal laws that cannot under any circumstance be tampered with. There is free will
upon your planet within the form of the human expression. This is a Divine Gift. And may we say, it is
not always appreciated in the manner that it was presented for you. But that cannot be altered … for
that was a law of your world when it was created. We have already given voice to this in our beginning
communications with you. So we wish to continue in saying that …. There are laws in place throughout
this universe of yours and that of all universes. These laws are of Divine essence and nothing would
consider overriding these laws. At this point that is all we wish to offer on this matter for we cannot take
you in to ‘university’ before you have studied at school. Yet we say … yes, you are of human form and
therefore of human nature, but your design, your destiny … if we may have it explained this way … is to
… as ‘new human beings’ bring your spiritual essence in to a balance with your human perspective. To be
able to use your spiritual gifts (of which there is no end) into play within the human form.
You world speak of days of Atlantis, or Lemura … of worlds of advanced civilisations … and yet we say
to you …… through YOUR CHOICE … you are here to bring about NOW a NEW WORLD that takes you
beyond the glory of these past worlds that have been brought to your notice. For many of you here now
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… experienced these worlds then … and learned of things that are accepted not to be repeated. Your
growth as a soul knows of downfalls/pitfalls brought about through greed and lack of full spirit. In other
words as the soul separates from its TRUTH for selfish want, one has learned of the demise that such
efforts bring about. This NEW WORLD as we have said is beyond imagination.
Sorry to interrupt the flow, but if it is beyond the imagination … how can we create it, if we cannot imagine it? I
am getting my answers before I finish the question … Cute!!
Indeed. We are bonding in these recent communications on a level deeper than before. This is why it is
of much ease.
The answer you knew of is … and we are suspecting that many know of it also before we express it ... for
many have lifted in their soul’s vibration also …
The more you allow yourselves to connect with your Higher self … THAT TRUTH OF WHO YOU ARE … the
more you are able to adjust to the Higher frequencies … which contain imaginings that you have not
yet imagined. The Higher you allow your vibration to rise the more information can be brought through
from THE KNOWING of your Higher selves. It really is that simple.
And perhaps some would say …. But I try to raise my vibration but I think the dial is stuck!!!
And perhaps we would say … then unstick it! We cannot do this for you. You yourselves can free
yourselves from your old ways. We only come to assist you in finding ways to understand the level of
LOVE that you Truly are. Yet we cannot and would not do it for you. We cannot interfere in this way.
YOU ARE LOVE. The more you behave in the fullness of LOVE ITSELF the Higher your vibration becomes.
The Higher your vibration becomes the more OF PURE LOVE you understand and become. The more
you become PURE LOVE the Higher you rise. The Higher you rise the more LOVE you are … becoming
ultimately the TRUTH OF YOURSELF.
BE OF LOVE DEAR ONES. ONLY OF LOVE. THE HIGHEST LEVEL OF LOVE THAT YOU CAN BE FROM WHERE
YOU ARE AT ANY GIVEN MOMENT OF YOUR EXISTENCE. For then and only then shall you recognise the
Truth of which we speak. For could we be as bold as to say …. Your hearts know we speak of the TRUTH.
Yes ... well mine does … I can’t speak for anyone else. But the deepest part of my Being FEELS what you are
saying and resonates with it more than any other teachings that have been offered to me throughout my life. I
know we must all follow the path that suits us best ... and I find yours to be such an easy way to walk. Thank you
so much for sharing this with us. I just LOVE being back in this space again with you. It fills my heart with song!
Oh what a beautiful morning as my dad would sing in the shower!!!
Blessings of Love to All from the ALL.
Again I want to put Adieu. I don’t know if it’s my mind reverting back to when White Cloud finished his
communications … or if at some point in the future White Clouds TRUE identity shall be revealed … which I have
been told will happen one day … in its own good time … Mmm … The plot thickens!!
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The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 3

30 January 2010
It is 6.30 am. It feels like a good time to channel. Let’s see if you are about.
Indeed we are … always. Although would it be true to say that many would question these words.
Working purely on the premise that we cannot be seen … It is assumed by many that we simply are not
there. We would beg to differ.
It is understood though by many that you are of a different vibration and therefore because of the vibration we
sit in, we are unable to see you with our eyes. I have heard recently of a man who saw a vast ship and yet those
around him could not. Does this mean then that only those who have raised their vibration to a certain level
will be able to see you when you choose to come with you Light show? I am aware that we need to raise our
vibration ... yet II have always thought that when you do the big display it would be for all to see no matter what
level of frequency they have or have not risen too … in order to assist in waking up en masse ... in order to shift
the vibration to where it needs to be …!
And you have thought correctly. Those that are able to ‘view’ us now, are simply being given a sneak
peek. There would be little point in us presenting all that we have to just a few. That is not of our
intention at all. You see many, although sleeping now, will recall instantly who they are when we display
ourselves in your world. It is nothing more than the memory cells remembering what they already know.
This is why so many of you are drawn to these words because they are connecting with the Higher part
of your souls that already KNOW all that is to be. Would you like us to elaborate?
If you wish and yet that sounds pretty straight forward to me.
Then we shall leave it there. And turn your thoughts to other matters concerning that which we deem to
be of interest to your race.
Ok … I would like to ask about something if I may. It is concerning what we term ‘Google earth’. Many times very
strange shapes appear ... of sometimes vast proportion, sometimes very small. It is has been deduced by folk
who study this that these shapes are covering up something. Back before Oct 14th 2008, if my memory serves
me, you said it was you. Can you talk to us about this? I certainly get excited when I see the shapes about. Other
times there is nothing there at all.
We would endeavour to explain that which might proof to be a little complex. For like many things, we
could give you once again the simple answer ‘yes it is us’ and yet we feel this would not satisfy your
needs.
Correct! The thing is, sometimes the shape goes almost half way around the world.
And your point is?
Well, I imagine your vessel (s) to be huge but that seems a bit ridiculous.
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Why? Have we not said in past days that our ships are of enormous proportions and that one needs ships
within the ship for means of transport.
Yes. And I will accept your word then on the size. But how is it that sometimes there are a few much smaller
shapes? And also the shapes vary in the way they are presented.
There is no complex reason for this. It is simply that smaller ships are ‘breaking through the barrier’.
What barrier?.
The time warp.
Excuse me while I just take a jump to the left, and then a step to the right!!! .... Now would be a good time to
elaborate!!
What is presented to you on your google earth is far from what is actually there. Indeed the TRUE
image is purposefully being blocked by certain equipment that tracks us. It certainly would not suit
those who wish to keep us hidden away to allow these TRUE images to be present. In certain senses
this accommodates our needs also. For it is not yet time to reveal that which we Truly are. Although we
would say, it is drawing ever closer.
Well, no offence ... but I am happy to leave that be now. From our point of view we have been told you are
coming for so long and that you are coming soon …. I am now in the place of peace in accepting that when you
come you do, and how glorious it will be. Until then we have a job to do of living, loving and enjoying ourselves.
How happy we are to hear your perspective. For we have wanted nothing more than that of you all
along.
To return to the subject … it is rather ironic that we are blocked out in this way. For it is actually doing us
a favour. It arouses interest. It allows those of a more scientific lean to investigate weather patterns etc
and indeed it is an anomaly to a vast majority. We would suggest that you keep an eye on this particular
phenomenon.
Phenomenon seems an odd word.
And yet it is the one we choose. Just keep watching on a regular basis and you will know why this word
was chosen.
Someone also asked me to ask you about the objects orbiting the sun. And apparently the images are now being
censored. Any enlightenment on that?
None whatsoever.
Oh! Any enlightenment on THAT???
It is of our choosing to leave some things to be discovered in the way they are designed to be discovered.
Not all things … But some. Do you see that if we were to reveal all , if we were to give answers to every
question that was asked there would be no room left for discovery by its natural means. You have
always picked up on the notion that it did not feel comfortable to ask the myriad of questions that are
requested of you to ask. This is suitable with us also. For we are not here … we do not come to be of
service regarding these matters. Although the minds of you upon earth may query many things that are
baffling you … it does not mean that we are here to provide those answers for you. There is a matter of
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allowing all to unfold as it should and this we take into consideration when we are conversing with you.
Those questions that we are happy to apply are those we feel are congruent with that which we feel
useful at the current moment of your time.
There is so much that is left undone …as you would say … and this is how it must be. In your world ...
in these delicate times there is taking place a shift in energies that is confusing the soul. Those ‘in the
know’ are finding it difficult enough. Those in the ‘don’t know’ are feeling very downhearted about
‘The Whole’. The turmoil present on land and within the self is a direct result of the unfolding of the
masterpiece that is known as The Divine Plan. If in the deepest place of your knowing you KNOW that
the DIVINE is THE ONE TRUTH …THE ONLY TRUTH … then we ask you to TRUST in this tapestry as it
unfolds.
We have spoken before about a jigsaw. We use this again as it suits are explanatory purposes.
Sometimes, one cannot find the piece they are looking for. They search and search, going over old
ground. They become intensified in their mission, giving more concentration the longer the search
continues. And yet … if one moved the focus to another area, began to look for a different piece that
they might discover more easily … they could then add more pieces that ‘fit the bill’, which would then
in turn reveal more of the outcome of that particular ‘scenario’ … which would then give one a greater
idea of what they were actually searching for in the piece that they could not find before.
That makes sense somewhere in my head!
It may not make sense in your head but your soul understands it perfectly. This is what we mean by that
‘KNOWING”. When words are inadequate, because the understanding required MUST come from the
Higher part of the soul. For that is where the KNOWING rests. It is not always important to ‘get it’ on a
level of understanding on the earthly vibration. For as the soul sees it fit to bring that understanding to
the forefront of the earthly self it shall do so at the most appropriate time.
I have no idea how we got on to that!!
By allowing the flow of what is dear lady. That is how.
Funnily enough I thought you’d know!!! Are we to continue for a while longer? That felt like ‘an ending’ and yet I
am happy to carry on if you are.
That is all we would like to say for this communication. As you have been hearing in your head lately ...
Often it can be of use to know that ‘less is more’.
A very intelligent director taught me that in my youthful days. Yep, I can definitely ‘feel’ today’s session is over.
These are indeed strange and wonderful times that we are living in. I feel that this New Year is ‘forcing’ us to
show to ourselves what we are made of. Man or mouse … sink or swim type of thing. And through the tears of
frustration sometimes … I laugh … because I KNOW that when I get to my death bed … assuming there will still
be one in the future … none of these molehills that are presenting themselves as mountains will matter one jot
… but how we chose to deal with them and our attitude regarding them will be the most poignant thing on my
mind as I take my last breath … laughing as I go … thinking ‘wow what a ride!’. Many thanks. It is as always … a
pleasure to have the honour to speak with you.
The honour is reciprocated.
Too kind! In Love and thanks. Roger over and out!
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The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 4

11 February 2010
Good evening to you. Is it ok to have a chat? … Now is a good time for me.
Welcome to you sister of ours.
Now that’s an unusual way to address me.
And yet it is appropriate and of our choosing. We are most excited with the outcome of the *healing
which took place with you just a few of your days ago. Blockages were removed on a level that will
leave you astounded at the degree in which we can now work with each other. Where would you care to
begin?
Oh! Um … Well, I think I prefer to leave it with you. You say you can read our energy so I’d rather leave it in your
capable hands.
So be it. We graciously accept. Consider if you will, all those who have arrived at a place within their
being that serves well. Consider the notion that in a very short while, and we mean this on your earthly
terms … your world as it is now shall no longer be. You ask of what changes are to occur? We wish to
instil into the core of your Beings that you have been preparing for this change for long enough and
your Beings have adjusted to a level that much now is ready to begin. There is an attitude amongst the
Hierarchy that *dispels a feeling of upliftment amongst the various ranks of ‘our community’. There
is an area aboard many ships that has those who have been waiting … just like you … to be of utmost
excitement. All is being brought out from its storage units and checked and double checked to ensure
that nothing can be misused or misinterpreted.
Could you explain what is exactly in these storage units … I am imagining it is something far more important
than your winter clothes!!
Within blocks of vast containers there are preservatives that enable certain treasures from planes of a
Higher vibration to be kept in their perfect format. These ‘preservatives’ allow us to maintain energies
from other vibrations and present them in their Truest form. It is a delicate operation to bring these
valuable assets into the openness of even one of our motherships. So precious are they in their form of
glory.
I keep feeling that I am not talking to an energy that is actually on the ship right now …
This is so. We come from a level of understanding that is above those who are in a position of great
importance upon these vessels that are to deliver to you The Light of the New World.
So, are you saying … those on the ship actually have the Light to give us?
Yes that is correct. Let us explain a little more for your minds to be able to accept that which we are
offering in words this night.
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For eons of your time it has been known by many that there are indeed Light ships in your skies. It is
nothing new. And yet, it is only now in this day and age … that we can reveal Higher Truths … due to the
upliftment of the vibration of your planet. The great plan is supremely on target and all is dwelling in its
rightful place, in order for everything to come together in the Divinity of that which is proposed.
There are many more now on your earth that have awoken to their own Divinity, which has brought
forth this great change that is occurring at this very moment and shall continue to do so. It is so very
exciting for us to KNOW that we are on the brink of revealing the secrets that have had to be kept from
you … purely because your world was not ready to receive it.
This Light of which we speak …. THIS DIVINE GRACE …. Again we stumble with the inadequacy of words
… has travelled with the ‘Keepers of the Light’ in safety beyond measure … until such a time that it can
be presented to you.
I can FEEL this pounding in my heart at the moment … and yet, it seems we are having trouble expressing that
which you wish to say.
We shall persevere. It is merely the new vibration in which we are working that is settling down with
both parties.
This Light … this treasure … is a gift to your world from a place that is not of substance. It is a purifying
energy that when released into your atmosphere shall begin a photosynthesis of a nature as yet
unknown to you. When this happens there will be noticeable changes that cannot be dismissed or
denied.
May I ask in what way do you mean?
In a way that will send your senses reeling. For it will be obvious to you in a flash that all these knowings
you have had regarding your New World will be happening and transpiring right in front of you. These
new ‘sprinklings’ shall make headlines on your TV screens. Such new phenomena shall arise and cause
much interest all over your globe.
Sprinklings?????
We thought you may question our choice of words.
And your answer being??
We shall very gently be ‘sprinkling’ particles of this Divine Light energy a little at a time to your planet
and allow it to do its work. It is that for a time ... it is possible for only small amounts to be diffused
otherwise it could cause a little mayhem due to its immense power. The integration must take place
gradually. Your physical bodies too shall notice a difference with this new energy. There will be a Lighter
feeling within the actual physical body.
Marvellous … will my scales have proof of this …. I can’t think of anything more magical!!!
It will begin with a FEELING from within that will contain Lightness throughout the Being. As if one is
experiencing at times as if they are walking on air.
This is fab news. Because as you are bringing this information through I can FEEL a touch of this Lightness you
are speaking of. And let me say … it feels good!!
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Let us then say … it is wise to keep grounded also. For one could become a little too deeply involved in
the feeling … that the earthly matters get left behind … and yet we say this is not yet the correct time for
that to happen. There has to remain the balance. That is one of the reasons many of you Light Beings are
here. To bring in and anchor this new Light energy that we have so very delicately been looking after.
Now you sound like you are on/from the ship.
It is a little perplexing for you is it not?
Well, yes! One minute you’re on it, the next you’re not … I therefore ask you with the deepest respect … who
EXACTLY are you?
And we would reply … we are the Bringers of Peace. We are not of your world. We are not of form. We
that are communicating with you in this present moment are only of Light. Therefore we can be on /off
as we see fitting.
We have spoken to you before regarding overseers of the overseers.
We are an embodiment of Light that is most happy to be working with this great plan and making sure
that all is in place. We are the ones who make decisions regarding any quick changes that may have
to be put in place. And yes … we read your thoughts … we are the ones who made the most serious
decision to abort the mission that was promised on the date of your Oct 14th. This as you are well aware
was not something for those in ‘lesser ranks’ to decide. It came from the Highest council and we can
say that we chose well to do what we did. The outcome … had we gone ahead as planned would have
been a miserable one for a vast number of those residing on your planet. When the time is appropriate
we shall offer more information on that matter for we feel it is important that it is understood what
actually took place. And yet we would ask you to be patient. For come the time when we choose to open
up the realities of what we were confronted with, it will seem in perfect *coergence and be more fully
understood.
Could you just talk a little more about this Light? I had never really thought of a new vibration, a new energy
being transported in a ship. I had always imagined it would just sort of stream down from above!!
How can we assist in explaining to you what it actually is?
Perseverance I guess.
And yet, we would again stress that not all things of ‘our’ enlightenment can be expressed by us in a way
that you are able to even visualize.
Keep trying …
The Keepers of the Light would be likened to what are known in your world as the Knights Templar. The
Keepers of the Light are not of a regular disposition. They are of the Highest embodiment and they have
been entrusted to protect this form of Light that is destined to bring in the New world into its existence.
That’s a pretty heavy duty task. How were these Keepers chosen and how many are there?
12. For it is of the divine number. How were they chosen? They were a distinguished band that presented
themselves to the Highest council. The choosing of such a band of Light was undertaken through a series
of what you would term as tests, and yet again, this is only a word that is appropriate for explanation
purposes. The tests as such were undergone by The Keepers before they were in a position to present
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themselves. Not unlike in your world when young spirits are trained in a certain monastery to be of
service when they are older. It is a very similar situation, and yet not in the same fashion, but this is the
closest we can come to help you understand.
So …this Light then, travels on board under the greatest most sacred protection, until it is time to do what it is
meant to do?
This is correct. You see dear one … It is not as ‘you may imagine’ a vast container in which this Light is
stored. These containers harbour the … shall we say … condensed version. It is a never ending source
that is contained within.
When you say The Keepers protect it ... Who from??
From itself.
Which means?
This force of Light is of itself only. It knows only of itself ... Nothing else. It is ‘contained’ therefore in a
way that is kept under control. For as we have said , if it were to be presented in its fullness … all at
once … your planet would be close to … the word we would use would be … disintegrating.
So how do The Keepers protect it from itself?
By keeping it safe. The containers/chambers this source of Light resides in … is of an advanced
technology that allows its compressed form to remain comfortable within.
These chambers are scanned and monitored in order to keep the treasure within, in its most appropriate
state at any given time.
We seem to have digressed from that which we started out by speaking of. And yet it is of our intention
now to disclose such things that until now have remained out of your knowledge base. Although we
would say some are aware of this … and some will recall from their memory banks this information that
is already known to them. For as we say…. Many of you are here to help anchor this Light as it sprinkles
through.
Well, I am feeling as if we are coming to the end of our session for now.
Indeed this is correct. We would not wish to over indulge. For we are learning of the energy it involves
upon your human form. It is not the same for us, yet we chose to be vigilant on your behalf.
Jolly Good! As long as you’ve got it all under control. I’ve really enjoyed tonight. Thank you for imparting that
information. Good stuff what!!!
We bid you Adieu …
I would very much like to have an explanation soon as to why this “adieu’ thing has been happening lately. It
never did before particularly … that I can recall. … and that definitely is to me a sign that my mate White Cloud is
about.
All in good time dearest lady. All in good time.
Fair enough. I can handle that. Goodnight to you. Sweet dreams!!
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Our realities! Until next time … We send our blessings to all.
*I was very blessed to receive a healing from a wonderful Light worker who was visiting Noosa last weekend.
White cloud had asked her to do so, and yet when she visited, I said I was feeling so well now and didn’t’ feel
in need of a healing, so we had a cuppa and a chat instead. However … when I began meditation that evening,
straight away I heard ‘you need to have the healing’. I called her the next day and she too had got through later
in the day ‘it would be wise for Blossom to have the healing’. Who are we to argue? So I had it. And clearly it was
necessary. Many thanks to a very special soul indeed!
*Dispels … I thought this an odd word to use. The dictionary says … as if by scattering. So I suppose it fits.
*Coergence. For the life of me I cannot find out what this word means … and yet it comes up in a few sentences
when I Google it. If anyone can assist … many thanks. And let’s hope it makes sense in the sentence!!!

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 5

26 February 2010
Good morning to you. As I ‘rise and shine’ on this new day I am hoping that we may be able to get in touch which
I feel always assists the planet to rise and shine also! What words of wisdom would you care to impart this day?
Words of Love as always to those of you that have embarked upon the new road of your journey. With
each step there are ‘feelings’ of excitement and wonder.
Eh … why am I getting an image of a frying pan … pray tell?
Were you not just of the day last gone questioning your ability to do what you do?
Yes ... But I felt I had reason.
And we say that you decided to take the decision to allow yourself to feel that way. Has not your friend
White Cloud displayed this image … beating oneself over the head with a frying pan? Whereas from our
perspective on a matter, we feel secure in our findings … no matter what they may be ... For we are
secure within the knowledge of ourselves that all is well regardless of how things may ‘appear’ to be.
We have spoken many times of this very thing. Of the fact that how something may present itself
on ‘your side of the fence’ … is in essence, very different from how it is on ours. What you may see
sometimes as a disaster … in the overall picture … is simply a step towards a better outcome further
down the track.
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Is it not that it is known of the phoenix rising from the ashes? That from those very ashes which are all
that is left of the old … new life begins to form? This to us is freshness. A new beginning … and yet from
the aspect of those upon your planet, such a natural disaster would be considered very detrimental
would it not?
I see what you are saying and I know White Cloud has always spoken of ‘us’ not being able to see things from
the bigger perspective. I guess when we allow doubts into our Being it can serve only in a way of helping us to
recognise that doubting is pointless … and yet this questioning of ourselves … of what we do perhaps … it is just
a part of being human.
Correction … WAS a part of being human. A self-created destructive button that has transpired over
many years. It is necessary for it now to be removed. For it serves little purpose. If you were to see one
from their True Lightness … as we do … you would laugh and joke at the issue of which we are now
speaking. From where we are positioned we see little point in bringing down the self … simply because a
momentary glitch in the vibratory frequency allowed a Nano second of self-doubt … which then is picked
up by ANY nearby negativity in order to feed itself. Therefore allowing that minute glitch in the matrix …
Where have I heard that before Neo?
... To escalate out of all proportion. It is negativity’s job to serve this way!
Serve?
Indeed. For everything is part of a service to the whole … even though it is often presented in disguise.
But what is the point of that? I mean … Truly … life would be a lot easier if everything was presented … as is …
without all these disguises.
And yet is it not that from the very things that have appeared ‘difficult’ the biggest growth has occurred?
Therefore its ‘service’ is of great value.
Point taken. You had mentioned in another session that ‘in our earthly terms, very soon our world would
appear very different from how it is now’. Someone asked if you would kindly explain that? For instance
would there be sickness and death etc.?
That will very much depend.
On?
The pure thought of those that find themselves in the New World.
Yet you said ‘our world’ …
And we meant it. For you do not yet understand that the New World is your world. It is the ascending
vibration of yourselves and your planet that is changing EVERYTHING and transforming it into this NEW
WORLD … and yet it cannot be that it does not ‘come’ from the world that you are in now, because this
NEW WORLD is of your old one.
You are all ascending at your own pace. There cannot be a single atom that is not part of this great plan.
And yet … it may seem at times that there are those who are not a part of what is taking place. Or it may
be that in your eyes that this is so. And yet again… do not assume that because something does not ‘look
‘as if it is involved, that it is not. Very much the opposite. Take a tree. It just stays in the same place. You
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cannot see it growing taller for it is not possible with your earthly eyes. And yet through the hundreds of
years of its ascension … from that of a seedling … to the mighty tower of strength that it has grown into
…. It had to move upwards. Because … now in its height … it is as plain as the nose on your face that this
took place. It cannot be denied. And yet … did you see that movement? NO. Yet it, without doubt, was
taking place before your very eyes even though you did not see it. Every second of it changing was
invisible to you. Very much the same as that which is occurring within yourselves and the planet. Just
because you cannot see it … does not mean it is not happening. And it shall be … that as one would say
‘how did that tree get to be so tall’ … that the same questioning of how one came to be so Light shall
occur. And within that ‘Lightness’ shall be the world in which you dwell. Which … shall be ‘very different
from the one you are living in now.’
Within the Higher Vibration there cannot be issues of war and hate and greed and all matter of ‘that’
vibration. It cannot enter in. It shall be left behind.
For those who ‘feel’ they are sick … they shall be sick if they so choose, but it will not be in the New
Vibration … for sickness is not part of it.
Mmm. Ok … Let me ask you this then … I know of souls on this earthly vibration who are very sick indeed … they
are also the most beautiful example of Light … so it would be obvious to me that the New Vibration of purer
Light would be for them. Yet how can they ‘enter in’ if they have such sick bodies?
Because their sickness will ‘fall away’. In the same way that all things that are not of pure Love shall do
also. Again the lack of expression through words cannot explain that which we need to explain. Sickness
is indeed a reality for those that are experiencing that given sickness. And yet it is not a reality … it is an
illusion.
With all respect … very easy for you to say. I know what you say is a Truth. I even know of some very sick people
who know this as a Truth … and yet KNOWING this doesn’t make that illness disappear.
For in the density of this illusionary world, the creation of ongoing illnesses is part of the key to their
growth. Every illness is chosen for the time one has with it.
I do understand. And yet for those that suffer so immensely, I am sure they would disagree. Is it not that on
another level of the soulself such illnesses were agreed upon to either serve the self (in disguise), or others?
This is so … That is the simplified version. Oh! … to allow each one of you a glimpse of the greater picture.
The overall understanding that we KNOW allows us to ‘get it’. We are trying with all the Love that we
are to help you do the same. And yet as we have so often said … from your perspective this cannot be
so. You cannot see the full picture, and therefore you cannot understand matters such as the reasoning
behind illness and many other concerns.
As you know I wouldn’t dream of being rude … my question does not come from that place … but if that is the
case … if we can’t ‘get it’ from where we are … why are you bothering? Why do you keep saying ‘until you ‘get it’?’
… Because if we can’t ‘get it’, due to our position … how come you are asking us to?
We do not find this … as you would express … rude? We find it perfectly understandable that you should
ask such an appropriate question.
As you are aware … our purpose in this communication through you … which in turn reaches many … is
to propose to you ...
Sorry ... I toyed with saying ‘but I’m already spoken for’… and that broke the train of thought … sorry … couldn’t
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help myself … BE SERIOUS BLOSSOM!!! Where were we?
Enjoying every moment of our discourse … you were not chosen for your seriousness! ... Our purpose
is to propose to you the prospect of the NEW WOLD. You already KNOW OF THIS within your innermost
thoughts. We are merely AWAKENING those thoughts in order for you to bring them forth into your
reality..
Which is an illusion … right?
Your reality at this time is an illusion because you have conjured up a world that is so.
So are you saying that the New Vibration into which we are moving is not going to be like that? It is not going to
be an illusion, but it is going to be REAL?
YES, very much so. In the sense that there cannot be an illusion within the heights of this New place. For
it is of a Light that can only shine that of which is … Light. And you are all Light. Therefore that is REAL.
But will we appear as human?
For as long as you feel the need.
Oh thanks… that’s really helpful!! The thing is … that is sounding to me very much like that of a soul that leaves
it’s earthly body (as we call ‘death’), and keeps its human appearance until it understands that it no longer
needs it.
And your point?
Is where we go after we die, going to be the same sort of experience of that which we are calling the New World?
Yes …and No.
Again… very helpful!
You see … as each of you experience a lifetime upon your earth plane … you are all on the same planet ...
within … to a certain degree… the same vibration… and yet would you not say that the experience each
one of you is having … is very different from each other? You are individuals. That is your Divineness.
Therefore you are experiencing the same thing… the same world but from the perspective of YOUR self.
And so it shall be that in this New place … In its GLORY, you shall be the expression of YOUR TRUE LIGHT.
Yet … how you chose to be that expression … shall be up to each individual. So if it is that one’s choice is
to remain in human form until such time that one chooses otherwise, then this is how it shall be for that
individual. In the same breath we would say that should one choose to dwell only in the form of their
Light, then this too shall/can be.
But just to clarify …. This New World isn’t the same place as where a soul goes to after leaving the earth plane?
This is correct. That matter must be left for another time. For we feel now we have used up our given
quota of your energy.
That’s fine. I desperately need to get my breakfast anyway!
We can only try to understand that feeling of hunger that is experienced by human beings. We have no
need to break a fast for we have no need of sustenance in the manner that is necessary to sustain your
physicality … for we have none.
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To all those who join together in this new way of understanding yourselves and the whole, we bid you a
fond farewell until our next discourse.
And FROM all those that join together in this new way of understanding … we send our Love and thanks to you
for your graciousness in this whole affair! Golden Rays beaming right back at ya!

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 6

14 March 2010
It’s been in my mind to connect up with you this morning. Wondering if it is suitable for THE ALL?
We are in position to comply with these wishes. We understand that although it may seem negligent at
times for us not to always follow through with that of which we last spoke … it does not always serve
our purpose to continue from where we left off.
Oh dear! As I know some people are really interested to hear what your follow on from the last channelling
would be.
And yet we would answer that in our knowledge ‘timing’ is everything.
Even though you have no time.
This is correct and yet this does not mean that we are not able to gauge the sensitivity of the energy
overall ‘at this time’.
So are you saying some are ready to hear it and some not?
This is so. It is a matter of conjoining that which is compatible for the greater good. It does not suit your
desires to be given information that is only of a level that can be understood by few.
Quite interesting you say that … I am aware of those who are SO advanced in their knowledge about this planet
and others. They write to me on a completely different level of understanding … which in all Truth … is really not
my thing! I am not really interested in this deeply involved, would I say scientific layer? I do not understand it …
It does not resonate with me in the slightest … and yet I fully accept that for those who ARE into that field … how
exciting it must be for them. Does this mean I wonder… that those who are into other worldly matters in a more
complex manner are more aware and awake than say …. Me? I don’t have a problem with that at all , we are all
different , but there are some matters that I simply have no idea about … again … it amuses me that you have
chosen me as your messenger …
We inform ‘you’ because of this very concern (?). If we were to communicate with those that are
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intrigued by such intricacies of the interplanetary, electomagnitical interface of the binary consortium …
Laugh!!! I get your point!
We gathered you would. Do you see? It is not of intelligence, it is not of unintelligence … it is only of Love
… And Love is not complicated dear one. Love is just so. As it relays itself to any given soul at any given
time depending on the understanding of Love for the soul that is receiving the information. Therefore,
what we chose to relay to you, we do so in a conceivable recognition for the souls receptance.
And do you know … that depending on what energetic level (mood) I am in, even the simplest of messages can
be understood yet not always accepted? It baffles me how I can be so unaware at times, simply because of the
space I am in. The ‘struggle’ to keep in the right frame of mind sometimes beats me and I succumb to the not so
blossoming me!! And yet really … knowing all that I know … Should I not know better?
Knowing better does not necessarily mean that the action follows through.
Yet if we are to create our new world for ourselves through thought, then surely we need to be vigilant about
our thoughts. And when we are not in a super - duper happy space … when we are on a bit of a downer … are
we not creating a new world that is going to be pretty much like this one if we continue to allow ourselves to ‘not
overcome’ these frames of mind when they present themselves?
Does this concern you?
I am intrigued that’s all. Sometimes I feel we are making great head way on this planet… on this enlightened
path that we are told we are doing so well upon … other times it all seems such a dream … this new existence
that we are supposedly moving toward, and nothing really seems to be changing at all…. Including myself!!!
And yet you know better do you not?
Only when I am in a good mood.
And why does that knowledge alter/falter when you are not?
Because of my frame of mind.
Exactly.
Who’s chasing whose tail here?
You seem to be chasing yours. Or this is how it seems to you… to many. Going round and round and not
actually proceeding further. What would it take for you to accept the Truth of what is actually being
accomplished?
Something more tangible I guess. Something to make us go ‘WOW!! YIPPEE!!! FAR OUT!!!’ … and then repeat it
even louder whilst unable to remain on the ground, and then again louder and again and again …
Mmm … I am not going to scrap this … but I am going to leave it here for now …. Clearly my frame of mind is
not appropriate for our discourse …. Well not in my eyes anyway. Sorry about that and perhaps we shall pick up
again later.
You know … We could continue …
If so … I will keep out of it … if you wish to carry on please go ahead. I’ll shut up!
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It is simply inevitable for those on the earth plane to feel unaccepted at times. To feel the wanting of
life elsewhere. To desire a contribution from someone/ something else in order to change things from
the way they appear to be. We do understand of this. We can only be with you at this point in a way
that is appropriate to be… Which you are unable to grasp. The concept of our actual appearance in
your skies is rapidly dimming for some and yet for others it is becoming ever nearer. Do not despair
dearest friends. Consider the possibilities of a future that is of only Light. Remain in the knowledge of
the Truth of that possibility. Believe within the very depth of your Being that which your soul’s desire for
Truth is disclosing to you. YOU ARE NOT OF EARTH. YOU ARE OF LOVE. You are visitors to an exorbitant
inhabitance that allows you to become the you that originally was.
Sorry … I‘d like to interrupt even though I said I’d shut up ... Have ‘you’ ever been down here? Have you
experienced an earthly existence?
We have not. But that is not to say that we are ignorant of its format. We do not assume that we know
all that is necessary to see one through a single lifetime … and yet we do know that we know of a way to
assist. We know of energies that uplift ANYTHING from its current layout and can transform that which
is incompatible with the Truth of the self in to that which is of the correct formula.
It is because of the respect I have for you that I really am going to leave it here for now. I will try again later when
it feels more appropriate. Many thanks to you. I’m just feeling out of sorts and my mood is not appropriate for
communication with you.
We accept this decision.
LATER ON :
Ok … hello again … I am in a much better frame of mind. Pray, shall we continue?
It is always a delight.
And I guess you are aware that my day was brightened by hearing that your words are now also going to be
translated into Chinese!! Presuming perhaps you already have a hand in this?
Much is preordained and yet we would reiterate that there is in your world … the freedom of choice.
Perhaps you would be surprised at how much can be changed from the plan because of this very thing.
Opportunities are presented … a soul may recognize the opportunity as part of the process of the life
plan and evolvement of its journey this time around …. In most scenarios the opportunity is taken up
and acted upon and all moves in accordance with that which has been discussed before one entered
the earthly existence. However … this is not always the case. It can be that disappointment ….as one
example … has allowed a soul to veer off the pathway intended … therefore when presented with that
which was awaiting to be given; a soul may choose to shun a suggestion … for its need to indulge in its
sorrow perhaps … is greater at that time than the need to fulfil its destiny.
Mmm! That must be some pretty deep sorrow. I would have thought the soul would have to comply with a
particular suggestion if it knew that is what it came to do …otherwise surely it would feel frustrated and lost.
And yet if it is already in that situation, it can be that it is unable to represent that honour at that
particular time. You see, there is much involved in just the smallest of plans within plans within plans
within plans!
Best not to go there. It would blow my head off! So would someone else then take on the said task instead?
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That would depend. It may be that the task would be prolonged, put on hold as you would say, until
that same soul moves out of their present indulgence and decides to take up that opportunity when it
is presented at another time. Remember also that there is no time, so if that soul feels it necessary to
partake in another matter and learn and grow from it, then so be it. Freedom of choice.
But doesn’t’ it muck up the whole system?
We smile at your comment. For if you knew the full extent of what that so called ‘system’ involved ,
there would be no end of ‘mucking up’. And yet, we say to you that the system is unfailing.
And now you want me to ask “who runs the system?”
You do.
Obviously an explanation would be profitable at this juncture.
Then we shall give one gladly. A system was put in place at the time of the creation of human form.
The system is vastly complex and yet it is ever changing. That is the systems system. That it can change
format in any given moment dependent upon the correlation (?) of what is taking place AT that given
moment. So in a sense, the system cannot actually be ‘mucked up’, because it adapts itself as it goes
along. You are learning of co creation are you not? You are accepting and understanding that it is YOU,
each one of YOU that creates the next given moment of your lives. The system works alongside with this.
It assigns itself the next move to work in with your next move. It is ever adaptable. Therefore do you see
… in ITS eyes, so to speak, there is no right or wrong … there is only the ‘is’.
So then what actually is the system? How would you explain it? What is its role?
To benefit the whole. If you like, we would say it records every particle of life and its movement.
That’s some system!!! To what purpose? For what reason?
For the very same reason that you all agree to having your akashic records. Everything is under scrutiny.
What! Why?
Because EVERYTHING is part of an evolving process. You have a saying in your world … ‘You live and
learn’ … and this is precisely what this system records …. And learns from it.
What? … So we won’t make the same mistakes again?
That would not be up to the system … that would of course be up to the human race at the time.
So is our human race to continue? Are we to remain as we know humans to be once we have ascended?
We would say that your race will be evolving as it always has and will continue to do so. It will be
that you are a different ‘type’ of human , but looking back would you not say that the human race as
it appears in your today ... is very unlike that which was called the same in the days of the men and
woman that lived in caves? It is of the same. In the new world , the new race that is to be part of it , will
look back at the human as it is in this day and age and regard much of its behaviour as those in your
time look upon the behaviour of the cavemen.
Is the word you are looking for ‘barbaric’?
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These are your words not ours.
Yet sadly I would say they are perhaps apt in certain areas of our planet.
We feel of your sadness and we also picked up on the vibration of shame.
Yes, because as I wrote … that is exactly what I felt … for some odd reason.
Because you and many, are now moving into the collective consciousness, even though you shall remain
as individuals. You are understanding the greater goodness of the Divine plan and as you grow stronger
within that plan you begin to comprehend the knowledge that you are all ONE. It is very different
reading words, accepting them and acknowledging them … to actually allowing them to be OF you. Many
upon your planet now accept of the Oneness that you all are , yet to fully BE OF IT and FEEL IT is a very
different matter altogether.
Do you ‘get it’ fully? Do you live in this Oneness … all the time?
Yes, we do. For WE are One.
How lovely that must be. In so many respects we must seem so very disadvantaged and so very far behind in
the system that we are creating.
Disadvantaged? …. No! For how can this be so when your very essence is of LOVE. One day dearest
friends of earth, you shall experience for yourselves that which we see emanating from your Beings and
your planet. There is a great deal more hope on the horizon than you are presently able to comprehend.
We are honoured to be part of the change that is taking place on your beloved Mother Earth. Her very
core is rising into the New Dawn that is spoken of. Be of the deepest Love for HER. Take comfort in the
knowing that her emergence from the darker forces that have imprisoned her heart shall be ONE that
will MOVE ONE into its new position.
And I recognize the cryptic statement there. Little subtleties that you bring forth. I just need to say, and I don’t
know why, that I realize that it is for us NOT to know everything that lies before us. We, as we are in our Truth,
must simply awake in each new day and BE who we are. We may be faced with Joy; we may be faced with pain.
Yet, whichever it maybe, as long as we Trust in ourselves and what we are learning regarding BEING the very
best we can be in any given situation, then I feel we shall Truly find ourselves … knowing how to handle ALL the
experiences that are coming our way … as we create this better world for ourselves and those who come after
us. Here endeth my sermon!!!! Thanks Guys and Gals!!! I know that’s it for this time.
And our thanks to those of you who take heed of that which we wish to present in order to accentuate
the fact that Love is all you need to BE. IN everything you do. IN everything you think. IN everything you
feel, IN everything you are.
We are doing our best. Our blessings to you … as I know yours are with us. Until next time.
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The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 7

24 March 2010
Good afternoon to you. Happy for you to do your thing and we’ll see how the river flows!
In which direction the river flows would be dependent upon which way the wind is blowing would it not?
Never thought of that, and I am just trying to ‘look into’ the concept. And from where I am standing, the river
may be flowing one way and it is only going the other because of the wind, not necessarily ‘flowing’ in the
direction of the wind, but being forced in a direction from that which is its natural flow … I have a feeling this is
all leading up to something profound!
Dearest human … BEING …human!! Has it not been spoken of numerously regarding allowing ones
thoughts and actions to ‘go with the flow’? Is there not a saying ‘Let go and let God?’ And yet … how
often is there the struggle continuing forth between the mind and the heart? How often is it that one’s
declaration of independence fights against the inward battle to follow the fold? Throughout ages you
have been blissfully unaware that there was anything to be aware of … therefore what you did not know
did not hurt you … Or so you may have thought … And yet now, is it not so that as one is awakening to all
the things that they did not know and now do, that there seems to be confrontation within the soulself,
wondering that which is of Truth and that which is not? You are finding the self having to investigate
innumerable findings and discoveries that perhaps may clash with that which one has known as a solid
fact since they were indoctrinated with that fact at the earliest age. To be able to free oneself from
these facts … can sometimes bring the discovery of the ‘fiction’ on any given subject, to a degree of
potential outrage. To have stories that have been ‘flawed’ with dishonour and make believe can leave
the soul in a place of not knowing anything at all, yet understanding that they know so much more than
they did before. Is it not being discovered that what has been treated as ‘fairy story’ and ‘myth telling’ is
far more recognisable as the Truth than those stories that were designated to stand as Truth in a world
that is fraught with lies?
I have to say, that when I look back to the beliefs I was raised on as a catholic, I can connect with very little of
those Truths and at the time was indeed punished … if I should dare to question … Oh if the nuns could see me
now!!!!
In this New World will all these untruths vanish? Will the children of tomorrow KNOW only of ‘what is’? I would
imagine this would be the case as we are leaving all the rubbish behind aren’t we?
Behind what?
Behind US!
This is within the Divine plan. And we can see from the Light emitting from your planet that this is all
very much in alignment with that plan. And yet may we ask of you a question?
Certainly …
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If it was to be that suddenly we disappeared from your life, if it were that we no longer communicated
with you, how would you feel about that?
Oh… just drop that in why don’t you??? Is this a hypothetical question?
We are first looking for your answer.
Ok … let me have a little think about it … Without doubt I would feel a sadness, for I have enjoyed the journey
with you very much , although it’s had its moments!! And really, I simply cannot imagine not ‘talking’ to you
anyway … in my head … via my heart. You will just always be there. The more I think about it … the more I realise
that you can never go away … because you are so very much in my heart … so even if you were not here to write
these words and communicate as we do in this particular way, I would never feel like I had lost you … because
although unseen, you are felt … in the deepest part of my soul. Quite interesting, as the question you have just
asked, has never crossed my mind, therefore I have never had to think about how I would feel if you were not
there …. And all this is leading to ….?
To pointing out to others that do not have this communication that you, Blossom, have with us, that we
are very much as you have said, in EVERYONE’S hearts. We are part of you. We are a part of each other
for we are all ONE. We have spoken of this so many times, but we are trying to assist you in grasping this
ONENESS concept in a way that you have not yet mastered. That KNOWING that we are always there
whether ‘words’ are spoken or not, is the connection that we all have … which each other … for we are
there within your very soul … AS YOU … part of YOU. Part of us, each particle of energy that WE are …
is the same ‘make up’ of energy that are in the particles that make up you. Do you see? That is how we
are all part of the same thing. That is why you feel the connectedness, because when we say we are
OF you … WE ARE! WE ARE NOT SOMEONE/THING DIFFERENT. We are IN your heart because we are OF
your heart … how then could we ever go away? In the same way that those that have left your planet in
their earthly physical form have not left YOU for they are part of you , and when you FEEL their energy
around you and in your heart you are simply ‘picking up’ on that part of YOUR energy that is also THEIR
part of you. Are we making sense?
Yes. It is helping me to get this ONENESS concept. For although I KNOW we are all from the same energy,
sometimes our separated fragments seem so very much THAT … Separated!! So then … Those that think you
are a figment of my imagination, those that refuse to wake up and smell the roses, how can they not FEEL your
LOVE if you are a part of them? How can they be SO fast asleep, especially as we keep being told that WE ALL
volunteered to be here at this time and WE ALL were chosen? Well, my question to you is… if they are refusing to
wake up, with all respect … what benefit are they to this whole Ascension process? Because surely whilst ‘putting
out’ the energy of disbelief regarding your existence, why would they be chosen to help down here? Because
they don’t seem to be helping much at all. Please know here I am not judging ... I am just curious.
We completely accept your question and we would say that again you are coming from the earthy aspect
of the question.
Because … perhaps … I am on it!!!
And therefore not able to understand things in the Truth of which they are presented when not of earth.
Our answer to you would be that those who are still sleeping are doing so because they have been in
stillness. It is a bit like an injection which would make one become catatonic. Yes there is freedom of
choice, but there is also strength of mind. Many of you are awakening ‘out of this sleep’.
We are putting into your head the ‘fairy story’ of ‘sleeping beauty’ and all around in her kingdom, were
drugged for a hundred years. This so called ‘fairy story’ is not so far from the Truth, in a way that we
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can explain in your terms. And it is only when the drug wears off fully that one is able to grasp the full
picture of what has actually taken place.
The awakening, dearest souls, is happening. The drug, so to speak, is wearing off, and one by one, souls
are returning to their former selves … their former lives. They are remembering who they are and
where they came from … as they awake out of this deepened slumber. And yet … it depends on the
‘constitution’ of the individual as to how quickly or slowly their emergence transpires.
There’s that word again, it’s becoming a natural part of our vocabulary.
So you see, there can be no blame , there is no judgment on those who refuse to wake , for it is instilled
within them, and it is the drug that has taken its hold more firmly with some than others … if we may
put it that way.
Describe for me this drug in another way if you would be so kind?
A bottle neck.
Yep thanks …that explains it all nicely!!! A bottle neck???? Please!!!!
We were presenting you with an image of many souls in a bottle and the long thin neck had these souls
squashed together trying to squeeze out of the top. You were put in a bottle and the cork pressed
firmly down. You were suppressed and suffocated, and yet now you are rebelling. You have become the
‘bubbles’ that when shaken, FORCE the cork from its anchor and explode with Light. More and more of
you are releasing yourselves from this stance, from this ‘deathly’ position.
Rather a strong word for you?
And yet an appropriate one. For when you once again ‘come to life’ you will see that we are correct in our
choosing of wording.
I know it is time to go soon, but this ‘coming to life’ is one of those things that feels so near and yet so far. I
feel like I am on the brink of the discovery of the NEW ME and the NEW WORLD … and yet every day seems just
another day on the brink!!!
And we say to you that one day … without any doubt in your hearts you will KNOW that you have moved
into this NEW WORLD of which we speak and that the NEW YOU is now comfortably awake and living life
in the brightest of forms as it was so designed. This we promise … this we KNOW.
Okey dokey. I’ll take your word for it… For they are words that I have grown to trust.
Mmm … let me now read this back … and discover what this one was all about …. It seems so long ago that I
started!! Looking forward to a good cup of tea!! Thank you… as always … and that is not a flippant thank you … it
is True and heartfelt.
As is our devotion to all upon your earth and to the cause!
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The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 8

8 April 2010
Good morning! It is indeed a beautiful one here in Noosa. There seem to be many channellings coming through
from others that are TRULY touching. The focus seems to be on Loving the self and also about this illusion that
we live in. Do you feel like discussing that, or do you have a different agenda in mind?
All that we have in mind and we mean ALL, is that we can assist those who chose to read these words, in
grasping a greater understanding of WHO THEY ARE. And this indeed involves the subject of which you
inquire. We speak continually of one’s OWN TRUTH and recognising the Light of yourselves in its fullest
capacity, and yet we desire to explain a little deeper if we may?
Of course … by all means. I, for one, find I am ‘getting it’ a little more, but feel I am nowhere near the complete
works!!
We are showing you a wax crayon. You see it being used on a piece of plain black paper. And the colour is
of orange. As the colour presents itself on this blank page, it naturally allows the page to look differently
from that which it did before the scribbling was there. And yet it is still the same piece of paper, just
with an added attraction. Then, let us add another colour, say that of green. Again, the same original
paper but yet another additive has made it appear different from its TRUE form. Keep adding colours.
Not only do they blend with each other, but when certain colours merge they create a new colour. The
overall visage that has been created from this mass of scribbles using different colours has become a
reality to the eye, for it is there … one can see it … and yet what one is seeing IS an illusion. In that, it is
simply colours that have been put on top of the original blank page.
Let us say that many view this coloured tapestry. Because of one’s individual choices, each soul will see
this page differently depending on THEIR VIEW of it. Their TRUTH of it FOR THEM. Some may prefer a
certain area whilst another detests that same spot. It all depends on the FEELING of the viewer at the
time of screening. It depends also on the LIGHT cast on that drawing as it is being perused. Depending
on where the LIGHT is directed can make a vast difference to the shadows and the effect they may cause
on the entire vista. Yet, change the LIGHTS direction/angle and there again is an entirely different view
point of exactly the same scene. And then add to that the fact that the undeniable TRUTH is … that
all that this was built upon, came from just a blank space. The input from each soul has created the
outcome. Let us put it in the terms of each one of you upon this earth plane now, each soul that has
ever experienced any lifetime , be it one or many, came to this world of yours with a crayon in hand.
Whatever thoughts that soul had became a scribble on that page. Think about this for a minute. Truly
imagine it. That every single thought that EVER WAS became a scribble of a coloured crayon which YOU
held in YOUR hand. It would appear would it not as a gigantic matrix of scribbles!!!
And yet, are they not merely thoughts? Yet these very thoughts, these little scribbles as they imprinted
on the page BECAME …. WHAT IS! What one is choosing to experience… depending on the way one is
looking at that page. You are all designing that same page. There are not two pages … just the one. YOUR
MARK is on it.
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Now we ask of this … IMAGINE … for a time … erasing those thoughts … wiping the slate clean … going
back to the empty space …
What I am seeing as I do this … are the traces on that empty space of what once was, for one can never remove
the colour fully. The indentation has left its foot print so to speak.
Precisely. What has been created … through your thoughts …. Shall leave its impression!
One gets the impression … the FEELING … of something. THE FEELING IS THE TRUTH.
Hold on … can we recap a minute. So … to clarify … if we erase all thoughts that we have imprinted in this world
we are left with an impression … a feeling … of ??
Of the reality.
You’ve lost me there boys!
Reality is the empty page. The NOTHINGNESS that is EVERYTHING. That NOTHINGNESS of which we speak
has EVERYTHING in it. Because there is NOTHING that cannot be created … for EVERYTHING comes from
... is created by … thought . There cannot be anything unless it comes from thought.
Except LOVE of course.
LOVE IS THAT NOTHINGNESS. That empty page … that blank paper is LOVE. THERE IS NOTHING ELSE.
What one chooses to creates FROM that LOVE can be infinite choices of anything and everything. You
take your crayon and you draw. But … it is a drawing … it is not real …it is an illusion. What is REAL is the
NOTHINGNESS.
Ok, yep, I’m hanging on in there and it’s filtering through, and beginning to make sense. But what I don’t get is …
why? Why have we allowed ourselves to get caught up in this illusion and to take it so seriously … If it isn’t real?
The FEELINGS we allow ourselves to FEEL that are in no way beneficial to the whole and only bring down the
energy of the whole … appear so real! I know I often question the point of all this strife! Sometimes it all seems
such a struggle. And, with all respect … it all seems and FEELS VERY REAL. And also, when I have found that
space that appears to be exhilarating and it doesn’t matter whether or not I ‘get anything’ … I just FEEL full of
LOVE … surely that has to be real … if it is Love. So how can one thing be an illusion and the other be real when
they all come from our thoughts.
Let us examine this a little closer. Your thoughts are the crayons that weave and intertwine with not
only YOUR other thoughts but all the billions upon billions of thoughts of others. For you have chosen at
this time to live in the same ‘energy space’. Thoughts are thoughts. Thoughts are not FEELINGS. You may
have a wonderful LOVING FEELING inside you ABOUT a particular thought.
So is it not the thought that is creating the FEELING?
The wonderful FEELING is ALWAYS THERE. The wonderful FEELING is LOVE. LOVE is you. YOU are LOVE.
YOU are a part of that blank piece of paper which is YOU … which is GOD … which is LOVE … which is
EVERYTHING.
The thoughts that one had … from the minds place … from the situation that one’s mind is in … can alter
the FEELING one is having, because of the vibrational energy that any particular thought may carry. THE
THOUGHT of BEING in a LOVING caring happy relationship carries the energy of a Higher vibration than
that of the thought of losing one’s wallet for instance. Yet thoughts are an idea that may or may not
become the reality within your illusionary concept of what is.
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And when things are going pear shaped … when ones day or week or month or year … is not going how one may
desire it to have gone … would you put that down to the ‘owner of the thoughts?’
We would put that down to lack of understanding of the self. Lack of commitment to the Loving of the
self.
Yet one can have great intentions and it seems that sometimes ‘the universe’ (gotta blame it on something)
doesn’t adhere to those wishes. What has that got to do with loving the self? Especially as the intention (one
thinks?) is for the greater good.
We have spoken to you of recognising the TRUTH within the self. Of BEING THE LIGHT THAT YOU ARE. Of
letting go of that which does not serve you. It is NOW in these times when many of you have advanced
greatly within your knowledge of yourself’ s worth, that we ask you to look upon ALL we have said in a
different LIGHT. The Light that is cast now upon the drawing is much brighter. It is of a Higher intensity
… therefore it allows you to see more deeply into that which has been offered. Up until now, you have
been able to understand and accept our words on a certain vibration. And NOW that the frequency has
altered you can ‘tune in’ to a further understanding about the very same thing that you are learning to
understand!! It is NOW that you can take ALL that we say into another level of yourselves. And as you
do so, THE LIGHT shines through to that level allowing you to see further than ever before, which in turn
allows you to grasp things that were always there, but the Light simply was not ready within you to
point in that direction.
WE SEE THE LIGHT BRIGHTENING upon your planet BECAUSE of THE LIGHT BRIGHTENING within each one
of you. It is inevitable.
FEEL the difference in the colours that are now placed upon that paper. FEEL the creation of JOY that is
your TRUE reality. Experience LOVE in a way that suits YOU, not in a manner that your THOUGHTS think
LOVE should be. BE YOU. BECAUSE BY SIMPLY BEING YOU … AND WITH NOTHING ELSE IN MIND … YOU
ARE LOVE. ONLY LOVE.
Thanks so much for all that. I guess it’s a matter of absorbing all of this and letting it settle down in its rightful
place … which I would imagine is our hearts!
For there we are comfortably settled also! We are experiencing a new energy that is building. It is of you
and it becomes you!
As does moonlight and it goes with my hair!! (You won’t get the joke if you don’t know the song!!)
My heart along with so many gives thanks to you for your assistance in trying to help us ‘get it’. Golden Rays
from all of us to all of you.
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The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 9

19 April 2010
Perhaps we shall begin the conversation this day? For it is us that have been nudging you to converse
with us at this time.
That would be good. Fire away!
In accordance with Divine Law we would happily state that much is changing within each one of you
at this time. It is inevitable for one to experience the metamorphous as it surrenders itself to the ALL
that IT IS. There can be no prevention. Even the most stubborn of souls will not be able to admit that
something is taking place within side of their spirit. Some may be experiencing great understanding and
joy, whilst others are experiencing the opposite as old hurts surface and release themselves from the
egotistical aspect of who they think they are.
We are in deep reverence for those of you upon the earth plane who are delving within to discover the
old/new self. It is a fascinating process from our position and yet at the same time we are connecting
with the hearts of each one of you to assist in the best way we can.
Hold on to your hats dearest ones. For in a short while much that you have been expecting will come to
pass. And when it does, you shall ALL be of much gratitude to the self for allowing the new you to burst
forth in the way it is doing. For all that seems and feels uncomfortable for you at this time and shall we
say ‘remote’ will be made sense of when certain new beginnings occur. And they shall.
Your patience has been conducted dutifully. And we are aware that it is not always easy from your
prospective and yet we are aware too that YOU, each one of YOU asked … and were chosen to be part
of this Divine plan as you work from the ground force … along with others that are not in the same ‘hot
seat’.
When you say ‘remote’ … it made me think of how reclusive I am becoming and I feel a little unsure of that
position. Surely it is good to be among others and allow our Lights to merge and strengthen and yet I find more
and more I am choosing to become insular and prefer to be with my own company … and to be honest that can
be pretty boring at times. I am not sure exactly where I DO fit in or where I belong. The way I am FEELING inside
about myself DEFINITELY KNOWS that some change is taking place, but can you explain about this need to just
remain by myself a lot of the time? I know of others that are also experiencing the same … so I KNOW it’s not just
me being ‘off ’!
Let us first of all commend all of you on your allowance to follow the hearts requests. For it is when
one does not adhere to its needs that the pathway becomes rocky and difficult to climb. Secondly, by
accepting the need of the soul to be alone with the self, it is of much benefit regarding the upliftment of
the planet.
The planet? When I become so reclusive, I don’t feel I am being of much use to anyone, let alone the planet and
there is an old pattern belief that I am simply being indulgent and selfish.
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Indeed the Planet. For it is by serving the self that one is serving the whole is it not?
You are moving into a time when it is of great importance for the self to be secure with the self and
its needs. It is extremely necessary for each one to look into that which is needed from the soulself’ s
perspective. For it is said ... How can one serve another if they have not yet met the needs of the self? It
is for the SELF to be sorted out, in all areas, that is essential at this time … For how can you assist those
who are lost if you yourself are not sure which way to turn?
Sometimes I feel like a yoyo. My feelings can change so many times in just one hour. I feel that when we are
able to remain consistently in alignment with our Highest thoughts then that will be when we can move up into
Higher altitudes. Yet we are all at different stages , so does it mean that we will arrive individually into this new
world … as we each reach the level desired in order to enter in … or will it be on mass … and if you don’t make it
in time .. too bad so to speak? That wouldn’t FEEL right to me.
Then if that doesn’t feel right it would not be your Truth at this time and therefore not the way it shall
be IN YOUR EYES. It really is necessary for you Blossom and indeed every soul to ‘get’ ... that what lies
ahead for each one of you is exactly what each one of you imagines is to lie ahead. For you are your
own creators. Look at it this way for a moment … If there were enough of you that believed that when
you move into the new world a vast Light ship was going to land at one of your airports, check you had
taken your anti-gravity pills and off you all go … taking you to a far off planet whereupon you get off …
are shown to your new quarters … and start life anew … then indeed that is what will happen for those
that are deeply believing and creating that scenario for THEIR future. Another new world may be that
on a certain year many believe /know that they shall descend into an underground city and enjoy the
wonders it has to offer … depending on what those wonders are … which of course depends on what one
has created so ‘wonderfully’. There may also be the scenario for those who believe it to be so … that the
floods and earthquakes will completely annihilate your earth and they simply leave their earthly body …
and this shall take place for them.
Hold on, hold on a minute … (although I have a feeling we have been down this path once before somewhere
along the line) so … how would that work if many souls knew/believed that this earth , whilst they were still upon
it , was to transform BACK into the beautiful planet that it was , and they chose to remain here because they
wanted to experience a world of yesteryear, and they believed that they have come here to help that transition
take place … how could we all be on the SAME PLANET and yet both scenarios take place. I know ALL things are
possible … but HOW could that be possible??
Because of that very statement … ALL things ARE possible … Let us remove the possibility shall we? ALL
THINGS ARE! How we desire to help you to understand, and yet we cannot explain through your words.
EVERYTHING THAT EVER WAS/IS/SHALL BE … EVERYTHING … not just a few things … EVERYTHING
… EVERYWHERE … IN WHAT YOU CALL THE PAST /PRESENT/FUTURE IS ALL HAPPENING NOW …
EVERYTHING! So it is SIMPLY (?) a matter of deciding which scenario you chose to live out at any given
time … AS YOU CHOSE FROM THAT EVERYTHING in that moment that you are experiencing in that NOW.
Ok … so say right NOW I wanted to experience … Oh I don’t know … actually its really odd, because as I am
trying to think of something to experience the only thoughts that are coming to me are things such as LOVE or
LAUGHTER … things like that as opposed to seeing *my dream car appear outside my drive or whatever .
And yet in another pattern of yourself your ‘dream car’ is already yours.
So what would be the point of that if I can’t experience it in this ‘pattern’ … assuming you are talking parallel lives
here … which also blows my head off!!! …
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Because in THIS pattern whether you like to accept this or not, you still have blockages regarding the
‘YOU’ that is experiencing THIS pattern actually deserving that dream car.
This is all so huge. We are digressing a little, so if we may … can we get back to the different scenarios of what
will be /could be OUR New World.
We do not feel we were digressing. Sometimes ‘moving away’ from a moment assists in ‘getting back on
track’.
Is it then that we … depending on our thought form … move into a parallel life that is able to adapt to that
thought form and so too, many others who also have that same thought form also move into that SAME parallel
experience … Oh dear … it’s all TOO confusing. For instance … say I had decided that my New World was to
remain on earth and be with her as we all move with ease and grace into this SAME earth, yet IT/SHE and all
within/upon have merely risen to a Higher vibration and therefore have CHOSEN to live in a place of purer
Love … what if say … three of my friends had decided that life was just going to continue on as it had done all
their lives? They had chosen to remain asleep and just keep things as they are … would they not be saying ‘ Has
anyone seen Blossom lately? … Nobody’s seen her for months … and come to think of it, we haven’t seen her
sister or husband or son lately either … have they moved?’ … Do you see what I am trying to grasp here?
We are smiling at the confusion … for let us speak this way … Have you not ALWAYS created you own
futures? No one suddenly went missing … but it is known by each of you that your family/friend/ groups
have chopped and changed throughout as you merge with a new group that is more of the same wave
length of thinking as yourself. It is no different.
Yes , but … I can still email them should I chose and ask after their well-being … a little different I feel if someone
has chosen to enter into an underwater city or go off to another planet or indeed perhaps die!
Different in what way? Why do you ‘think’ you would not be able to contact them? That would be of your
deciding. For EVERYTHING is possible. It is only when you THINK that EVERYTHING IS NOT possible that
you restrict your possibilities.
We shall continue to assist you all in this understanding. To help you ‘get’ that which we are giving.
TRUTH. And the TRUTH is … as you are accepting … THAT YOU ARE THE CREATORS.
If you want a beautiful world of peace and harmony … then behave as if you live in a world of peace and
harmony and you shall be in it.
If you desire a world of living in Love and Laughter … then act that way … yet we would add one thing …
ALL this behaviour MUST come from THE HEART … FROM THE TRUTH OF THE DESIRE OF YOUR SOUL. If it
only comes from the head … it shall not be so. Your thoughts, your inspirations … must pass through the
heart in order to BE what you FEEL them to be. Without FEELING there is nothing. Look at that which we
have stated ...
Without FEELING there is nothing …
Consider wisely, that every single thing that IS … affects your FEELINGS … Your FEELINGS are YOU.
Nothing can be in existence without YOU and the way you FEEL about it … for you are LOVE and LOVE is
all there is.
We feel there is enough ‘homework’ in this session for you to ponder upon. We ask of you as each of you
read these words to allow your soul to ‘hear’ them on the level of our intention … The deepest Love.
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Thank you for that. It is happening … I know it is happening … And we are all creating that happening in order for
it to happen! Keep at it with us …and we’ll keep at it also!
In Love and thanks and a showering of Golden Rays.
*Why I happened to mention my dream car at this time was this ... A car was always something that got me from
A to B. I knew it had four wheels, what colour it was, how you filled it with fuel and that was about it. It was many
years ago when I first watched ‘The Secret’ that I began to look into this whole car thing and decided my dream
car would be a yellow Peugeot 306 convertible. For years now it has been known that one day I will have one.
Whenever I see one I say ‘There’s my car’ etc.
My car has been up for sale for a couple of months at $3,950 with so far, not one inquiry! Mmm! This Easter
weekend my sister showed up with a lottery ticket and a picture from the paper of ... you’ve guessed it ... my
dream car!!! It was for sale at $6,900 . (hence the lottery ticket , which by the way did not come up trumps ...
this time!) WHAH! A BARGAIN! And what timing!! Clearly the universe was in tune with me. Not to be deterred
by the financial challenges set before me, I phoned up and drove 45 minutes to go and let this little beauty
know that it belonged to me and that the universe would be delivering it to its new home when it was ready!
We fell in love the minute we met! Three weeks later ... both cars are still for sale and I, along with my family
and friends have been FEELING that little ray of sunshine parked outside my drive. I EVEN pretend to change
gear in my automatic, acting as if I am driving my little Peugeot. So there you have the reason for me using the
dream car as an example! I will post a picture on my blog of me in my little yellow transporter the minute the
universe delivers ... OR ... when the blockages are removed and I TRULY KNOW I DESERVE IT IN THIS LIFE ... NOT
A PARALLEL ONE! Feel free to build on the energy and visualize with me! I’m so very very excited as I watch this
manifestation take place!

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 10

14 May 2010
Ok. Here we are again then! Lately my heart has been going nuts. There must be a shift going on surely … either
that or I am about to have a cardiac arrest! And also … a great amount of releasing taking place too and I ‘m not
even sure what I’m crying about. Sometimes the actual physical pain in my heart is so uncomfortable … I mean,
is this all necessary? It’s very hard to FEEL full of LOVE and to FEEL that you are playing your part well in the
Ascension process with all this going on. And for how long? For the last ten years we seem to have been moving
from one shift to another! Is it going to carry on like this till we get there? And does this continue once we are
there … wherever ‘there’ is? I sound like I’m moaning … I am! No, seriously, can you say we are really making
progress? I still FEEL so ‘lost’ in all of this. Ok … done … your turn if you’d like?
We thought you would never ask! As you sit and write you can feel almost a burning in your heart
chakra can you not?
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Yep.
This is absolutely a necessary change in your makeup. From what you once were in human form, to
what you are becoming in the new form of human. It is taking place continually at this time and without
wanting to disappoint you, yes, it will carry on in this fashion for quite a while to come. We are aware of
these discomforts, yet we say that what is taking place is so profound that this releasing and adapting
must be treasured … for the transformation when complete will … you will find … be worth every tear
shed.
In a way that we might assist we would remind you that your Higher self is fully aware of that which this
smaller aspect of you has chosen to undertake. Therefore, being fully connected to this Higher self, one
may find it acceptable. Although we do not underestimate the magnitude of these discrepancies, we
would say also for you to ‘brush them off’. Allow them to Be, then let go and give thanks that yet another
segment of ‘the old’ has transmuted into Light through YOUR doing. Recognise these ‘odd feelings’ as
they pass through you and KNOW that by accepting them in GRACE you are playing your part in the
changing of all that is of lesser Light into its brightest form. YOU ARE DOING EXACTLY WHAT IS REQUIRED
OF YOU. EACH ONE OF YOU.
Maybe. It just doesn’t always FEEL that way. It sometimes feels like a never ending waiting game.
What is it that you are waiting for?
The transformation into the NEW WORLD. The time when we no longer are among all the ‘downfalls ‘that
humankind has created. I don’t understand how different this New World is going to be, but … actually, never
mind … you know what I mean. We have travelled this road before … and I have learned that we cannot know
what this New world will be like until we get there. So I’ll ‘zip it’, and ask if you would kindly move on to a topic of
your choice?
YOU.
You’re kidding! Must we?
You invited us to choose.
Mmm! Just wondering what ‘YOU’ wish to discuss about ‘ME’
We consider YOU to be a representative of OUR TRUTH. And in this you have not faltered. You decline
from offers made by others to deny these Truths and remain steadfast in your loyalty to that which
you TRUST to be OF TRUTH. In reference to that which did or did not take place on your given date by
us of Oct 14th in your year 2008 we would like to clarify a few things … on your behalf. Would this be of
providence?
Although I know what providence means, I wasn’t sure how it would work in the sentence just given. So I looked
it up and it said “preparation for the future” ‘knowledge of the future’ Is that what you meant?
Have you known us to say something we did not mean?
Nope. Just checking we were on the right track. And it’ s very nice of you , because obviously it is very clear that
you are able to take note of my thoughts of late and that whole episode seems to be coming back to ‘haunt me’
in various ways. So yes, please, go ahead. I will be interested to hear what you have to say, as I am having to
make sure my ‘ego’ has left the building practically all the time and sort of ‘get over myself!!!’
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Do you Blossom, believe that we came on that date ?
In what capacity? Yes, for me, without doubt you showed up to many in various ways. But not in the way that
you had PROMISED and therein lies my demise!!
And do you accept the explanation given by us after the event?
My heart accepted it, although my mind questioned it.
Then let us elaborate on the events now that time has elapsed and the ‘hype’ … as your world would
say … has settled into a place where one can understand on a deeper level.
FIRSTLY LET US SAY …. WE WERE THERE. Our vast ship as promised WAS THERE in your skies.
Oh I must have been looking the other way! With respect … and simply trying to make Light of this.
There is no need to Lighten this up dear one. We are here to reveal what was. We now feel we are able to
break through … for it is time.’
Before you go any further, let’s clarify that shall we. My thought when that last sentence came through about
‘breaking through’ was not that you would ‘break through’ the mists, not that you are about to ‘de-cloak’ type of
‘breaking through’, but that you can break through verbally and let us know the next level of understanding of
the incident.
Either way.
Your words, not mine.
At the time of the event taking place there was a darkness unseen by the human eye. In the same way
that it then became necessary for the vessel in which we had chosen to display to remain unseen also.
It simply was necessary for the saving of your planet. This may seem drastically dramatic, yet it is so.
WE DID NOT REVEAL OURSELVES ON THAT DAY AS PROMISED IN ORDER FOR YOUR PLANET TO REMAIN IN
TACT.
We had been informed of a counter plan by those energies that would choose at all costs to human life
…. to destruct themselves as well as millions of souls rather than allow this event to take place.
Yet you said you had every possibility covered and it is known that you are able to dismantle/disarm nuclear
weapons … If this is what you are talking about?
And yet, you are underestimating the vast implement that was intended to be used. We spoke to you
regarding this THREAT, being treated merely as that … a THREAT, and we wrongly assumed that the
human level of these lost struggling energies within the human form would stoop to this lowest degree
in order to protect themselves from their inevitable self-destruction. To lose their power … to be shown
in their TRUE form, for the deepest greed that they have become … seemed incomprehensible to them
at this stage in history. For indeed they have mastered their control to the highest degree. They felt it
agreeable amongst themselves to lose everything rather than be uncovered by the one thing they fear
above all … THE LIGHT.
We spoke that ‘agents’ informed us that indeed they would carry out this THREAT of mass destruction
should we follow through with our promise to the world. Put yourself in our shoes … what would you
have done?
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Our mission, our Divine purpose is to assist your planet and the Loving human Beings upon it to rise into
a NEW WORLD … A Higher level of Vibration … so that once again the Love that you are can be exposed
by the self and TRULY ENJOYED.
WE WANT YOU TO ENJOY BEING! TO ENJOY YOUR LIVES. TO UNDERSTAND HOW PRIVILEGED YOU ARE TO
BE HUMAN.
And yet it has come to this … that it FEELS like a burden at times.
THIS IS WHY WE HAVE CHOSEN TO BE WITH YOU. TO SHARE WITH YOU. YOU ARE LOVE. WE WANT YOU TO
FEEL THAT TRUTH. WE WANT YOU TO BE THAT TRUTH .WE WANT YOU TO ENJOY THAT TRUTH.
So, you couldn’t have disabled whatever weapon it was that the ones of lesser Light said they would expose?
The preparation by them was too far advanced.
In what way?
By that we mean that it would have been improbable that we could have effect on the situation devised
by them.
I keep half seeing as if this ‘devise’ was/is underwater … in the ocean somewhere. Like in a … I want to say …
‘substation’…
And you would be correct in what you are picking up from us. Although we are far advanced in our
technology from that of your ‘current’ race, remember also that there are certain laws in place that
cannot be tampered with. There are laws that WILL NOT AND CANNOT be broken. This would take our
topic into unchartered waters shall we say, and we prefer at this juncture to leave that for a much later
time. Therefore we would conclude that our choice to remain ‘invisible’ … we still heed to be of the best
one. The decision was not one taken LIGHTLY or by just a few over a cup of tea at a board meeting! We
make Light of it also … on your behalf.
YET KNOW … EACH ONE OF YOU WHO STEPPED OUT OF THE COMFY CHAIR AND STOOD UP AND SHOUTED
OF OUR ARRIVAL FROM THE VERY ROOFTOPS … KNOW THAT AT THAT TIME ... THERE WERE A MILLION
ANGELIC FORCES BY YOUR SIDE SENDING YOUR BEWILDERED SOULS ENCOURAGEMENT TO FIND THE
TRUTH. THERE WERE, DURING THOSE DAYS …ARMIES OF LIGHT BEINGS TOUCHING YOUR HEARTS WITH
STRENGTH AND LOVE … TO HELP YOU OVERCOME YOUR PAIN … TO GIVE YOU AN ENERGY AND WILL TO
CARRY ON ... KNOWING WHAT YOU KNEW.
This day shall be replicated, yet the outcome shall be one of TRIUMPH.
And yet, with certain TV programmes etc. those of lesser Light are certainly doing well in spreading the fear.
Are you afraid?
Not at all.
Then know that there are many in place just like you. Unafraid and in position. Ready to disperse fear.
Ready to teach Light. Ready … simply ready. You are aware Blossom, for it has been spoken of many
times … of the armies of Light that are in position for when these great changes take place on your
planet. At this time many wonder why they are here. They KNOW they are here to be part of something
profound … yet they cannot find their way. We tell you … in your future days … when we visit in LOVE
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… each soul shall have their duties awakened from within. A vast awakening will take place on a scale
as yet unimaginable … KNOWLEDGE shall be redeemed for some instantaneously … and it is for those
warriors to take their command and lead those who are afraid and lost BOLDLY into THE NEW WORLD …
and dearest souls of earth, we shall proudly be by your side.
Dearest souls of elsewhere …. We SO look forward to it!
In Love … from a heart down here that is full to the brim with many things … and in amongst it all is the deepest
LOVE for your ‘giving’. Thank you.
And our gratitude to each one that allows us the privilege to continue, by the support given.
Bye. Until next time then.

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 11

27 May 2010
Well good morning my friends of Great Light! Today in Australia as you may or may not know is a beautiful
sunny winter day and I have to say lately I am feeling on top of the world! As is our way I will let you dictate that
which you feel will be of benefit to us at this time … Chocks away!
We too welcome you from a place that is of great warmth and Love, for our correspondence has been
taking place over quite a period of time in your earthly moments. You were suggesting earlier in your
thoughts that we present to you today something that is completely new, something that is as yet
unknown were you not?
Clearly you know of my thoughts. Let’s hope you only pick up on ones concerning you … or I might feel the need
to stop thinking all together.
And would you smile if we said this would be very beneficial for those of your earth to do? To completely
surrender to the nothingness that IS.
Well I sort of felt that coming as I wrote my words so, yes, I am grinning. But you know, down here, there is so
much to think about. There is always clutter within the mind, but I think many of us are training ourselves to
think only of positive Loving thoughts as best we can these days.
Indeed this is so. For we are able to ‘track’ this from an energy presentation all around your globe. You
see, for many of you, you are feeling exasperated, you wonder when anything that will really show
the world what is going on will take place. There are many that are aware of so many things and many
that are aware of nothing so it seems. You want those who are asleep to wake up. You want those
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who do not understand the depths of which your world has been ‘taken over’ to suddenly understand
everything. We say to you that which you already know. All is as should be, We encourage you to keep
on in the manner that you are all travelling for it is taking you down the correct path . A path that leads
home.
Whenever you say ‘home’ my heart does acrobats. I guess it’s like travelling to see someone you Love on the
other side of the world and yet you have to experience the physical journey first before you can give them
a hug. It’s that sort of anticipation that many of us our feeling. Yet sometimes for us it seems all the planes
have stopped flying, the trains have come to a halt and the buses remain as always … late! I KNOW we are
transforming … I can feel it … There is much excitement in that many say this year is the year when First Contact
will be made etc. Could you just chat for a bit on what you foresee taking place within the next six months or so,
and … yes, with all respect to you ,we know you do not share our time … yet we know you know of it … what can
we expect to ‘feel and see’ in the coming days?
Already in your skies you are experiencing Lights and travelling craft that without doubt are not from
your local airports! You are aware that many more are awakening to their soulself’ s agreement and
these numbers are a great deal more than you realise. This is of much joy to The Federation for indeed
it expresses to us that ALL that is being done to assist your planet is of use and we are not failing in our
task. This task as you know has been in plan for eons and now that the end/beginning is finally occurring
there is so much excitement aboard our ships. We have planned a fly over that will astound. It will be of
much greater magnitude than your world has yet seen. And yes we are picking up on your thoughts at
this moment … There is no date to be given.
PHEW!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Yet we will categorically state that when this takes place there will be much celebration upon your earth
planet and in you earthly skies. On top of which mush celebration shall take place within other planets
and realms for it shall mark the beginning of what is to come. And from there on there will be NO
STOPPING US! It would not be wise to reveal a time, but let us say that the presentation of these events
will allow the changes that many require to step up wildly.
Do you mean widely?
We mean as we first said. For once we begin showering you with our Love and insights into that which
we are capable of performing it will be of great pleasure to remain outdoors to watch the show that will
not cease. For once we begin we will remain with you to see our earth brothers and sisters through to
the New World as we have promised.
We feel many of you do not know or as yet are unable to feel the extent to which we have Love for
you. You, each and every one are the bravest warriors for taking up the role that you have upon the
earth planet at this time. For we are aware that only the strongest ... as we have said before ... could be
chosen.
We ask as we have done many times for you to be vigilant with your meditations. For through this
method we can transmit ‘orders’ through to you that can be acted upon when all is in alignment.
I feel some may question the word ‘orders’, although I know where you are coming from. Are you able to clarify
as many may perhaps not feel comfortable with being given ‘orders’?
Indeed we accept what you are saying and we appreciate your need to settle and clarify. When you were
not of this earth … when you volunteered and were accepted … you were aware what was required of
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you. You signed up … if you like … for certain duties that you would perform when your world entered its
phase of transformation. Each one agreed with all Love in their hearts to carry these duties out in order
to assist the Ascension process. We think of these times with great endearment for each one was willing
to ‘take on board’ as much as they could possibly handle. Therefore, when we speak of transmitting
orders we simply mean that we are ‘reminding’ you of the tasks which you offered to perform. They are
not orders that you MUST follow. They are orders that you WANT to follow because they are part if not
one of the main reasons why you came to your planet at this time.
Many of you express feelings of ‘knowing you came here to do something, but you have not yet found
what it is.’ You have feelings of frustration … the wait seems to be too long. Yet we say it is not far away,
and we mean of this in your earthly terms. Then shall you awake in a way deeper than ever imagined.
Then shall you praise that which you are for being part of this wonderful scheme. You shall find all
manner of things falling into place. You will laugh at the ease in which your accomplishments are
achieved.
YOU ARE WALKING INTO THE LIGHT AND THE LOVE.
YOU ARE THE LIGHT AND THE LOVE.
I guess it’s so hard to imagine that of which you speak. We can’t really know what you mean. But I do know
that when we are in the right ‘heart space’ there is an excitement that any day now we shall all be like giggling
children when what we KNOW is KNOWN to those who don’t yet KNOW it. And the fact that they will then KNOW
it too shall make us laugh even more. Imagine that … a world FULL of people laughing. Earth would be like a
helium balloon and would rise up quicker than you could say ‘Ascension’!
And yet whilst you were writing those words, do you feel this could become a reality …this world of
yours laughing?
In the moment of writing it yes … but now that you’ve asked I was brought back to reality and thought of the
state of affairs in the world as it is today and that image of the world floating up like a balloon into the blue skies
and beyond seems nothing more than what it is at this time … my imagination.
You are aware are you not that you are writing in ‘your’ words that which ‘we’ are prompting you to
write?
Yes I am … you little cheeky chappies you!
Yet by you doing so we are able to lead into that which we wish to mention. Your imagination is your
future reality. This you know. Yet we feel the desire to impress that these imaginary images that you are
all creating in your thoughts would benefit greatly if you KNEW them to be reality. When you think of
something that is tangible in your world ... say the eating of an orange … when you visualise that … your
taste buds can produce saliva just by the thought of peeling that fruit ...
Excuse me a moment whilst I wipe the dribble from my chin!!! Whah! … I make myself laugh sometimes!!
How we find your humour amusing also. Let us continue … the reality of your thought is SO REAL that
it can produce saliva as if the eating of the orange is actually taking place. Therefore the suggestion we
offer is to visualise respective uplifting images and take them a step further so that you actually FEEL
them to be TRUE. As the thought of the orange produces the saliva … allow the thoughts of the lifting of
your planet to produce the heart place to tingle with power. FEEL IT AS YOUR REALITY. The more you can
accomplish this, the quicker shall you rise. The quicker you rise the faster your neighbours shall awake.
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The faster your neighbour awakes the sooner the better for ALL THAT IS.
Friends … our devoted allies who have undertaken such a monumental position in the story of the
planet we all know as earth ... Soon now, VERY soon shall we be reunited?
Soon meaning??
Service Of Other Nations.
Touché! And on that note … I feel it is time for us to close. It always amazes me … inevitably our discourse is
exactly an hour … and yet you have no time where you are.
No time indeed … only the space from one moment to the next which is forever in LOVE. We will be in
touch quite soon.
Mmm ... unusual thing to say … I’ll be ready when you are. Blessings on behalf of us all down here … who
patiently await orders!
In love and thanks.

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 12

9 June 2010
Are we ready to Rock and Roll?
Let us begin our discourse with you this day by stating some facts which may be of interest to those of
you interested in certain matters at this time.
By all means.
First of all we wish to dispel all rumours of what may or may not be configurations in your skyline …
which at this time are causing quite a stir.
You are speaking of the spirals?
Indeed. And yet we would be so bold as to share with you that what you are seeing now is but a mere dot
compared to that which is to come.’
Can you explain to us what they are ( I have purposely not read up anyone else’s explanation so as not to be
influenced … apart from the news stating they are missiles /rockets etc. … which doesn’t ring True for me!) How
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would you explain them to us?
We would call them energy ‘bubbles’. That which you are able to see is minimal compared to what is
actually there. The vibration of these ‘bubbles’ is of a frequency that is condensed so as to be able to
‘work’ in your atmosphere. What you see are the end trails of an energy that is literally ‘Lighting up your
world’. That which you cannot see is doing what it must do on a scale whose accuracy is something that
you are as yet unable to comprehend.
Accuracy of what … what is it is doing that it must do?
It is recalibrating the new energy that has entered your world and merging the old energy within it in
order for it to blend and ‘mature’.
Sounds like an old cheese!!!
And yet we would make similar comparison. For you see, it is when one is left to ripen with age that the
most succulent flavour is received by the taste buds. Although you are letting go of that which no longer
serves you must understand too that much of you … the Truth of who you are … will always be with you.
It will BE with you for it is you. Therefore although you are letting go of the old and allowing the new to
enter in, you are also blending the ‘age of your TRUTH’ with the new energy which in its Truth is a certain
fraction of that which you were to begin with.
These spirals are not only for you to wonder at … that is not their purpose, although it is pleasurable …
they are brought forth to assist the changes in your earthly vibration. What you appear to see is nothing
compared to that which it is actually accomplishing.
They are changing the energy within and around you on a level that is not measurable, yet think of these
swirling energy bubbles for a moment and would you not say they make you take a deeper breath ?
Would you not say you can FEEL the energy contained if you take a moment to connect?
These spiral Lights shall begin to appear throughout your world … in places that may seem most
unlikely. They are placed at certain points on the grid and within these energy points, are able to
magnify that which they are.
Who ‘sends’ them?
We do.
How?
It is not of great difficulty. This is not our way. The intense energy contained therein is what we would
say … pressurised. It is nurtured and concentrated upon. We also use the word ‘concentrated’ in both its
terms. We concentrate upon it to build up the energy and we then concentrate the energy in order for it
to be released when it merges within your atmosphere.
Excuse my ignorance … but do you eject it from your vessel? Do you chuck it out the window? What? How?
We send it through thought form. We transport it from the chamber in which we have energised it, by
thought … and then release it into the exact spot that is intended for it/them.
You know … not only do they contain the coordinates for their position and their journey (for as we have
said, much of it … as it travels … is unseen) but it also contains OUR LOVE. A degree of LOVE that is now
Higher than before. When we began communication with you , we let you know of the Love that was
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penetrating into your atmosphere …as it has been doing for eons of time. And yet NOW… as we draw
closer to the New World we are able to filter through to you at a purer strength … LOVE that is US …
LOVE that is YOU … yet you have not been able to FEEL this level of yourselves for such a long time.
YOU CAN FEEL IT HAPPENING WITH INSIDE YOURSELVES CAN YOU NOT?
Yes, I can. I can FEEL how I have moved on/up within myself. It is not easy to explain, and yet my FEELING knows
the difference.
Could I move on to a different subject which so many are concerned about at this time, and this is regarding the
oil spill? The devastating effect it is having on our wildlife and our oceans … could you talk to us about that ... If it
is appropriate for you please?
First we would say to you regarding the feathered friends and all other life form that regard your oceans
as part of their home … for those who have seemingly been smothered and all breath been taken from
them … it is for you to know that their energy is now transformed into Light and they are free.
There is a change to come within these circumstances that will be of shock value, for no-one could have
for seen the outcome. And yet we say to you, that your prayers , your offerings of LOVE to this matter
are far more valuable than any discussions that are taking place. Discussions can be discussed and
often taken no further. They are not always utilised, for no agreement can be mastered. BUT PRAYER,
BLESSINGS, LOVE … in the knowledge of the TRUTH of what YOU ARE and what LOVE IS can go straight to
the heart of the matter. INSTANTLY. Remember too, that ALL IS AS SHOULD BE. There are no mistakes.
No accidents. Life is unfolding down its pathway.
I FEEL some may find that this particular event cannot be termed as ‘meant to be’?
And yet … we would dispute that fact. For as we have said many times before … You are unable to see
what is taking place upon your planet from the position WE are in. If you were able to, your opinions on
MOST matters that you find alarming would instantly transform.
Use this situation as an opportunity. A reason to experiment with this Higher degree of Love that you
are becoming … that you are. For when you KNOW it, the energy of TRUTH within that knowing ... can
perform miracles. Miracles are simply KNOWING your power and using it. When you KNOW THAT ALL
THINGS ARE POSSIBLE … TRULY KNOW IT … then there would be no concern. Perhaps it is time for those
upon your planet to begin to experiment on a deeper level of themselves. To come from a deeper place
of KNOWING and TRUSTING in these Ascending days that are spoken about.
Many of you are waiting, waiting, waiting … maybe it is time for YOU to put a STOP to that waiting … and
act now. BE WHO YOU ARE … NOW.
You speak of days ahead that are to be wondrous. We encourage you to know this as TRUTH. And yet, it
is only YOU who can bring these days about. It is only YOU that can BE involved in the display of these
days that you desire.
It is time NOW … It is time to BE. Time to stop believing and to KNOW without doubt, without question
...YOUR LIGHT. Then it is for you to USE that LIGHT. To send it out to those places that are in such great
need. Places of utter darkness where no Light has been allowed to enter in for so long.
NOW IS THE TIME FOR CHANGE. NOW IS THE TIME TO ENTER BOLDLY INTO THOSE PLACES OF DARKNESS
AND SHINE YOUR LIGHT.
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Send your energy to assist parts of your planet that need your Love on a grand scale. Make it an ongoing
surge that constantly streams LIGHT and LOVE from your being into these places of sadness. A conscious
stream of energy that flows continuously from your Being. A consciousness that … just is. Allow it to
deliver the energy from you ... to the core of the issues that confront your world. For when it can reach
the heart of the matter, it can then melt the outer shell that protects Love from entering in. Together
as ONE you have the ability to break down the barriers and once through to the inner sanctuary, allow
LOVE to do its work. Reach deep inside. … for healing the surface will not sustain its wellbeing.
WORK YOUR MIRACLES BROTHERS AND SISTERS OF THE UNIVERSE … CHANGE THE WAY YOU SEE THINGS.
SEE THINGS AS THEY CHANGE. YOU ARE HERE TO MAKE THAT CHANGE. THIS IS WHY YOU CAME.
DO NOT GIVE IN. DO NOT GIVE UP. THESE DAYS NOW ARE THE DAYS YOU HAVE BEEN LONGING FOR. IT IS
TIME FOR ACTION. STOP WAITING. ACT NOW. ACT-I-ON!
Words yet again fail. Yet we ask you to FEEL that which we are wishing to express through them. FEEL
what we are trying to tell you. FEEL it in your hearts’ core … for there, when it is felt … you will find you
KNOW … you understand the depth of TRUTH that we are reminding you of. That is all we are /have
been doing … reminding you of who you are and why you came. Your sleep has allowed forget/fullness.
But as you arise from your deep slumber , your memories too are awakened, bringing with them the
remembrance of THE LOVE that allows all knowledge … ALL Truth to once again be honoured and
embraced.
It is not only time to take action… I know too, it is time to close for today. I know I speak for many when I say
Thank you. And Thank you seems so inadequate.
Yet we are able to FEEL the meaning behind it. In the same way we desire you to do the same with that
which we bring forth. It is OUR TRUTH.
And it FEELS very much like it is mine also. And yet I understand it may not be everyone’s. And that is the
wonderful thing about TRUTH … it is our own.

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 13

21 June 2010
*This is a very powerful channelling so please set yourself time to have the time to ‘BE WITH IT’ and not have to
rush it through. Thank you.*
Hello my friends. I know today is a day when many will be meditating and focusing on putting LIGHT into the
waters in the Gulf. There is such a deep feeling within me that is inexpressible in the knowing that this is far
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greater than what we assume it to be, even though we know it to be so big already. There is the prophesy of the
sea turning black … and then the last prophesy of discs arriving in the sky. How can we assist in the way we are
supposed to? There are many sending Love and Light to the situation, but are there enough of us to make the
change? Is there more we can be doing? I FEEL this time is so very important.
Souls of the planet Earth … heed our cries when we ask of your glory to shine through from the core of
your Being. Stir up from the well inside of you ... your TRUTH of this time … for indeed each one of you
have been waiting for it to arrive … and now it is here. Summon from your Highest levels ALL OF YOUR
KNOWING. Allow the Highest energy from that which you TRULY are to reach out and become the Light
that it is allowed to be in a form that can be of assistance.
YOU ARE HERE TO CHANGE THIS WORLD. YOU ARE HERE TO CHANGE THIS SITUATION.
And yet it must come about that you ‘KNOW’ that this is why you are here. Half believing … half hoping
will not correct the problem. And yet we say to you ... the outcome of that which appears to be so bleak
at this time is not how one would ever recognise within possibilities.
WE URGE YOU TO KNOW that by sending your strength out in to the energy that surrounds your planet
... by sending it not only to the outer but the very inner depths of its positioning that it is recognised
what can be accomplished. Even though you do not know what that outcome is within your humanness,
your Highest/ness does indeed KNOW and will act accordingly … when you TRUST in yourself. When you
KNOW that NOW is the time.
Many of you have been awaiting to receive your orders … well now they are coming to you … and this is
one of them …. This is ALL of them
REMEMBER WHO YOU ARE … BY DOING SO YOU WILL ACTIVATE ALL THAT HAS BEEN LYING DORMANT
WAITING FOR THIS MOMENT.
We cannot activate your systems for you … you have to do this for yourselves.
Can you tell us how please?
By asking … by letting your being KNOW that you, the aspect of you that is here on earth NOW at this
time ‘IS READY TO RECEIVE’. Your Higher self cannot and will not activate the system in place within you
until you give it the signal that you are ready. It is against our principals to interfere in this process for
this must be the choice of the individual.
When we have asked … what are we to expect?
Initiation. A welcoming home. A change in your vibration that shall be noticeable by you and those with
whom you come into contact. You shall slowly as each day passes recognise your inner power. You shall
exceed all your expectations of who you are in all that you are.
THE TIME IS NOW. THE TIME IS HERE. THERE CAN BE NO MORE DELAY.
BECOME YOURSELVES.
BE. SERVE. ACTIVATE.
We would ask you now to stop reading any further and to close your eyes and take in three very deep
breathes. We do not just mean for you Blossom to do this at this moment … but for all who read these
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words to stop and do this now in this moment. As you do so imagine the whitest brightest Light entering
through your crown chakra and expanding within and without. Allow it to surround from ‘within you’ ...
reaching out ‘through you’ into your aura and sit with it for another two deep breathes. We ask you to
do this now … whilst repeating the words ‘ACTIVATE ACTIVATE ACTIVATE’. You will know when it is done
and when you are ready to open your eyes and continue to read. You will simply know when you have
‘activated your system.
Well … I can’t seem to stop puffing … letting out great sighs! Wow! That was HUGE for me. I am so excited as to
how it will be for everyone else also. I was breathing in deeply just soaking up the Light and then suddenly it
happened ... it hit me … my body started to shudder as if getting an electric shock … I could actually FEEL the
moment of ACTIVATION. I remained in that space until the energy had settled and then opened my eyes. Far
out …This FEELS pretty BIG!!!!!!!!!!!
And now we would say to you all to again close your eyes and for a time that FEELS correct for you … give
thanks and gratitude to the I AM of who you are. And as you give that knowing/ness out … SEND IT OUT
TO YOUR PLANET … TO UPLIFT HER. To allow her to FEEL your unity with ALL THAT IS … IN THIS MOMENT
OF NOW.
Oh my! For want of a polite expression! For those reading I’d like to share what just took place for me in that
moment of now. I closed my eyes and started saying thank you, and instantly burst into tears. And sobbed and
sobbed as if in such grief. When that was done I experienced calmness and found myself saying over and over
… ‘WE ARE ONE. WE ARE ONE.’ Then, I saw a beautiful vision of a pair of hands holding MOTHER EARTH and the
word ‘WELCOME’ came to mind. I so hope, well, actually, I think I KNOW, that each one of you will experience
your own ‘ACTIVATION’, as this healing takes place.
So now … where were we?
We were at the part when we reconnected with you on a different frequency. With ALL OF YOU.
Unknown to you Blossom, this moment had been planned. On the cards as you would say.
Yes, I hadn’t necessarily planned to do a channelling today, but I certainly felt the nudge from you becoming
stronger and stronger. Now I know why! Thank you so very much.
We feel it important that as many as possible get to read this particular communication. For the
“ACTIVATION’ affect shall have a profound outcome on what is about to happen.
And that might be?????
As we said … it is what is about to happen. If we were to say … it would be the disappointment of
knowing what your birthday present was before you unwrapped it.
This is a part of what this feeling is inside me isn’t it? I assume you have heard me saying to you when I hear
anything about the Gulf … what is this about? What is this feeling in me that I can’t put into words other than ...
‘something’s about to go down’.
Indeed. This is what the FEELING is. For have we not been asking each one of you to express through
your FEELINGS. To listen to your FEELINGS for they are your TRUTH. And this FEELING that you are
FEELING is exactly that. A deep knowing of something that you knew before you came. And because of
its vast effect that this SEEING IS BELIEVING will have …
GULP!!!!!!!! Followed by sharp intake of breath ...
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This is why so many of you can FEEL the enormity within. Again we say …
THE TIME IS NOW. WE ARE BROTHERS AND SISTERS IN ARMS. YET NOT IN ‘ARMS OF WAR’ IN ‘ARMS OF
LOVE’ ARMS THAT ENFOLD YOU. ARMS THAT CARRY YOU. ARMS THAT LIFT YOU INTO YOUR RIGHTFUL
PLACE WHERE YOU CAN NO LONGER BE CONTAINED. WHERE YOU CAN NO LONGER BE AT THE MERCY OF
THOSE WHO HAVE NOT UNDERSTOOD THE POWER OF LOVE … AND THEMSELVES … IN THE WAY THAT
LOVE IS INTENDED.
BUT NOW MY CHILDREN ... I BRING YOU HOME. I WELCOME EACH AND EVERYONE OF YOU HOME. INTO
THE LIGHT OF MY GARDEN OF SURRENDER. WELCOME HOME MY CHILDREN … WELCOME HOME.
As I have recently expressed … my heart is so full it is leaking out my eyes! I FEEL SO VERY BLESSED . WE ARE ALL
SO VERY BLESSED.
SO BE IT.
In Love and thanks.
Wow wow wow wow!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
*I would like to give a mention here to a lady named Bronwyn Freihaut. Back in February I spoke of a lady that
had given me a ‘top up/healing’ and the energy level in my next channelling had noticeably risen. This “LIGHT
LADY” contacted me again a fortnight ago and flew up from Sydney overnight (at the gentle insistence of White
Cloud and The Federation ! ) to give me two sessions of her enlightening healing work and then flew back the
next day. I was overwhelmed at this ladies dedication and devotion to do whatever she is called to do and I
am so very grateful to her. I KNOW that today’s VERY POWERFUL communication could not have taken place if
she had not have followed her heart. So Bron ... From all of us who get ‘Activated’ through this channelling …
THANK YOU MY FRIEND … THANK YOU!

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 14

4 July 2010
Good morning to you. I wonder if I could bring up the issue of the ‘activation’ in our last communication? Many
experienced something strong, many didn’t and yet found later they could see aura’s or sensing some change
from within, many didn’t experience anything at all, even though they gave it a go several times. Could you
please explain why some felt it and some didn’t’?
Indeed we would feel this appropriate. For we are aware that some were perplexed at the lack of
outcome which therefore stirred from within a disappointment of sorts. But we ask you to KNOW when
we say that whosoever made the efforts to perform the task of activation … IT WILL HAVE OCCURRED.
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That’s really good to hear, and yet how come some felt it and some didn’t?
Because of the necessary adjustments to the individual’s energy field and the level of vibration they
were in at that particular moment. Not, we stress, NOT because of the level they reside in full time, if
we may express it that way. There are many that were expecting the Earth to move … and due to the
anticipation ... the expectancy overruled the actual phenomenon and if you like ‘disguised’ that which
actually took place. Yet we continue to express that the event within each one DID occur. Perhaps we
would say that some have been ‘put on a timer’ and for those who did not feel it immediately they will
WITHOUT DOUBT KNOW the moment when their particular ‘timer goes off.’ There can also be for some …
‘activational triggers’ that shall take place at the correct time for each.
OK. Thank you. Anything more you would like to add on that matter before we move on?
Yes. We desire to additionally remark upon the devout intentions of so many to bring your world into
its Higher realm. The activation process deemed its self- importance and many more than you realise
succumbed to their inner voice and followed its calling. Do you see dear ones? Do you see how the
Divine Plan is coming together? It is happening NOW. You only need to sit and FEEL it in the silence of
yourself to KNOW of its TRUTH.
Thank you. I KNOW I have asked of this before, but there is so much speculation as to what is to take place
regarding the Gulf oil spill. So many are living in fear … understandably. Would you feel it appropriate to speak
more of this ongoing disaster, to perhaps relieve the fears of many? If you FEEL you have said all that needs to
be said, then I shall accept that of course.
YOUR WORLD IS AT THE END OF ITS CYCLE. YOUR PEACEMAKERS ARE DRAWING STRENGTH … IN PEACE …
AND IT SHALL BE KNOWN THAT THE TRUTH OF WHAT IS … CAN NO LONGER BE HIDDEN. For decades now,
many are learning of matters that at one time they could only conceive as make believe. We say, from
the HIGHEST PLACE OF AUTHORITY … VERY SOON … AMONG YOU shall be LIGHT that cannot be covered
up or hidden from view. *A de-cloaking as you know of it to be expressed … SHALL occur on a scale of
that which we have spoken in the past. Many KNOW of this in your hearts. Many FEEL this in your hearts
and at times we are aware of the yearning … the longing … for this to take place. It is soon to be upon
you.
Hate to interrupt and of course with all respect … but as we have discussed in the past …That word ‘soon’
doesn’t cut it for us down here. Your version of ‘soon’ is very different from ours down here. Your ‘soon’ could
mean in a few years … to us … that’s LIGHT YEARS AWAY in the terms of expectancy!!!! ‘Soon’ to us means in the
next couple of days or months, so to be honest … Could we scrap that word for now … as, for us earthlings ... it is
very misleading.
We accept your proposal and we smile as we say Light- heartedly yet again … oh ye of little faith.
And I accept it Light-heartedly, for as you know, myself and who knows exactly how many thousands, have
KNOWING rather than faith … yet it is our ‘time difference’ that causes the dilemma.
Yet there is no dilemma from our perspective. You can only see with your human eyes …
And yet do we not FEEL with our spirit hearts? And through your teachings we are learning to listen to our
FEELINGS above all else.
And what are your feelings telling you of?
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A feeling!!!
About what?
About you coming … about you showing up in the way you have always said you would …. SOON!
And as you have just said, have we not taught you and have you not adhered to this lesson of KNOWING
that your FEELINGS are your TRUTH? For they and only they (your feelings) can alert you to what is. Your
minds’ thoughts can wonder and interact with all forms of energy that may confuse ANY given matter,
and yet … ask your soul, ask your heart what it is FEELING about ANYTHING and it will always give you
the TRUTH . For it cannot … it is not designed … to give you anything other than what it is … TRUTH.
So these FEELINGS that so many of you are experiencing are what is about to take place.
But we don’t know what these FEELINGS are saying … we can FEEL them, but what are they telling us?
Let us ask you that question ... What are your feelings telling you?
Erm … are we not going round in circles here? We started this section off by saying that the FEELINGS were
telling us that you were coming ‘soon’.
Thank you. Shall we continue on this wheel or shall we move on.
Understood! What would you like to discuss next?
Decisions.
About?
Your futures. It is so very important, more than you realise, at this time to be very precise about
decisions you make regarding your everyday existence. Lift up your spirits into a place of great value.
How much do you think you value who you are and why you are here? It would benefit you endlessly to
involve your FEELINGS with valuing the position you are in right here, right now. For by doing so , you will
allow the activation notch to be tuned into an ever increasing frequency that releases acceptance and
understanding as you move into that ever increasing frequency.
I sort of get that. Are you saying that the more we value the privilege of being chosen to be here at this
wondrous time, the more are vibration rises and the more we can value ourselves … and the more we value
ourselves the more … Etc. … You get the picture?
That is precisely what we are saying.
Oooh! I just heard the next sentence you wanted to put, and thought … ‘here we go!!’And that sentence was????
You are waiting for yourselves.
And you knew I would be saying … please detail this on a deeper level if you would. Because I am taking that
sentence on the lines that many are waiting for ‘The Star Kind’ to arrive and give us a helping hand in all this
mess we have made down here … so how does that tie in with your statement ‘ Waiting for yourselves’?
Has it ever occurred to you that those very ‘Star Kind’ that you speak of may just be a HIGHER version
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of yourselves? After all, you have come to know that you are just a small aspect of who you are,
experiencing a ‘playtime’ on this planet earth.
Playtime!!!!!!!!!!!!!???????????
Indeed … this was the intention … this was its original purpose. To play … the derision of which is to
be of joy to have fun … is it not? THIS WAS OUR INTENTION FOR YOU. And although the experiment
did not finalise in the way we had assumed … it is none the less IN THE BIG SCHEME OF THINGS … just
a small experiment. We can FEEL your FEELINGS Blossom as you write for us. We are aware that as a
human NOW on your planet, it appears we are of little comprehension of what it actually entails to be
experiencing ‘life on earth’ at this time.
For when you are here deep within it … all the horror and disaster and control and abuse of free choice etc.
seems to FEEL a lot more than a small experiment that went … got to say it … excuse me …. Arse up!!! I am not
angry saying this , not at all, it is just I can sort of FEEL what you are about to say and I ‘GET IT’, but when you are
actually here on earth playing your part it all FEELS so important that we are doing so.
AND IT IS. Yet understand from your inner KNOWING that you are playing a role. You are carrying out
your destined will in order to uplift this tiny tiny planet called Earth. IT IS OF GREAT IMPORTANCE IN THE
SCHEME of things, and yet, if you were able to comprehend the vastness of eternity, which of course
in incomprehensible, you would also come to the realisation that this ‘EVENT’ is merely a small aspect
when you consider FOREVERNESS. Each step that is made along the eternal path of LOVE is simply a
happening. Life … all life … all LOVE … is simply experiencing a happening.
We can FEEL too your need to return to the matter of ‘waiting for yourselves’.
Yes, you said, or I FEEL you implied that those that shall arrive in the ships in the sky … are a Higher version of
ourselves?
That is correct. And now knowing this, do you see the importance and necessity of your vibration being
of a degree that could handle this?
Well, sort of. Guessing that if we were not ready to accept and receive this information, when I finally met a
Higher aspect of myself … this one, this human one, might keel over in surprise, and if we all did that, there
would be little point of any of it. I am TRULY a bit lost here … So, you’re saying we are going to meet a Higher
aspect of ourselves … What ? All of us? Each one of us? A biggy is coming, I just got the gist of what you are
about to say …. THIS IS ALL SO HUGE!!!
Let us take this slowly when we say … consider the notion that a group of souls on your planet earth … a
large group … may together … make up … one Star Being.
Far out!! So what you are saying is … I FEEL … I think … that those with whom we may feel very strongly
connected to … those that we say we have a deep soul connection with … when moulded together become one
soul in the realms of the star people.
That is correct.
That’s blown me away. Holy Moly and any other appropriate expression!!!
And then to take it a step further …
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Steady Neddy, because I might fall off my perch!!
Take that same scenario and adjust it to it happening to the visitors that are to come … them meeting
up with the next Higher aspect of themselves, so that many ‘star kind’ who were of a soul group , then
became ONE Higher Being …and so on and so on . If you take this into account, perhaps it helps you to
understand the concept of BEING ONE.
Yes, yes it does. White Cloud once spoke of a metaphor regarding this, it has just come to mind, as to how Love
was broken down into many particles etc. too long to go into now, and even though I had understood that, I had
never really looked at it from a point of view of people. Well, not in the way that you have just described. It’s so
weird to try and get my head around it … so, what happens then … when say … my soul group … meets itself …
as portrayed as one Star Being?
This dearest inquisitive one, we must leave for another time. In some ways we would need to discuss
amongst the Hierarchy whether or not it would be appropriate to reveal such things. For as you KNOW …
the saying goes … when the pupil is ready the teacher will come.
And I know, simply because I am so accustomed to the KNOWING of when a session is over, that the bell has
just gone and it’s time to go out and play. As Alice in Wonderland once said … ‘curiouser and curiouser!!!!!!!’
Mmm a lot to think about today. Thank you so much for sharing all this with us. Part of the plan I know and yet I
know it’s not compulsory. Like for each one of us that is awakening more and more into the Light we share our
knowledge because we want to, not because we have to. Ok … I guess I shall be having a real think about WHO
is ME. Who I am part of on this earth plane right now that is not just a friend or part of my family, but is actually
ME!! LORD MAUD. And what you have shared with us today I FEEL is just a current in the cake … I can’t possibly
imagine what the icing on top will contain!! Until next time oh blowers of minds … much Love Light and thanks!!
PHEW!!!!!!!!!!!!
*As I was reading through for spelling etc. I got to this bit and FOR NO REASON AT ALL ... or for every reason, my
page changed on my site and the following channelling came up. So I feel I should guide you towards reading
this again ... after a few years it seems!! Very strange ... Truly I was just reading, touched nothing and it came up
all by itself ... (or not):

{around end of August 2008}
Sorry … a little late for work today!! Was busy being your P.A.!!! Radio got cancelled. That’s fine. ‘All is as’ etc. I
have a feeling it will be more appropriate when it is rebooked. I have to say I breathed a sigh of relief when I
heard! I was going to say ‘I know… coward’… but all things considered I don’t think I am!! Anyone about?
Challenges are ahead.
No offence… but do I really want to hear this ?
Have you not faced challenges before Blossom? And may we say with glee, you intervened before
allowing us to finish our sentence …
Oops sorry!
We in fact were not speaking directly to you. We speak to those who are of courage and read these
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words knowing in their heart of the ordeals that may be presented to your race as the coming of our
ship into your skies draws near. Yet we ask you … NOT TO BE AFRAID. You have enough fear upon your
planet do you not? Our aim is to decrease it not to enhance it. That is why we need you to search your
souls for your TRUTH. For indeed when you find it you will know that FEAR is unnecessary. You yourself
Blossom have experienced great fear within your being from the effect that our message has brought to
the sudden change of your everyday living. You yourself have had to find a way to move through it and
come out smiling. And as you continue you are finding a strength and indeed a joy that is surprising you
are you not?
Now and then! Depends on where I allow myself to go with it all really. It certainly is teaching me to live in the
now for no-one can foresee what your appearance shall do to those in our world and how things will change.
You have to admit, it’s a bit bigger than the Queen popping over for a visit (with all respect Your Majesty!) And
of course we are all wondering if our daily lives will cease to be and a thousand other questions that your quest
conjures up.
We fully accept your thoughts. We understand of the trepidation and yet, if you follow our words as
a TRUE SOURCE, then we have repeatedly expressed to you that all shall be well. YES. There shall be
initial upheaval on a large scale, but to counteract that experience there shall be a PEACE entering
your planet that has not yet been able to be induced. If you allow yourself to breathe in that PEACE you
shall feel an understanding in your soul and you shall simply KNOW that IT HAS BEGUN. Your fear will
instantly subside, for there shall be NO DENYING OF THIS TRUTH that we have come to guide you on the
pathway home. How your hearts will sing my warriors. How you shall shine in the Light of your hearts
contentment. For so long have you as a race been awaiting your calling. For so long have you listened
out into the silence and yet still you knew that we would not desert you and that these days were never
far away. For you could feel it in your Being. As many of you feel it now. You can actually ‘feel’ us tapping
into your energy. To prepare you. To just say ‘hello’. As we prepare you, so you must prepare your selves.
Diligently. Take/find the time in these future days to sink into the comfort of the soul’s remembrance.
You are, at these times of meditation being ‘fed’ the nutrients your soul requires for these times. You
have long awaited these times that are coming. It is with enormous validity (?) that what we shall
present to you shall be of absolute conviction to the answers that each one of you are asking.
Thanks for that. Got to be honest. That last bit was a little difficult to get through and I always feel it best to stop
when it feels that way, so as not to have to TRY … if you know what I mean. So thank you for this information.
We got the e-book out today. So when you said way back that it would be in print before the year was out and I
doubted that … I shouldn’t have. I know it’s not in book form yet, but it doesn’t have a cover! And … you wanted
it to be called ‘snapshot’… naturally it had s crossed my mind that the cover might be a picture of ‘THE VISIT’!

Whoa! What a ride this last month has been. And I have a feeling this is just the beginning! My mind is filled
with a thousand things that I never knew of before I sent out your message. Many channellers world wide are
confirming your announcement. Many have asked me to ask you questions. I feel more at home sticking to the
way we have always worked and just TRUSTING in the fact that what you need to be known you shall make me
aware of. I can feel your eagerness to begin … so lets!
Indeed there is excitement commencing in your world and MANY others. Blossom, we commend you for
your bravery. Look how by being of this, we have been able to do our side in making sure that we are
heard. And as you say … this is just the beginning. As days draw closer to our arrival, let it be known that
there will be a tremor … a rumbling would be more apt. This is to be of no fear, but it is unavoidable.
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Dear ones, who read these words. Understand this. From our hearts we wish that you be of PEACE on our
arrival. This is essential. Do not succumb to the scare mongers of your world. We ask that you pay heed
to the feeling within yourselves and KNOW that we are of THE LIGHT. For you shall be told otherwise.
This is to deter.
We say CONGRATULATIONS to you souls of earth. For without your expectancy this ‘showing’ would not
be possible. There is little time left now. We shall be there … as you say in your world … with bells on!
There are questions in my mind, such as the whereabouts etc, yet I know you have your reasons and therefore I
shall abide by your knowledge in what is best for us as a race.
You are surprised as we are not flowing forth as you thought we may. Is this so?
Indeed … funnily enough though … I understand. I am keen to put up more postings as I am aware many wish
for the next installment … And yet … I can feel that you intend to leave it as it is for now. I shall respect that.
Although a tad frustrating. On the other hand, your silence is sending me a calmness of KNOWING and I don’t
know what it is I am KNOWING, but I KNOW I KNOW! I shall try again when I feel it appropriate. Thank you my
friends, for TRUSTING in ME. I feel all the support I have been shown has been encouraged by you … and it was
much needed. I feel stronger about all this daily. When you’re ready then. In Love.

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 15

23 July 2010
It’s me again! It feels quite a while since we were in contact. Life simply whizzes by. Everything is changing and
yet somehow it all seems to stay the same. I understand that we need to remember who we are in order to
create our New World. I have trouble doing that, therefore I have trouble visualising a world that is only of Love.
Can you perhaps assist me and others who may feel the same on this matter?
We welcome you into this communication with us. We correspond with you in this way , yet we would
say that there are many other interactive measures that we are taking with many in order to resume
connections with those upon your planet. Your planet ... that not so long ago ... not as long as those of
you upon it imagine at least ... was a thriving community of pleasure and abundant LOVE. Collect your
thoughts for a moment and take yourselves back to a place where your rivers were pure crystal water ,
where your oceans were gleaming with life, where all around you was of the deepest fervour and with
each soul that resided alongside you there was an acceptance, an honour of gratitude for that soul.
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There was a silent acknowledgment that each one was respected by the other ... for each one was part of
the other. There was the excitement of living in each new moment. There was LOVE ALL AROUND YOUR
LIFE ... ALL AROUND.
You see, that is where I tend to fall back a bit. I KNOW that we are to BE in LOVE. And yet I don’t always FEEL
this way, in fact rather than getting better at it I sometimes FEEL I am failing miserably. Each of us continues
on the best we can I am sure and yet, oh I don’t know, there is still this ‘hankering for’ , this ‘yearning for’ …
something better. I know this may sound selfish … you see? … How can I BE LOVE if I am still FEELING the desire
for something better. Will I ever be content with ‘my lot’ on a regular basis? It always seems so brief!! I TRUST you
are FEELING what I am trying to explain. For I do not wish to appear to be moaning, just trying to get to where
ever it is I am going … but the road seems very long at times.
The road is never ending dear Blossom. For even when you get to where you were going there shall
appear before you another adventure. There will always be somewhere else to go to, for LIFE is eternal
. It cannot remain still ... for then it would have no purpose. And Life SEEKS movement. Every breath life
takes is movement into the next moment of movement. So although you feel ‘static’ at times, that is
indeed an impossibility. When you FEEL stuck … in a rut… as you would say ... you are merely moving at a
rate that does not excite you ... yet you are moving.
Yet, with all respect, isn’t this supposed to be the time when things are really speeding up, when everything is
presenting itself to us in a new Light? Maybe it’s just me, but what’s new?
The very next moment is new. It has never happened before.
Yes, I guess it’s me really and the space I am in. I’ll change that right now. Ok … Tickety Boo!! MOVING ON! How
may we be of more service? Yet you see I know the answers. To be an example of Love. To visualise and focus
only on Love. To meditate. You have already told us all these things. I feel today I could be going round in
circles so I’ll zip my mouth and let you take over. What would you like to express today Lovely Lights?
We would like to express to you our thanks. We would care to add that we continue to evaluate all that
is being done by you on your planet and the difference it is making even though you may not realise it in
its fullness. But you are doing what you came to do. You are BEING who you are ... simply by breathing.
And with each intake and outtake of that breath ... you are opening yourselves up to the New World ... to
the New Way of Being ... for with each breath you are a step closer to what is to come.
We KNOW Blossom of your heart’s feeling to greet us in your skies. It sometimes feels to you like an
ongoing fairy story does it not?
Yep! Every night I look up to the stars and say ‘hello’ or ‘goodnight’ or ‘one day?’. And I guess it’s that which seems
to go on and on … every night. It’s not a ‘come and save us’ … it’s almost a pain in the heart wanting to see you.
Wanting to get the ball rolling, so to speak. I think what I am trying to say weirdly enough is that … I MISS YOU!!!
That’s it!! That’s what this FEELING is. I’ve never thought about it like that until NOW. Finally I can put words to
the FEELING!! YIPPEE! I MISS YOU. I MISS YOU. I MISS YOOOOOOOUUUUUUUUUUUU!!!!
And yet we have never gone away and yes we understand what you are FEELING. That is why so much
excitement builds as we draw ever closer to are reunion. It would be pointless would it not for us to be
so close to you and then simply disappear? We are with you for a purpose. As we have said before , as
we have promised, we will fulfil our mission and our mission is to bring you into the NEW WORLD . Once
the connection is renewed with those upon your earth, once we reconnect and allow friendships to be
rekindled, then shall we always be in your sights. These are times that we have all been waiting for.
And yet, we are all still waiting …
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We stress to you that you KNEW of this wait. It is just that now you are in it you have forgotten many
things that were explained. This process of movement into the NEW WORLD into THE GOLDEN AGE was
gone through with a fine tooth comb. Each one of you agreed to it and furthermore … your role within
it. You were so excited. YOU COULDN’T WAIT! And now here you are again … YOU CAN’T WAIT! Yet in the
same way that you DID come down here to see yourselves and the earth planet through into this new
time, you WILL move through into this NEW AGE that you are here to achieve. YOU WILL SEE US IN YOUR
SKIES AND FROM THAT MOMENT ON YOUR LIVES WILL TAKE FLIGHT.
Perhaps it is that unexplained frustration, that KNOWING what is ahead and yet, as this stage we don’t know it,
yet our souls recall it and that’s why we FEEL so … LOST?
You are not lost. You are merely walking through the veils of mist that have clouded your vision for so
long. We say to you this: Once through these veils, once they have cleared, then never again shall you
doubt. Never again shall you fall into the wells of darkness that have destroyed so much of your reality.
BE OF GREAT STRENGTH … For this ... you have in your souls
BE OF GREAT LIGHT … For this ... you are in your souls.
BE OF LOVE … For this ... IS your soul.
Most precious BEINGS upon your precious PLANET EARTH … Lift your swords. Sometimes you feel
so downcast that you forget that you can recharge them with SPIRIT LIGHT. Call unto yourselves …
YOURSELF! Bring upon YOU your HIGHER KNOWING, your HIGHEST understanding. YOU cannot abandon
yourself. YOU cannot leave YOU. YOU are always there for yourself. To be there for yourself. To assist
yourself and to carry yourself through. Be kind to yourself. Be Loving to yourself. BE YOURSELF. There is
nothing else required of you.
Many of you are tired. You have travelled far and are in need of rest. Keep on keeping on. For when
you arrive in this New place there is no need for tiredness. Many things that now seem a necessity to
the body shall be gone, for your body shall be anew also. It is valuable to visualise yourself as only your
Light. Just Light. Removing the foibles that have taken their toll. The time is upon you … NOW … to
recognise yourselves. To BE YOUR LIGHT … and by doing so … you shall LIGHTEN UP YOUR WORLD. It is as
easy as that!
I know all that you say makes so much sense. It is a TRUTH for me as it resonates so well. I think we all just feel a
little helpless/hopeless sometimes.
There is no need for hope. There is only KNOWING. And somewhere inside each one of you ... whether it
be buried deep within or whether it is bursting forth ... is the knowledge of the wonderful BEINGS that
you are ... and the KNOWING that you are so very special ... and that is why you are here at this time to
work with us and bring about this DIVINE PLAN that is unfolding before your very eyes.
I think so much more will make sense when the director of this little movie shouts ‘ACTION!’.
In a movie where there are no extras, for each one has an important part to play. KNOW THIS AS TRUTH.
Do not just read these words saying ‘yes, we have heard it all before’. Read these words in your new
position ... from the place where your heart can FEEL them. Let these words sink in. Absorb them, so that
your soul recognises them as teachings that you were instructed by before you arrived on this planet.
Revise! Recall! Remember!
We are your friends. We are your family. We are ONE and the SAME. This is so, and one day it shall be
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known. Lighten your BEINGS dearest ones. Shine your Light out to ALL. For those that receive that
warmth shall recognise themselves within it and do the same.
Thank you. As always. Signing off for now. In Love and thanks.

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 16

2 August 2010
Please note I was in a bit of an ‘off ‘ mood when I began channelling this morning, so you will see that I ended it at *
and took up again later on, I decided to keep this first part in as part of the whole.
Hello! I’ve been thinking things over lately … it didn’t’ really get me anywhere … but I thought it would be good
for us to get down to some real nitty gritty. To dig a little deeper so to speak. I am assuming you know what I am
about to ask as I decided last night that I would ask this question in my channelling this morning.
Indeed we know of your surmise. You wish us to declare on a more profound level that of who we are.
Yes. If you wouldn’t mind. All I know is that you wish to be known as The Federation Of Light, and that you
are the overseers of the overseers. So, intricate detail of what that description actually entails would be very
enlightening to say the least.
This is understood. For have you not built upon a TRUST and within that TRUST have we not shared
many things that are known to us as TRUTHS. And you have willingly allowed these Truths to be shared
amongst many on our behalf. Therefore we would consider it righteous to disclose to you and those who
have given their Trust to us, that of who we are. But may we ask of you … who do you think we are?
Well, as odd as it may sound, I just connect up with you. I think of you as an energy and sometimes I FEEL your
LOVE so strongly that I cannot consider you in ‘individual soul’ terms. I just FEEL you as HIGH BEINGS OF LIGHT.
And yet … I say HIGH BEINGS … so am I speaking these days to one or many, as in a consciousness.
We wish to be known as LIVING LIGHT. We have reached a level of consciousness that is of this.
Therefore when we say we are the overseers of the overseers, this is due to our level of understanding
regarding many matters. When we speak of councils, we speak of council’s from the Highest
understanding. In your world you have co-operate meetings as such … and there may be discussions held
on many levels before it may be necessary for a particular matter to go to the top. Much is dealt with by
the hands of others so to speak. Yet nothing is passed without our seal of approval.
Are there overseers of you? Who is above you?
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Those of an even brighter Living Light.
Do they not have to approve what you approve?
No. For our say on any matter is considered one that is final.
So … when you say your ships will appear in our skies, do you mean your ships? Or those in ranks below you … I
do not really know how to put that.
You can FEEL a strength entering at this point. Connected to your universe is a vast enterprise … a fleet
that has been designated to uphold honour to the cause of protecting and seeing through that which
you know of as The Ascension. Yet when we speak of a fleet we do not speak of twenty or thirty. Look at
vehicles on your roads … are there just a few? No indeed there are millions. It is the purpose of this fleet
to guide you. This is how we shall assist you when the appropriate time arrives. We are here to guide you
through.
When you say ‘we’ do you mean you? You who are communicating with me now?
In your vibration at this moment in time you are feeling a little downcast, we are picking this up in your
energy and therefore you are struggling a little with the flow is this not so?
Yes I guess so. I mean … sometimes I find it all a little hard to comprehend. For a start, when your ships appear
in that way that no one can deny, what are YOU going to do … as overseers will you be appearing or do you stay
out of sight as perhaps your vibration is too High to present yourself for us to see.
All things are possible. It is a matter of attention.
Can you explain that?
Let us help you to accept your position for a moment for we can feel you are struggling with that. Why
would someone like you be given this ordeal?
Funny word to use.
Look it up.
I know what ordeal means. I looked it up as you asked though, and it said ‘severe trial or experience’. I would
hardly call this communication a severe trial or experience.
And yet would you not say that what you experienced in your Truth on our behalf regarding the matter
of Oct 14th was not a severe trial and experience.
Yes it was. I didn’t realize you were speaking of that.
Then if we may continue. Your knowingness knows that you shall keep on with these communications.
It cannot do otherwise for the agreement made was on the understanding of your strength. You are
forgetting who you are. As indeed many of you have done.
Yet … I have come to understand that who we are is LOVE. Isn’t that what we are supposed to remember and BE.
Yet are there not many levels of Love. The vibration upon that which you reside subdues your energy.
You must accept that due to your Light and we are speaking to you in particular at this time Blossom ...
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that there is much at work to diminish that which you are. This is also True for many that have taken on
the tasks of spreading the Light in the same manner as yourself. You are a target for those that are lost
to cling on to. You are a force of Light that those in the dark wish to bring down to their level. This is the
reason that so often you feel downcast and uncertain.
*I decided to abort the channelling here as I just wasn’t feeling in the right frame of mind to receive. However
it is now early evening and that frame of mind has changed, so I will give it another go. Please note I made the
decision not to read over what I began this morning … just wanted to have a clear run and see what transpires. It
always works best if I leave it to them. I should know by now!
Hello again. Apologies for my demeanour this morning. Couldn’t seem to find the happy side of myself. So
decided to remove myself from the situation. Much better now, so wondering what YOU would care to discuss?
What we would desire is that which would be of most benefit to yourselves at this time. We understand
that in these times there is much speculation as to what is or isn’t about to occur as your days roll into
the coming of the Ascended world. You are becoming overwhelmed by the mass of information, not
knowing that which to believe and that which to discard. It amazes /amuses us to FEEL the need upon
your planet to study that which is obviously NOT of Light. We do not understand why your souls would
undertake such study when it is clear from every angle that certain material does not resonate with the
Highest good. And yet … some still choose to circulate these messages of doom. We cannot stop a soul
from doing so, and yet we cannot help but be a bit bemused by such an action. Why? When all that is told
of moving into a world of Light would one feel it necessary to spread fear?
Do you not see dearest souls that these messages of Love are here to assist as you integrate with Higher
energies that are sprinkling into your world. The lower vibrational messages are being ‘setup’ to deter
the Light from reaching you in its fullest capacity. Have you not grown enough within your Being to
determine that which is of Truth and Light … that which makes your heart sing … compared to that
which alarms your Being and allows moments of despair and fear to enter in? For we say to you … this
discernment that we speak of, is as simple as that. What makes you feel good? What makes you want to
uplift those around you and allow ones heart to giggle? If that which you read allows warmth to spread
around your heart area then by all means carry on reading. We simply find it quite strange that when
your alarm bells are ringing that there seems to be a morbid curiosity to continue forth. So that when
the end of a particular message has arrived … one’s mind and entire vibration is in turmoil.
We try with our hearts utmost desire to lead you away from that which does not serve you, and yet …
many seem to veer back towards the lack of Love. As if there is a need to feel comfortable in that which
makes one feel uncomfortable ... for that is what the soul has recognized as easy.
We register this on frequency bands and we see that time and time again ... a soul can fall down into
the lower level of the their vibration. They undo so much work that has been done because of a weak
moment where they surrender to the lower energy that surrounds them. Let us speak of this a little.
When we say ‘lower energy that surrounds them’, we are not speaking of a nasty frightening spooky
ghosty!
Oh such wit, you are catching on!!!
We ... like you, Blossom … like to make Light of things also. We speak in this way ... meaning this. Each
one of you although residing on a planet of a certain vibration, has also your own individual frequency
that you are resonating within. This could easily be proved scientifically with equipment already upon
your earth. Therefore, that particular frequency as an individual energy to a given soul … has within it
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levels of vibration … within its vibration. So there could be shown perhaps on a graph … that which is
resonating at a lower speed compared to another part that maybe resonating at a faster/Higher one.
When your persona is feeling a little down-hearted … as yours was earlier this day Blossom …. That
is because that is exactly what was taking place. Your heart was in the down/lower frequency of
your individual vibration. When your heart/soul is ‘placed’ in the Higher frequency vibration of YOUR
vibration ... then indeed you FEEL Light-hearted. Do you see? So we would like to suggest to you that
although many of you have learned to change your mind’s attitude when feeling low, that it is also
worth taking the time to imagine your souls Light moving into the Higher/faster part of what you know
as your aura.
What do you know it as? … Just out of interest.
YOU. That energetic vibrational colour is YOU. It is your soul. It is who you are, when you do not have a
physical body . That energy that is your aura is YOU out of the flesh.
And yet it surrounds our flesh.
It also penetrates your flesh in order to animate you. If you had permission, for that is law … that YOU
could enter into any living matter to see through their eyes … be that a plant, a tree, an insect , you
name it … if it is living ... you can enter it. Yet we stress with all honour … this can only take place with
the permission of the energy that ‘owns’ the body of that living matter at the time. There are great
reprimands on a soul level for those who ‘take over’ another living body without given permission.
Does that happen often?
Not so much now for the evolvement of All has come to accept responsibility for actions taken. This
point we may speak of in general as it is very much a part of the possibility of the Golden Age occurring
due to this fact. So much has been recognized from eons of misunderstanding of the self, and it has now
come to pass that trillions upon trillions of soul energies have moved into a space where upon they have
experienced much that is unnecessary to act upon again. In the terms of that which is inappropriate for
a soul that wishes to uplift further into the Light. There are many upon your planet who make a decision
not to make the same mistake twice. We would express it not so much as a mistake but an experience
that was recognized by the soul that is not required further.
Would you say that as a whole we are doing well down here? I ‘people watch’ a great deal and to me it’s as if I
sort of step out of me, or simply observe from an outsiders position … and we seem to be such a crazy species.
Nutty!! I ask myself as I watch people pass by whether or not they may even know of existence outside of our
world. Do they care? They just seem to be so wrapped up in the pointless automation of everyday duties. I am
not judging, it’s like a guessing game I play as to how they would react if I told them that I speak with you. Are
there enough of us who KNOW what is happening? And do we really need to invite you.? Surely you know you
are welcome by many of us now.
It is said upon your planet that the proper etiquette would be for those not of your species upon your
planet to be ‘cordially invited’ by you and that we would prefer this to be the way. This is how it is known
by many on your plane.
And yet if you rocked up uninvited I’m pretty sure that those of us who Love ya wouldn’t be sending in any
complaints! Because surely YOU KNOW that you are welcome. If you don’t know this by now, then you never will!
We are very much aware of the energy that resonates with the desire for us to meet and greet. We,
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from where we are stationed KNOW of the invitations already offered. So it is not of that which we are
awaiting. We are awaiting for the Lights to turn green!
Are you on amber?
We have been on amber for what would be considered decades of your years. Again the ‘no time’ cannot
be explained well in this circumstance. In the same way, we are unable to give you the systematic
change into the green. Yet as surely as your Lights turn this way on your planet ,we assure you that we
shall come.
We can FEEL more strongly than ever upon your earth the yearnings of your souls to unite in LOVE with
us. WE return these FEELINGS of Love and this is why your yearnings become even stronger!
Many of you are BEING prepared and you can FEEL this and yet you KNOW not of it. Yet we say to you
over and over that you will KNOW of this KNOWING when the time is ready for it to be revealed to you in
its awesome glory.
You FEEL that this wait is never ending and yet your patience abounds through LOVE and through that
KNOWING of what is to come.
Be High spirited our kindred brothers and sisters. We are ALL of the ONE LIGHT. We cannot be separated
from each other for AS THAT ONE LIGHT we make up the whole. When a Light is in the distance it does
not appear as bright as when it is close to you. Each particle of Light that seems so far away is simply a
distant member of the ONE family making their way home.
Thank you Bright Sparks!! I can FEEL it is time to close. See you around in Love and Light!

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 17

15 August 2010
Sunday morning. All well in my little world. How about yours?
All is extremely calm in the place that we are residing at this juncture.
And where might that be?
You would relate to it as the heavens.
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I know it well. It’s just round the corner from where I live! My energy is high this morning even though I had
very little sleep. My mind seems to be on the alert in the early hours and I am experiencing some profound
inspirations. When I do finally shut down from this world I get busy all over again in my dream state.
The energy, as many of you are aware has picked up immensely in the period of your last week in
your time. It is indeed intense and yet know it is here to serve you. Your emotional well Being is full of
emotion! We consider the thoughts of turmoil some may be paying attention to, as simply a reminder
of the unnecessary usage of such mind twisters, and may we softly suggest that all that is brought
to the attention in the forefront of your brains images … that quite clearly are of distress ... should
immediately be discarded and replaced with thoughts of the wonderful human Beings that you are! And
remind yourselves too of the purpose in which you are upon this planet.
We feel it a little insulting perhaps to continue repeating the same message over and over. We do not
consider you of little intelligence. Perhaps it is that many of you have a hard time KNOWING of the
existence of that which we speak?
Do you mean of your vessels etc.?
No we do not dear lady. We mean of the necessary implanting of rose coloured thoughts and images into
the forefront of your minds. Those thoughts of pure Love that channel down from the Highest part of all
that is good. Those surges of passion when all in your heart simply KNOWS that you are ALIVE. That you
are here to BE LOVE.
I think we all have ‘moments’ like that now and then! So we surely must KNOW of their existence.
And yet with respect from our hearts to yours, you call upon these thoughts from Higher places only
fleetingly in comparison to what one must cross off their very intricate list of affairs for any given
particular day. You allow your minds to be occupied, if we may say, and again in respect for the self, with
triviality that seeks only to clog. This is why we wonder if you TRULY do KNOW of the existence of which
we attend to in our communications with you? For although many are ‘cottoning on’ … slowly but surely
… there are many that are STILL choosing to let their thoughts and memories be of matters that do not
enhance. That do not create the NEW WORLD that we are expecting. It really is of utmost importance
NOW to concentrate upon this as we have so many times suggested.
I do get what you are saying. We touched upon this last time, and we won’t ponder too long on it again, unless
you feel it necessary. Yet … you know … for us down here, when embedded in a code of misconduct by others
… it is quite tough to imagine how that world could possibly BE on a day to day basis. Do we work? Do we have
money? You say it will be a world of stunning beauty where all is in harmony. Well, I for one, can’t quite get my
ahead around that kind of world being for real, as all we have known (in this lifetime) is mostly the opposite. And
the more we learn about those that control this planet the more I find it difficult to envisage a world of flowing
calico frocks and clear running rivulets. I cannot seem to ‘recall’ that kind of existence in order to bring it forth
once again. Last night I kept hearing ‘cut through the illusion’. Perhaps you could talk to us about the illusion we
are in? I don’t really get that either … I do get however that you chose me to work with you for my humour not
for my rocket scientist mind!!!!! Illusion? Yet it ‘FEELS’ so real. How do we get round it? Cut through it?
By recognising it for what it is. A dream state.
Are we really in a dream? Seriously?
Far too seriously at times. And if you were able to see through it, you would find much amusement
in just how seriously you do take this experience. That is all it is. An experience. As is everything you
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do, in all aspects of yourself, on all planets, in all galaxies, in all universes. You are simply having an
experience. How you chose to experience any particular experience is entirely up to you. You chose how
you want to FEEL it. You create what you need to experience it, in the fashion that you FEEL necessary
to expose to your Being. You need to TRY and understand of this illusion as your very own masterpiece.
You are learning, and putting together pieces of the jigsaw, and yet we would say that what you ‘think’
you are capable of is a limited edition of that which you TRULY are capable of. For you are capable of
EVERYTHING. YOU CAN MOVE MOUNTAINS with focus of your mind. You can disintegrate your physical
flesh in an instant and rebuild it again on the other side of the world. You can leave your body and visit
another aspect of yourself that is on another planet. You can …
Have I got this right? Are you about to say …’You can play scrabble’???? Surely I had a mind flip for a moment.
You are correct. Not in the mind flip statement, but in the one of the scrabble.
With all respect … what the ???
Everyone accepts that they can play scrabble. Some may be more skilled than others depending on their
concentration time span and their knowledge of words. Yet even a young student of early years, if able
to spell just a few simple words , once aware of the rules of the game would be able to embark upon a
game . Would you agree?
Yes. And?
The game can take place and expressed because the mind of the player knows the rules and has the
necessary knowledge to see the game through. The player KNOWS it can be done. It knows words can
be expanded upon and as one adds to another word, eventually the board is filled with interconnecting
lettered squares. There is no question of HOW it ever got to be like that, for one has ‘grown it’ oneself,
piece by piece. There was never a thought of ‘but I can’t’, because one always knew before commencing
the game, that the game could take shape in this way. There is the added excitement that every game
of course will have a different outcome, and yet the principles, the basic fundamentals will always be in
place.
So, I think you are suggesting that we apply this to?
Anything you want to do.
Sorry you’ve lost me. If I want to create a world of Love and leave behind all thoughts of negativity … what?
You get out your basic fundamentals .The principals that you know work. In order to do ANYTHING … as
long as you know how to do it, it can be done, correct?
Yes, however, I don’t how to disintegrate and pop up in one piece in my mother’s kitchen in England … and
probably best I don’t from my mother’s point of view!! Ah wait … is that where I get out my ‘travel scrabble?!!
You say you don’t know how. But what if we tell you that you do. If you haven’t played scrabble for a
long time, you need to be reminded of the rules. Once refreshed it is like you played only yesterday. The
recall system in your Being allows you to jump right back in where you left off.
Yes, I get what you’re saying, and I KNOW we use so very little of our brain etc., but HOW? How exactly do we
recall things such as these? These miraculous wonders that you say we are able to perform? Don’t get me wrong
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I don’t doubt that it is possible
Then what is stopping you from doing it?
My understanding of how. My understanding or lack of … of living in a world that we can manipulate at will. I
get that energy can transform, therefore something that is a table … through thought, and KNOWING … could
shapeshift into a speed boat should we so desire … I get it, but what is it then, that would not let it happen if I
were to try it right now? Other than the fact it wouldn’t fit in the room!!!
Your acceptance of the Truth of that fact. You say you ‘get it’ and yet you are unable to make it happen.
Because your belief system is so indoctrinated with the ‘it cannot possibly happen’. The magic OF your
world … the magic IN your world … the magic OF you … the magic IN you has been … shall we say ‘frozen
in time’. As those who desired power gained what they desired, they banned certain rituals. They took
away the right to be free under the guise of what is known in your world nowadays as ‘devil worship’.
Funny, I felt odd writing that word … coming from you.
And yet it means absolutely nothing to us for it has no meaning! Wake up to the illusion! Who created
who? And why? The fear was introduced to capture your very souls! The so called ‘devil’ was introduced
to do the same thing. Who created him? A God of Love??? Think about these things with these brains
that you have been given on this journey. Use them wisely. Listen to your inner guidance. A God of
Love creating/allowing a vision with horns and a pointed tail that will take you down to the fires of hell
forever if you should so much as have an unlawful thought? And who wrote the laws to say they were
unlawful? These things were devised by those who needed to control. The fear took its place and deeply
etched itself with in the minds and hearts of souls who were once so empowered in the beauty of TRUTH
of LOVE. In Truth of who they really are. There was a time when knowledge of miraculous activities was
common place. When each soul chose miracles … for the world in which they reside was of them. This
world MUST be brought back, and yet it will be of a Newness. NEVER again shall it be able to be tainted
by greed and savours (?) of selfish indulgence. Your ‘tribe’ has learned its lesson. It is not one to be
repeated. It shall not be repeated.
FEEL YOUR MAGNIFICENCE!!!! ALLOW YOURSELF TO BE MAGNIFICENT! YOU ARE MAGNIFICENCE. YOU WERE
CREATED IN MAGNIFICENCE.
YOUR AWAKENING IS HAPPENING. One by one you are waking from your darkened dreams. Dreams
that have kept you in a coldness that numbed your senses. This dream is coming to an end. And you
are waking up into the reality ... into the TRUTH. You are miraculous BEINGS OF LIGHT. YOUR LOVE IS
CALLING YOU HOME. YOU ARE HEARING THAT CALL AND YOU ARE HEEDING ITS CRY. EACH ONE OF YOU IS
WALKING HOME. LEAVING BEHIND THIS WORLD OF DREAMS AND ILLUSIONS INTO THE LIGHT AND LOVE
OF YOUR SOUL.
When we arrive in this New Place will we remember this dream?
In your illusional life you think you dream when you sleep. How much of it do you remember when
you wake? Snippets? You cannot always put the pieces together and much of it does not seem to make
sense. Yet when you were in that dream, it felt very real. The absurd was accepted. There are even
times when you KNOW you are in a dream and therefore can ‘fly’ because you have learned that you
can do this when in your ‘dream’ state’. You can fly. You yourself Blossom, have learned when this takes
place now to control your speed and direction. When you awake from that dream, get out of your bed
and stand on the floor… do you use the same principles to ‘take off and fly then?’ Indeed you wouldn’t
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dream of it! Because you are back in your ‘reality’ … or so you think … and in that reality you KNOW you
cannot fly. Think about this. What is real? What is illusion? What is dream? What is not? You have been
‘tricked’ into deadening your full potential. Your powers have been quashed in order to manipulate you
… to control you. Once you know you are in a dream, is it not so that you then can take control? Change
things? Gain back your power? Dare to dream souls of earth. Dare to dream!
Very thought provoking indeed! In fact … we need to be asleep in order to awake … and yet it seems that
perhaps the only time we are awake is when we are asleep? Mmm! Thanks chaps! I thoroughly enjoyed that. As
always … gratitude and Love to you up there from your mates down here!there from your mates down here!

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 18

29 August 2010
Hello there. It feels like months since being in touch, yet only a fortnight. This time thing sure is strange. Even
yesterday seems so very long ago. What wisdom would you care to impart this fine morning for the upliftment
of our planet earth.
We would ask you to take note of your fundamental resource.
Good start. And that means exactly? I mean … I know what it means … but what do YOU mean?
We simply beseech you to look within in order to unfold matters that seem conflicting and of confusion.
Your entire universal knowledge is locked away within you. And yet how many times does one say ‘oh I
don’t know’ about so many many things? We say to you that you DO know. You KNOW everything about
everything. It’s just that you do not know it!!
Yes, many of us can accept this, but what we don’t know is how to access that knowledge. With all respect, you
ask us to tap into these things, to return to the Truth of who we are … to remember … to recall … and well, I,
for one, just don’t know how to do it. HOW? How do we find the answers we are looking for? You say we KNOW
everything. Great! Truly … I KNOW we do … so what is stopping us from accessing those halls of knowledge. I
personally feel I am nowhere near the entrance.
Dearest souls. You accept that you are of greatness do you not? You can comprehend the vastness of all
that is.
Actually before you go on … nope … I can’t. How can I? Trying to understand how big our planet is , is mind
boggling , let alone space, galaxies , universes etc., so not really sure why you would suggest that we are able to
understand how big the ‘Allness’ is.
But we say to you … you can.
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And I say to you … we can’t.
Glorious Lights that you are … you are moving into a time when all this shall change. When the veils of
confusion shall be removed and once again you Truly see what IS.
Not trying to be smart … but what is that IS?
It IS.
What?
IS-NESS.
Ah … it’s now so perfectly clear! The thing is chaps … all this ‘IS-ness’ … all this … you will know stuff … I mean …
what are you really talking about? Is it me? Do I just not get it? Or is it that from where we stand in the present
vibration we are unable to ‘get’ what you are talking about?
And yet we would say that you do get it.
Ho Hum. Golden Rays!! And I would say I don’t, otherwise we wouldn’t be having this seemingly ridiculous cycle
of conversation. Although it is making me smile.
There are times when those of your world have ‘left it’ for a short while and ‘GOT IT”. Within a moment
they have understood everything. All made sense. The entirety of EVERYTHING in that one moment
fell into place and was understood. When returning, they were unable to bring with them that full
knowledge. And yet nobody took it away. Because it is impossible to do so. Because that knowledge is
not something you know … it is something YOU ARE! YOU ARE THAT KNOWLEDGE. You are EVERYTHING.
Do you see? … Even just a little? This entire creation of absolutely EVERYTHING … IS ... only ever ONE
THING … LOVE. Everything that IS … Everything that exists, every thought, action, that ever was and that
ever will be … every knowing of everything … is ONE. And you therefore ARE THAT ONE. PART OF THAT
EVERYTHING THAT IS. This is what we try to explain about the IS-ness. EVERYTHING … IS.
You are doing well here … I am following you … but still no further forward in ‘knowing’ how one taps
into that ‘all knowing ‘IS-ness’. I get that we are part of the Oneness … an ocean wouldn’t be an ocean
without every drop of water in it … and I get what you are saying that because we are part of that
everything … we KNOW EVERYTHING … but it seems to me , that from where I reside as a human Being
on planet earth … that I do not know how to find my …
Fundamental recourse!
Precisely! So how … as you asked at the beginning … can I possibly take note of it?
By connecting up.
I know this may seem odd … am I correct in the visual I am getting through?
Indeed. We are showing you as if sitting on an ornate high-backed chair. We ask each individual who
reads of these words to embark upon the same journey.
Sorry to interrupt … and I DO TRUST YOU … but I already have an insight to what is about to take place … and it
all seems so very ‘Matrixy’! So very Star Trecky. So very … Science ‘FICTION’.
And as you know … through the minds of those willing to accept, we were able to download all ‘science
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factual’. But it was necessary for filtering through to unaccepting minds, for it to be called ‘fiction’.
NOTHING is impossible. And certainly that which we are about to ‘walk you through’ is as much an
acceptable concept as any that you take as ‘normal reality’.
Ok … Let me strap myself in … chocks away!
Visualise yourself firmly within this ‘throne’. Feel comfortable. Any anxiety you may experience is simply
the hearts preparation for what is to come.
Imagine that on the armrests where your hands are placed are metallic finger plates for each digit of
each hand. Sensitively place your digits upon them.
I really am so sorry to interrupt again, but now I am seeing a metal plate on the chair around the back of the
neck area … and I guess I doubt myself because it is so like the movie the Matrix and I feel that maybe I am
calling upon that recourse.
We are aware of your energetic field regarding this. We have no concern about your questioning of the
authenticity of what we are relaying. Yet, we would express once again regarding the filtering through
to your world such profound insights to your ‘science fiction’. Especially many aspects of your ‘Matrix’
impression upon the soul.
Are you fine for us to continue?
Yes … and as far as I can say at this point , I will try to keep quiet and not interrupt … but I might … depending on
what you are about to ask us to do!!!
Resume position. It is as if you are to feel these plates …
(titanium came through in my thought quite strongly)
are magnetised to energy points within your fingers and at the back of your neck. As you are watching
Blossom, you see that we are adding these plates down through the back of the chair as if aligning with
your chakras also. Yet you only see four, evenly spaced. This is correct.
I then knew to stop writing and to assume position in the chair I was sitting. I knew to put pressure on my
fingertips. And I felt myself ‘shift’. Yes. I had an experience … short and sweet, because I didn’t fully allow myself
to go with it due to ‘questioning’ this whole procedure and wondering to be honest … how many people reading
this will either try it or unsubscribe!! Also I know when the ‘activation channelling’ was given, because I had given
my experience, others were expecting the same. So if I don’t say what happened to me (and it was nothing huge
… but maybe could have been, if I’d have gone with it) there won’t be any expectations and each individual can
simply go with the flow.
Oh dear! I feel this is one where it’s a bit all over the place. Not really sure where to go from here. Although I
have to say I do feel very spacey.
May we ask you again dear Blossom? Do you TRUST US?
What do you think?
We would not like to assume. There have been past experiences with us that have left you feeling a little
frustrated and we pick up this is of the same.
Well, I have to say I am going to feel a little concerned about posting this channel. And yet … I know you are with
me … so do I simply … once again … lay myself on the line and do what I have to do.
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That is your choice.
And if I didn’t’?
The world would not end. We suggest you read over that which is given this day and your heart will know
instantly what to do. We ask you too, to think about the fact that there were many who were able to
have a wonderful experience through the ‘activation process’ that was given, and yet some felt nothing
or very little. Perhaps you would be depriving many of having a wonderful experience, because this day,
your mind was in a place of being unable to recognise the Truth of what we were asking of you.
If … I had actually been sitting in a chair with metallic plates … maybe it would have been different.
And yet have you not been taught that visualisation is your most powerful tool? What is real and what
is not? What do you chose to create for yourself? You create your reality. It matters not to us whether
that chair is of your material energy or of your minds energy. For everything that is materialised cannot
be done so unless it is created in thought first and foremost. Therefore, from where we are sitting … the
chair exists … whether it is in the mind or in your so called reality.
Yep. I understand. Perhaps when I read this back I will ‘accept’ the concept of ‘plugging in’. And perhaps I will give
it a more serious attempt later on. Please know I do not underestimate that which can be accomplished. It’s just
now and then it all seems a bit ‘unreal’. A bit farfetched. And it’s me that has to send these messages out there.
And … If I feel a message is a bit ‘extraordinary’ when I’m the one who speaks with you … my ego wonders what
everyone else may think.
We do not have these concerns.
Nor do I usually!!!
We are only concerned with the upliftment of your planet and assisting the souls upon it. This is our
mission. This is our joy. We would not offer information on such matters unless we KNEW your world
was ready for them. May we say, with respect Blossom, we thought we would see how you felt regarding
our offering today as it was prearranged. Perhaps a little premature to be accepted.
Maybe by me … maybe not by others. You can’t generalise by my reaction.
Wise words. We now pick up you are a little downhearted. Do not be. This is not required! You have
learned that often when things may not make sense at the time … at a later date you skip and jump for
joy at an outcome that you least expected.
You are right of course. And I am fine. I know our time has come to an end today. And I will take a deep breath
and go back and read this through. And without fail I will find time today to try again and allow myself to fully
trust the procedure, which of course will take me further down the rabbit hole!
I am picking up too, that this little joyride is also connected with the activation process. It’s linked somehow.
Correct. And we chose to leave it there.
Thank you my friends. Each day we draw a little closer … to KNOWING … you and ourselves. Love ya!
Each day we too draw a little closer.
I heard ‘Adieu’ … White Clouds sign off. One day I shall know his place within The Federation but only when it is
correct to do so.
Good luck everyone. Fasten your seat belts!!
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The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 19

7 September 2010
Good afternoon to you! Well it seems people enjoyed your ‘chair activation’. Each experiencing their own
thing, yet a few had the same theme of steering a vessel by the amount of pressure put on either hand.
Interesting! … Are you there? I don’t feel anything coming into my head from you?
Yes we are indeed within your ‘hearing range’ although you are feeling as if our link is of a weak one. It
is actually quite the opposite as we are preparing you within the silence you felt for that which we are
to contribute to you this day.
Ok. Thanks. I could ask a million things that I have been thinking about.
Then why do you not?
Because I have always felt you knew best as to what would be most beneficial to talk about.
There is a little discrepancy for you … in that questions that you are asked to impart to us are not
always involving that which we chose to speak of … that of Love.
That’s right. I feel we can get plenty from elsewhere about the political side or matters that are of a heavier
discussion. Therefore I shy away from introducing such matters to you.
To which we are appreciative of your thoughtfulness. For it is so, that we wish only to mention that
which will enhance your vibration, not that which will lower it. For is that not what we teach? To keep
ones thoughts only of Love.
Yes, but also how will we know from you … matters that others discuss and we are unsure of the Truth about?
You won’t. Let us try and assist your thoughts here. We are known to you as The Federation of Light.
We are of Light. We do not wish to be of anything else. We do not choose to allow anything other than
Light into our vibration. It does not serve us. So why would we do it? Yet it seems that many of you
upon earth are unable to grasp this particular concept for yourselves. If you REALLY desire to be only of
Light then it is imperative that anything that is of a negative nature must not be allowed to project into
your wave length. It is so easy to recognise a lower vibrational energy or thought pattern, for you know
by now, by your learnings and your experience that when you ‘feel’ unease, it is of a lower frequency.
Set it outside of yourself and send it away IMMEDIATELY. For the more you surround yourself within
and without in Higher energies the more you will lift your vibrational level to that which you are trying
to accomplish. From where we are now, from the place within our BEING that we are speaking from we
have no concerns for ourselves about this. Yet as we , shall we say with respect … lower are frequency
in order to communicate with you Blossom we are a little colder … yes that would be a good way to
put it. We are more aware of that which those upon your earth plane are undergoing as we allow our
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frequency to drop to ‘a colder temperature’
So you understand then, what we are dealing with down here? Sometimes it feels that you wake up and
someone has filled your shower water with negative thoughts and it requires much discipline to scrub
themoff!!!
We understand of this demise. We send our strength of Light to ALL that IS your planet in order to rid it
of this dis-ease. We can only offer you words of comfort in the knowing that this … in your New World
shall no longer be.
And yet the other day whilst White Cloud was speaking he said , and as you have said … that it is US that are to
create our New World through our thoughts and so really nothing is set in stone … so how do you know that
we will actually make it through to this New World?
Because of the advancement that is taking place of which is plain to see from an energy point of
view. If you were to see ...
Which we shall take your word for … and we do … because we can’t …
the difference in Light energy that is with you now compared to just two of your years ago … there
would be much rejoicing.
On one level … but on another there is still much that needs sortingout.
Yet you cannot deny that there has been a vast rise in numbers of souls who have now awoken
from their slumber and are ’cottoning on’ to what it is all about.
That is for sure.
So in that regard we are most happy. And in the knowing that this SHALL continue … a wellness … a
general FEELING that what was set out by The Whole to be accomplished is certainly looking as if it
shall be so. Yet we continue on and shall continue to continue on … in ‘drumming’ into you the need
to remain on the ‘bright side of life’
We all keep trying to look on it!
We ask you to be even more vigilant about your thoughts. The pressure is on now to fight your way
through that which is being impressed upon you to be otherwise.
What are you saying exactly?
We are saying that which you may not fully be able to understand from your position on earth. We are
asking you to Trust in what we say to you by feeling your hearts vibrational beat when we say what we
are about to say.
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BE IN YOUR LIGHT … ALWAYS. BE STRONG IN THE UNDERSTANDING OF KNOWLEDGE AS TO YOUR
REASON FOR BEING HERE. YOU ARE HERE TO LIFT YOUR PLANET OUT OF ITS DARKNESS INTO ITS NEW
POSITION OF LOVE. INTO A NEW BEGINNING SO THAT ALL THAT EVER EXISTED THROUGH THOUGHT
FORM THAT WAS NOT OF BENEFIT TO LOVE CAN , WITH YOUR STRENGTH … BE OBLIVIATED INTO THE
NOTHINGNESS FROM WHENCE IT CAME.
As with all things that are fighting for their life, their place of power … there shall be final demands
from that which is leaving existence … but as warriors of Light, recognise it as last attempts to foil.
That which is to leave its existence is clinging on by a hairs breadth … for it knows in its positioning
that it is to be no more. SEND LOVE TO ALL NEGATIVE THOUGHTS. SEND LOVE TO ALL THAT IS TO NOW
LEAVE YOUR REALITY THAT DOES NOT SERVE. There is nothing more to be done … than to send Love.
So we ask this of you … make it your everyday companion … to send LOVE out to the darkest of places
and the darkest of souls. For these places and these souls are crying out to be heard. To return to that
which they once were. Their service is required no longer. They have served their purpose … through
Love … and now ask to be understood and redeemed.
Whoa! Hard call for some I would imagine.
For those who do not understand. That is why we ask you to be only of Love. For when you are able
to understand that which you cannot now, you will wish that you had sent these souls who have
‘appeared’ to have done such wrong doing … nothing but Love. Sending hate would be of no benefit at
all, and yet, you are no longer in kindergarten and you know of these matters.
The darkness is falling. Yet where is it falling to?
Did you not say into the non-existence? The nothingness from which it came?
And what is that nothingness dear lady?
Got it … yep … LOVE … For there is only LOVE.
So therefore, by sending the darkness Light and Love, you are transforming it back into its nothingness
that it is. You are sending ithome.
You know I have to say … it must be pretty cool to be you lot!
You are ‘us lot’ … but in a different expression of us ... that is all.
So you’d think really from our perspective, we must have had a few too many gin and tonics to have wanted to
volunteer to come down here and do what has to be done.
Perhaps! Or maybe you were most honoured aspects of Love and there was not a question of what
you may have to endure … you knew of it all … yet from the Truth of yourselves when in your fullest
Love in the Highest aspect of who you are … you did not hesitate to be where you are now. For you
KNEW then as you will KNOW NOW that what you came here to do was of the greatest service.
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We tell you … souls of the highest standing ... YOU ARE FAR GREATER THAN EVEN YOUR DREAMS … AT
THIS POINT … WILL ALLOW YOU TO KNOW.
We tell you this also … there will be a time, and it is not so very far away when all this
misunderstanding from the perspective in which you must see things , will be understood. For your
perspective will be shown to you from a new place … a Higher place … a place that you … each one of
you … gave much sacrifice of yourself in order to bring yourselves to it. To be reborn into pastures of
richness. To feel your feet tread on soil of a different kind. To smell grass of a different scent. To smile
with one another with a different look in your eyes, and most of all to LOVE one another without doubt
… without fear … without concern of any form
… simply FEELING in your very heart and soul the friendship and unity of the ONE soul that you are. Bring
that day forth dearest souls … with each breath it draws closer …
We would say this before we close and we would ask you to think upon it …
Do you think that we would bring all this knowledge forth to trick you? Ask your hearts … do you feel
Truth within your Being of what we express to you?
It is so.
There would be little point in the time wasting of many of you if this was just a game. Words without
base. We say to you in Love that this of which we speak shall come to pass. Your hearts will sing and
rejoice when all that you feel is on its way … is finally here.
Amen to that! Many thanks my friends. We are all so thankful to you and the Divine Oneness
… which is all of us anyway isn’t it? Thanks to it all! Golden Rays

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 20

21 September 2010
Hiya. I have been feeling the ‘urge’ to speak with you over the last few days. I just needed to find a time frame
when it was suitable. And here it is! Fire away!
We greet your heart with the warmth of our Love and understanding this day. We accept the
difficulties that can arise on occasion that deter from communicating with you at our convenience …
We give to you joy for the time we are now able to correspond.
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I felt there was something you needed to say rather than the usual ‘it’s time for another one’ if you know what
I mean? Is there?
Yes indeed. Although we are tentative in bringing forth a subject that is also at the back of your
mind.
Well, I will try with all my heart to ‘listen’ and not interrupt or make judgment or comment … although you
know me … sometimes I can’t help myself … and you do your best … as I know you will … to send the message
through in a way that you know I can best accept it.
Very well. This we are in agreement with.
Throughout your days upon planet earth, never has it been diagnosed as a willing participant in
experiences that would overshadow that which is of a worthy cause. That which is of benefit to the
whole. Your planet and all that reside upon and within it, in fact the very core of the earth itself … had
a purpose to fulfil. A reason for its existence. It allowed temptation to succumb to its desires for the
needs of itself and in doing so … much that was originally thought of and discussed simply had to be
discarded, for it was clear after a time that plans would not be able to be brought into fruition.
There was much ‘storyboarding’. There was much integration of ideas. There was commitment by
groups such as ourselves and yourselves that would be followed through regardless of anything
that may try to interfere or destruct.
If we can now prove to you a matter that seems unending … what would you do?
Well, jumping no guns here, and not putting any thoughts of what you are talking about into my head …
anyone’s answer of proof of anything is surely going to be … ‘be happy !’
An interesting answer. For it would depend would it not on ‘proof of what’ as to whether that proof
would make ones soul happy or sad.
Yes. Fair point. But proof of something at least allows one to know for sure and it can finally settle a matter once
and for all.
This is correct. Therefore, that which we are about to impart is what we would call ‘appropriate’ at
this given time. This is why you were feeling our need to communicate for we feel the time to give this
information out is indeed ‘appropriate’.
Then by all means … although my heart is fluttering like a butterflly’s wings … please go ahead … impart
away!
Dearest lady … dearest souls of earth… for so long now have you assisted your empowerment of
yourselves. You have brought yourselves to a place within your Light that has led us to KNOW that
much has been achieved because of this . You have understood the need to raise your BEINGS from
the place to which they had fallen and once again bring power as individuals to all that is. You have
diligently faced trials and continued on when at times it felt that there was little energy left to do so.
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But your souls shone through. They are now in a position to accept a new way. They resonate on a
level that can ‘see’ far more than they were able only a few of your years ago. Therefore we have made
decisions to bring about changes that will astound and give you new hope. We shall be a breath of fresh
air to those who know ‘is us.’ (?)
You already are believe me.
We do! Yet, it is necessary to indulge you a little further in knowledge before we can …
Yep … I heard you …
Start our descent.
Indulge away!
Consider for one moment the consequences of proof … tangible Truth of our existence. Many of you
have done so … and the outcome was that of mixed reactions ... depending on where ones soul has
reached within its evolvement, acceptance and understanding. Many of you feel that ‘WE’ could find
other methods to prove we are here rather than the vast shock of an appearance in your skies.
Yes, I have to say I have had quite a few suggestions passed on to me … I feel you are aware of them anyway and
I don’t need to actually ‘pass them on’. Some are very good … and would certainly get people thinking … would
that not be a good way to prepare those souls that are still asleep?
And yet … even with phenomena that we have brought forth so far there will always be excuses
presented … those that live in fear of themselves and us will always choose to believe that which is
not True. Those who from the deepest place of their fear desire to prevent our visits to your vibration
shall continue to dispel all thoughts of a Loving nature and turn that which is of only Love into a
farcical one.
Sorry … what do you mean by that?
We accept that which is from us can be mutated by many in fear in order to ‘keep us at bay’. We do not
deny that many attempts that worked well on the drawing board have had to be postponed or aborted
completely due to the possibilities we saw arising from those that remain in darkness.
How we long for those misguided souls to find their way home. To feel once again the Light of who they
are. The Light from whence they came. For not one atom of existence came from anywhere other than
the Light that it is.
There has been council held of late of which subject matter has been of the Highest importance
and the highest delicacy. There have been councils brought in from many avenues to add flavour to
possibilities presented and discussed. We … from The Federation of Light give rise to the fact that souls
of earth are in need of a ‘pep up’ is this not so?
With words like ‘delicacy; and ‘added flavour’ … perhaps you’re going to drop a massive vol au vent out of the
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sky!!! And in answer to your question …. OH YES! We know that the work needed to rise into an Ascended
vibration can only come from ourselves, but without doubt
… a little ‘out of the blue’ party piece certainly would lift our spirits … and more importantly
… keep them risen for quite some time I would say.
Then it shall be so.
In what form may I be so bold as to ask?
You may. But has one not accepted that it is best to be kept uninformed of these matters?
Are you talking here about me? I.e. … Oct 14th?
Yes Blossom we are.
That’s cool. For you know that I would struggle deeply if you were to give out another date of arrival.
We would be taking advantage of your service if we were to put upon you in that manner again.
Besides, it is not necessary to do so. The once was enough. And even though you are aware of
many things regarding that appointed time it is not until you are in a Higher position that you will
understand fully the impact of that announcement on many levels.
There is much talk about 2010 and all that may happen by the end of the year. At the moment I can feel an
excitement myself … that inner feeling of knowing something is going to happen, but no idea what … it is not
of gloom and doom by any means … hopeful anticipation perhaps … yet as I say , about what I do not know.
This excitement that most of you are feeling … although perhaps in different ways is due to a Higher
level of energy assisting your thoughts into the KNOWING of what is to come … very soon. Your
heart beat is also quickening with this news and remaining at a faster rate as it is releasing extended
anticipation and simply ‘rising to the occasion’.
We say to all that read these words … your service to yourselves and to all shall not and cannot go
unrewarded. The time is fast upon you when all that you have desired and longed to experience shall
be presented to you. You have so strongly marched forward when it seemed that you were only ever
taking five steps back.
People of Earth, Brothers and Sisters … our Family of ONE IN LIGHT … WE ARE COMING.
Gotta be honest here … as I got those last three words through … I did let out a large breath , but I Trust you and
myself in this relationship of Truth and only hesitated for a split second before I wrote itdown.
Is it not easy for those who know not of us to ridicule and maim Truthful words? Yet their souls
struggle with their destiny. They resist their Truth for they are afraid of what may be. Teach them ….
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Teach them … teach them that in Light there is only Love. In Love there is only Truth. In Truth there is
only … them self. And that which they are can only be Love … what is there possibly to be afraid of in
that?
Do you see how far some have travelled from home? Do you not yearn to find those who are cold and
alone and wrap them in your understanding and knowledge so that they too can become strength
within themselves to then do the same?
Rescue those who call for help … but neither mock not blame those who do not. For they are an aspect
of your own True self that has simply strayed from the pathway of Light and we say to you … that not
one shall remain in darkness for eternity. It cannot be so. Send your Love to those who know only of
hate and greed. Send your Love to those souls dear enlightened ones. For those of you that are able to
do so , you shall find a great peace in that giving. And without question that Love shall do its work as
it reaches into the deepest sorrow of those lost souls and plants a seed of such magnitude. Then we
suggest that you return over and over to water that seed within that sorrowful heart and to nurture it
as one would a new born … for indeed that is what it would appear to be.
Dear friends, we feel now that are time is coming to the end of this session. There is more to come …
What now?
Not in this session, but soon. We shall ‘nudge you’ at the appointed time.
And I shall do my best to oblige naturally. Thank you for today’s repartee. I have enjoyed it. I recognise how
blessed I am to have this relationship with you … and I certainly will do all I can to be available when you want
to chat. For now … a cuppa calls.
We retreat from your energy and look forward to our next communication. Be in peace ... Be of Peace.
It is your natural state.
In Love and thanks to ALL.
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The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 21

29 September 2010
Good evening to you. I tried the other morning to link up with you again but you must have popped to the
shops or something! Anyway … here I am now, linking in to see if you are about.
It is of course our pleasure to have this discourse with you. It is not that it is ‘inconvenient’ for us
at other times, it is more so that there can be interferences betwixt us and yourself that make our
connection too difficult to ‘send’.
I understand that. I accept these times. No worries on that. Just happy to when we can and it feels like this is
to be a ‘can’ time. Yippee! If I may … there is much excitement here on earth, stories are being disclosed that
were not allowed to be told and more and more ‘news’ is picking up on these facts. You know those in the
know have even appointed someone to speak with you when you arrive. (UN). Although they think you might
only be microbes!! I had to laugh.
We smile also. Yet we specifically inform you that when we show ourselves for a decent amount of
time in order for your world to acknowledge us and accept us, there will be no initial communication
in the manner that those of your governments would assume. Little by little. One step at a time … in
order for the souls of your planet to adjust to what they are seeing. The time for communication is
further along the track. You will see at first. Then you will hear. Then you will integrate the two. We
say to you in all Truth that our appearance in the way we chose to present ourselves will be more
than enough to be getting on with.
So really the same as you have said before.
Indeed. Yet there are now differences in that many more are aware of who we are and therefore
there will not be such a ‘strain’ on the entire manoeuvre.
That’s a blessing. For when I think of it, as much as I would LOVE to see you, my uncertainty lies in the fact
that so many shall be absolutely petrified.
And yet we are particularly interested in the discrepancy between those who will be aware of the
reason we come and those who will have convinced themselves that we are here to take over the
planet for our own sustenance!
And I feel that is where all of us that have awoken to the Love that you are bringing will start our ‘gentle
persuasion’ to allow those in fear to KNOW that you are here only to assist.
May we speak candidly? Preparation is underway to ‘surprise’. It has been deemed that this is to
now be the most secure avenue. Therefore we say to you to be on RED ALERT.
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Ooooh! That last sentence is BIG. It made my heart beat ten to the dozen.
Hearts will ‘hear’ us coming long before they see us. Salvation is just around the corner. You of earth
have long awaited these days ahead. You have struggled with your own Truths, being swayed this
way and that. You have fought storms of untruths and battled alongside those who would bring your
downfall. Yet we say to you … the battle is won. The fight is over. It is now that you shall swiftly move
into a time of your KNOWING. The tide has turned taking with it all that must be removed from this
land of your forefathers. You have been segregated from your ancestral delights. You have earned
your right of passage through to the Promised Land. And ALL that has been promised lies ahead for
you.
Should I start packing then?
Dearest lady … there is no need for anything other than your souls joy. For this is ALL you shall
have. ALL that you are shall be defined. We ask you now to FEEL the moment of our coming. To
prepare as we are preparing. For your individual energy is in need of a ‘service’ so that it can dwell
within that which we surround ourselves in. For purposes of safety and protection we can disappear
in the blink of an eye. If this is to be a necessity, do not be discouraged. We have sat at council and
taken into account that which may occur.
Please don’t hear me wrongly ... but you said last time you had everything covered, and yet ...
We understand your dilemma Ms Blossom.
Unusual way to address me! You do know what I mean though with all respect?
We have considerations regarding all accounts. However , we are now two of your earth years along the
track. In your time ... things must begin to ‘hot up ‘ a little if we are to keep plans coordinated. We do
understand your apprehension on this matter. We can sense your energy.
Oh don’t get me wrong. I ... like many ... am very excited. I am as hopeful as the rest. There are SO many of us
down here that feel you should just give this thing a go! What have we got to lose? If it’s going to happen at some
point then let’s get on with it. Because whenever it is ... it’s going to cause chaos, be it before the year is out or
three years down the line. I feel I want to say ‘It is our destiny!’ Thing is, what would you like us to do? When you
arrive I mean? Other than have a heart attack or two, cry, laugh, sing, dance, shout, pray ... how can we help the
situation?
By basking in your joy. You have waited for this moment for all your lives ... literally ... all lifetimes ...
it would be advisable to bask in the Love and the Light we carry with us. It would be bene cial to allow
yourselves to do exactly what you heart asks of you. Although we will not be making direct contact as
one imagines contact to be ... we will without error be connecting our thoughts and aligning them with
the thoughts of those who are able to ‘tune in’ to our frequency.
How would we do that?
By FEELING our peace. By BEING peace within yourselves. By allowing the upheaval that this victory may
cause to run its course without interference from the soul’s confusion. The more joy of our arrival that
you are able to spread, the more the ‘disturbed’ shall be pacified.
It’s very odd, it’s sort of a de ja vu ! This feeling that this time it’s really going to happen ... this excitement ... and
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yet ... I cannot help but have a little trepidation within my Being ... old patterns perhaps ... and let’s be honest ...
so often we have taken the wrap for what we KNOW. I guess it HAS to happen at some point. This I KNOW. It’s
just hard to get my head around the fact that it is upon us. Although ... your ‘upon us’ could be quite a while.
Again we understand your protective barrier. This we admire and giggle at.
I think you would do the same if you were me!
We are not you?
Funny how that sentence had a very different connotation until you asked me to add the question mark. Yes ...
we have learned we are all One. But you know where I am coming from.
Blossom ... *our compatriot ... there are many amongst our particular ‘inside’ group who desire for
your earth to be uplifted with the easiest of structure. Whilst we are unable to deliver words of exact
precisional effect we allow for the fact that interpretation can be delivered through thought form of
each individual who attends to our
Your what? ... I can’t get that last word.
Our messages.
Why the delay?
Concentration ...
On your part or mine?
Yours. Were you not questioning if the wording we delivered step by step was making a concrete
sentence.
Sure was. Erm ... perhaps we should not be dilly dallying with small talk when we have worldly matters to
discuss.
And yet we are merely portraying our ‘humanness’.
You? Human? You who are the overseers of the overseers!!!
Yet we have learned much of the humanic ways through our observations of energy. For example ... due
to the energy contained within our words that we bring forth via you our vessel ... we are able to
gauge reactions of those who take in that which we are saying. We can ‘graph’ particular frequencies
of behaviour towards certain topics of our communication. This teaches US about YOU. It has been
invaluable to be advised by this format. Yet there have been many times when we have pondered deeply
upon certain actions of certain souls.
What? Do you mean literally ...as individuals?
We do. For each one of you as you know gives off a certain frequency. Why should we be able to account
for one and not for another? It is not that we judge the comparisons made. We simply nd that some
prefer to jeopardize their position because of the simplest of thought forms.
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Have you got time and energy to elaborate on that please?
As you awaken to the depth of your Truth you allow yourselves within your own vibration to maintain a
degree of Light form as your souls identity. It matters not on a grand scale , yet there can be incidences
that can ‘dim’ the Light form and it must remain on that level for a time before it nds a way to redeem
itself ... for itself.
Can you give an example? How bad does the thought form have to be for that to happen?
It would be of a continuation of a number of ‘lower’ thought forms that would have to take place
before the level actually dropped. It is not necessarily a common occurrence, yet if one allows the more
negative associations to overthrow the more positive ones, then it is an easy slip up. Once taken hold it
delights in its grasp. But do not feel for one moment that this situation is not recti able. To forgive the
self of these lower accusations is the quickest way to retain and ‘up market’ the soul’s vibration once
again to the Higher strains.
And this is what we are all striving to become really isn’t’ it? Souls whose thought forms are of the Highest purest
Love?
For this is who you are. This is your return to yourselves. We must take our leave now and yet ... not
before
we say to you that all that is not of clarity at this time ... will become so very clear as you rise into the
New World. So much will make sense of such things that do not seem to have meaning at this juncture.
But it shall. The road ahead is shining its Light so that you may nd your way home. We shall be waiting ‘
With the kettle on?
It has already boiled.
Again a de ja vu. I feel if I was to look back to this time two years ago when we were communicating the same
sort of conversation was taking place ... if memory serves me well ... I think I said ‘two sugars for me’ ... or words
to that effect. Thank you so much for this chat . I have mixed feelings ... apprehensive ... bemused ... curious ...
dubious ... emotional ... I am sure I could go right through the alphabet!! Time will tell ... that’s all I know! In Love
and thanks to you.
* I felt the need to check out the proper meaning of ‘compatriot’ ... I got quite a shock when it said a person from
one’s own country.
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The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 22

12 October 2010
Here are the little bits I got over the few days before the proper channelling this afternoon. 10th Oct
Today is the date 10.10.10. Which I am told is a significant date for our planet in that Higher energies of
Light are able to stream through the 10.10.10 star gate. That’s cool. Although if there is no time I am a little
confused as to how these datesoccur etc............................................................... guessing it’s
astrological........but there is much that confuses me and I find it best just to let go ofthe
questions and accept that what is … is. Do we really need to know all the answers? I am learning to just let
things unfold in their natural way and go with the flow. So’ I’ll shut up now and let you flow forth.
In current times of your earth you have found there to be much discrepancy between that which some
of you KNOW to be Truth and that which others KNOW to be Truth. Through this transpires many
unanswered questions leaving the mind full of confusion as you have stated. And yet, we ask that you
release the mind from such matters. By clogging it up with such Truth versus untruth, it leaves little
space for the TRUTH to just BE. If one were to progress into a state of mind where all things were left to
settle and adjust for themselves, then you would find that the wheat is sorted from the chaff without
need of assistance from your cluttered thoughts. By stabilising the heart in its rightful place and
allowing it to FEEL who it is … then it is becoming itself all by itself.
Think of something you Love. Feel that LOVE. Really feel it until it becomes a tingling sensation
throughout your BEING. That is YOU. You, when you are alive and not distracted by other
considerations. This is what we are asking you to do on a continual basis so that in future days, no
effort is needed. The thought of LOVE does not need to be thought upon. For it is simply you being you
… at all times. As you Trust in your heart to beat in order to keep you breathing, we ask you to Trust in
yourself to Love in order to keep you …
I waited for a word to end that sentence … the link was gone. I tried again on 11th Oct … nothing!
12th Oct.
Well, here I am again. Third morning in a row. If you are here … lovely … if not… then that’s fine too. So … Eh ….
Are you?
We are.
Marvellous. What would you care to discuss today?
We would be inclined to talk about that which is about to take place. That which so many of you have
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been considering consequences regarding. That which for many of you has been a tremendous strain
on your backbone at times. We ensure you dearest souls of earth that proposals during these times
have been deeply challenged for we desire only for the correct outcome to ensue. Of late many have
felt disgruntled. Time lapses seem like eternity and yet we say that they are simply just the next
moment of now. NOW in which we respect and honour those of you who have remained steadfast in
your LOVE for your selves and your planet. There is much around and within your world that would
have you believe that which is not of Truth. There are those who condemn you for that which you
KNOW in your heart to be of Truth. We commend you for your courage. We tell you that you have
succeeded in this part of your mission. You have learned to understand the tomfoolery proposed by
others to deter you from that which is your Divine right to uncover. That which is within you. That
which IS you.
You have long awaited that which is to present itself.
Link lost!
12th Oct. Later the same afternoon. I felt I got the nod, so I nodded back and off we went!
OK, I’ve come to try for the second time today as I feel you are ready now. There seems to be a lot of fear
mongering being spread (so what’s new?) regarding the darker forces of earth ‘staging’ an alien invasion, or
darker energies attacking our planet to take it over. What words of wisdom … oh patient ones … do you have
for those that ... with all respect ... continue to fall for this‘stuff’?
We would say no differently from that which we always say. Why do you choose to scare yourselves?
It is similar to watching what you have devised in your movie world … that which says on the title
… ‘horror movie.’ When you watch it, you are already scared, before the scary part arrives, because
the box it came in told you … warned you this would be the case. From your point of view as human
Beings ascending into a Higher vibration of Light … whether you are aware of it or not … your heart
immediately starts warning you of that which you are about to read /listen to, with a few short words
… and yet … your choice … you continue to read /listen. We feel we cannot add to that which we have
already stated in past communications with you. Focus on the Light. Read and listen to things of Light
to keep your place/space of a vibration that brings Love and good cheer … merriment to thesoul.
How could it be dear ones, with all this talk of Ascension, with the promises we have made you,
that an invasion is to take place? Think about it seriously. Use your intelligence and let not all this
… we believe you might say … mumbo jumbo … destroy that which has brought you to a place with
yourselves that was doing so very well. Let go of trying to make sense of this corrupt avenue that
some have chosen to walk upon. It is not for you to make judgment on why or how these things may
have come about. It is not for you to judge another in any form. It is however for you to realize that
this time upon your planet … more than ever, as we have stressed before to you that take heed … is a
time when it is of utmost importance to value who you are and the LIGHT that you are. Hold on fast to
this KNOWING.
DO NOT JUST READ THESE WORDS. DO NOT SKIP LIGHTLY OVER THEM BECAUSE YOU HAVE HEARD THEM
BEFORE. We say again. IT IS OF THE UTMOST IMPORTANCE AT THIS TIME THAT YOU HOLD YOUR LIGHT.
Stay strong in the knowing of who you are and let not any such demises of untruths bring down
your energy. This is the counteraction to our proposals and if you choose to be swallowed up by
the unrest and fearsome remarks and possibilities that others choose to connect with, then you
are undoing all the good that you have done so far. This is what the darker souls of your planet are
hoping for. If you fall into this trap you are allowing them to take their grip upon you.
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DO NOT LISTEN DEAREST ONES TO THAT WHICH FILLS YOU WITH FEAR. LISTEN ONLY TO THAT WHICH
FILLS YOU WITH LIGHT. DO YOU UNDERSTAND? DO YOU UNDERSTAND THE REASON FOR THIS?
Yes … I do. And I think many others too. It is so easy for one to slip here and there, especially if such fearsome
news is displayed from one that someone has trusted as a Light Bringer for quite a while …
Whether one calls themselves a Light bringer is a matter of opinion. For how can one be a light bringer
if they are bringing fear of any form? Words are of great poignancy in your world. Yet with Love …
in Love … we say to you … have we not asked that you let go of words being the ‘default’ language
and allow the heart to take first place? Allow the FEELING that you experience in any given time to
prioritize over that which is spoken. It is indeed essential for you of earth, if you are to carry out your
mission successfully to ‘GET THIS’. What lies ahead of you will depend upon your feelings as to the
outcome. If you chose to be afraid and listen to propaganda then you shall assist in spreading that of
the same. Butunderstand
… we ask from the deepest place of who we are for you to recall yourselves in the days ahead ,
and stand headstrong , be heart strong IN LOVE.
Those of you who have awoken to their inner Truth have done so for a reason. Ahead of others. So that
you may be beacons of Light. Be way showers to those who are afraid. You KNOW OF THIS. You shall
feel it … as you say … in your very bones. Every part of you will … in an instant … understand your
presence here on earth at this time. The whole Ascension progression will say ‘hello’ to your soul as it
presents itself in a most unique manner. Your souls will recognize their purpose. This recognition will
allow all that has seemed mysterious to be uncovered. All that has made you question why you are
here and what it is you are here to do shall be likened to a blinding flash of Light … and when the eyes
adjust … the way shall be made clear. This is the importance of following what YOUR heart says. NOT
the heart of your neighbour … but your own heart space. For each shall recall their purpose and each
has a job to do. And it shall be made clear to you when excitement dissipates and the matter in hand
is to be conducted in grace by those who listen well to the wisdom within. To not confuse words of
untruths with words of Truth. And how is this done? Of course … by asking the heart how it is feeling
about particular words. You know the drill dearest ones. It is time now to act upon that which you
KNOW to beTrue.
As I write all that down for you, my heart feels sort of proud … sort of honoured as if you are giving a speech
to your people … as a general would preach to his armies … type of thing. I felt so strong and ready to go.
And this is what we are hoping for. We are desiring that each of you that we are able to reach, are
ready to perform your duties as the sun rises on a new dawn.
Well, my friends, for we all down here feel that is what you are to us … I KNOW that whatever is to take place
over the many new dawns that we shall awake to , that there is an army of us … thousands upon thousands
that have been in position for a long time. We may not know exactly in our human form what we have to deal
with … but we do know that our souls have been longing for the move to begin. And we will all do whatever it
takes to assist those who do not understand. To settle the hearts of the recently awoken. We are ready … many
of us … Truly weare.
All that we ask of you is to remain in your TRUTH … AT ALL TIMES. If you do this, then fear cannot take
hold. Hold your swords of Light high into the skies. You are warriors of Truth. Soldiers of Light. Let that
Light that you are, that which you have always been … shine out to all … showing the way forward
and rendering the darker energies helpless to succeed. Send your Light to ALL. ALL that is upon your
planet. ALL that is life … on earth … all that is life anywhere …. Everywhere … is you. Love life itself for
you and ALL creation are of it. Love everything equally dear ones. Do not reserve your greatest Love
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for those you feel deserve it. GIVE of LOVE to ALL. BE of LOVE to ALL. And when ALL understand of this
… you have Ascended into your new world.
No words …Trusting you can FEEL my heart. In Love and thanks. Again … I would just like to reiterate … I am
just the messenger!

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 23

22 October 2010
A very good morning to you up there. Well, it was certainly good to see a display from your ‘patrol’ in New York.
It set many minds buzzing. Do you have anything to say about this?
We have to say quite a lot. We endeavour to assist your world in all that is to come about in future
days and may we say that what was seen around those days was in fact a minute occurrence to that
which WILL take place. You sense correctly that it has been disputed upon that we shall begin our
introduction in a more conducive manner.
Conducive to what?
To the ease in which we allow souls of your planet that are not aware of our existence to be able to
feel content when they see us within your skies.
From what I saw on videos it didn’t seem like anyone was afraid, more so excited.
And this is also our intent. Rapidly the visions that are ‘caught on camera’ shall increase to a degree
that everyone shall be discussing their own point of view on the matter. They are readily able to
bring such a discussion out into the open these days because of many factors that have led up to this
position.
I, as I am sure many like me, have been thinking about all of this phenomena, and what it means. I’ve been
trying to imagine a world past the initial upheaval and a time when we are all ‘in Love’. Sometimes it really does
feel like a fantasy, and yet our hearts seem to know it is a Truth.
How is it that our communications with you and through you are able to reach so many? Is it that
so many choose to cling on to a fairy story … through desperation because of the world they find
themselves living within? Or is it perhaps more likely that their souls have found a way to our words,
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their hearts have literally led them to their Truth? All that we have spoken of is merely reminding
you of what you already know. That is why so many feel AT ONE when they are connected up with us
through the pages that you send out. That is all we are doing
… sending you memos. Keeping you in touch with home.
Sort of like postcards … If I was sending one back to you it would definitely say ‘weather good, wish you
were here!’
Let is integrate with you more deeply. There are many that are in communication with those from
outer worlds. There are many who think they are and are not. There are many who are knowingly
‘pretending’ to be from sources not of earth. These transitions are put there purposefully to confuse
and bring fear. This is why we STRESS to you in these times a most prominent point.
LISTEN TO YOUR OWN TRUTH IN ALL THINGS.
Much in the coming days will concern you to a vast degree if you do not chose to do so. Yet we say to
you that if you stand strong in the KNOWING OF YOUR TRUTH you will not fall for such scares of the
head and heart, neither shall it allow your vibration to shatter. Do you see? This fearsome banter is
designed to do exactly that … to keep the vibration down. You are all working so diligently to raise
your own vibration and yet so easily do you allow yourselves to fall into the pit of despair because of
something you have heard or read , something that until you received it, had found you in a very LIGHT
mood. Do you see how it is designed? Do you understand our friends of earth what we are trying to
relate?
STAND IN YOUR LIGHT … NOW … ALWAYS.
This is the most pivotal time. This is the time when you KNEW that there would be ‘wavering’s’. You
have prepared your souls for these happenings. Yet so many of you … with all respect from our souls,
are forgetting this. YOU KNOW OF THESE TIMES. THROUGH AND THROUGH were you made aware that
this fear would take hold upon many. Yet … REMEMBER … you KNEW that YOU would recognise it and
you made a pact with yourselves as ONE that you would hold strongly in YOUR LIGHT so as not to let
such a low energy become master to many.
THIS IS WHY YOU ARE HERE. TO ANCHOR THE LIGHT. So dearest souls … DO SO!
Think of yourselves as columns of the Brightest Light. See the LIGHT BEING YOU and extending
upwards into infinity. See the LIGHT anchoring into your beloved Earth and implanting itself into
her roots. Firmly stand in that LIGHT that you are and KNOWINGLY shine it out as far as you can see.
Knowing it reaches beyond the human visual capacity and touches that which you do not even need to
be aware of, you just need to KNOW that it is so.
Practise this whenever the thought occurs to you. Say to yourselves ‘ I AM AN ANCHOR OF THE
LIGHT OF CHRIST’.
Have to butt in there as beautifully as it was flowing … but never before have you mentioned ‘Christ’ and that
took me completely by surprise.
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And yet do you not know us to be of Love?
Sure … nothing but.
Then we would say it is one and the same. We are smiling at your energy at this point.
Well, it’s just that is entering into a whole new ball game is it not? Many ask me to ask you your thoughts on
God. Guess now is a good time.
Brace yourself for the energy that is to occur. When a soul of earth no longer resides upon that
particular planet, there are a billion different scenarios that may occur due to the different position
each soul has allowed themselves to be in. However, without doubt and without exception, when
a soul leaves the human embodiment it is made aware of THE DIVINE. This too may occur in many
forms, yet there can be no denial to that soul of the FEELING of the ultimate LOVE OF ALL. The
ultimate LIGHT OF ALL. This DIVINITY … This Compassion … This Understanding … This LOVE … is
what many of you call Christ.
We wish you to understand that it is understood by us that the naming of THIS LIGHT is not what is
of importance. What IS of importance is the absolute reverence and respect of this supreme deity.
Indeed , and yet for me … and this of course is simply MY TRUTH , cutting it short as how I got to this
KNOWING or we could be here all day … MY GOD … in MY EYES … is THE DIVINEST PUREST ENERGY OF LOVE.
Somehow when one mentions ‘Christ’ I think of a person.
THE CHRIST LIGHT … THE LIGHT OF CHRIST is not a person. It is a LIGHT. That is not to say that many
souls have descended from shall we say … extremely Higher realms at given points in your history …
that indeed are directly from that DIVINE CHRIST LIGHT.
Are not we all from it?
Each and every one of us ARE it.
So with all respect what is the difference between those directly from it and say … me, you know, those of us
that are just your average Joe’s?
Life times! And there is much to say on that matter. For you see there are chosen positions. It is all to do
with energy. And when we say ‘all’… we mean ‘ALL’. For as you quite rightly have come to understand …
GOD … for way of expression … is PURE LOVE ENERGY. And this PURE LOVE ENERGY IS DIVINE. YOU ARE
OF IT. YOU ARE FROM IT. Yet, it is complicated! For when in different levels or vibrations of it, you are
not of its fullest strength.
That’s a fact!
How we desire to be able to let you understand in a blink of an eye that which this PUREST LOVE is
all about. And yet, from where you are stationed at this time you are at this moment hidden from so
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many Truths. Yet we say to you … in all our KNOWING … this will not be so in days ahead. That is why
we ‘implore’ you to not believe … but KNOW that you are BEAUTIFUL DIVINE BEINGS. That which you
are residing in , the human shell, as you are aware, is just a convenient vessel which accompanies and
houses your soul for this very much needed earthly journey. When not restrained with in it you are
a free spirit. There is no mind to confuse, there is only your spirit … your soul … the YOU that is only
LOVE and all is accepted and understood.
There are vast quantities on these matters that we can share and yet you already KNOW. YOU … who
have so courageously volunteered to conduct this experiment. YOU who have put yourselves forward
to be the way showers. Lead on. Walk bravely in your Light and your Love. For it is not long now
before you turn that corner and all changes perspective.
I know that is the signal to call it a day. Thank you. From all of us to all of you. Talk soon! In Love and Light.

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 24

3 November 2010
Well hello to you! As always I have no idea what it is you would like to speak of, so I’ll just leave you to it.
We thank you for your politeness in allowing our discourse to take place in the terms that we chose to
assist. It is tempting is it not for you to spark off down a certain track at times yet your Being knows
that we prefer to discuss matters that We FEEL are best to bring forth at any given moment? This is
due to energies that we pick up on overall from you who reside upon your Earth plane and although
there may seem other matters of importance to you , other matters that SEEM more appropriate , it
was within our agreement made with you , that we should be able to articulate that which we KNOW
to be the most precise way in which to advance your growth.
Yep, I think I must know this, for although I have good questions from many to ask, I have the ‘KNOWING’ to let
it be, or should I say ‘let YOU be’? So then, onwards, what is appropriate to speak of today oh shining ones?
Today, which is not a day from our perspective, it is merely a moment of ourselves continuing to BE
ourselves, we would offer you words regarding that which many seem to shy away from. For it is said
within many writings upon your planet that there is to be a second coming.
Struth Ruth! You do ‘drop ‘em in’ sometimes! Go!
We would care to state our point of view on this matter. There are teachings in your world that have
been distorted and rearranged to suit and adapt to those whose needs were to satisfy self during their
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positions of power. This is not by one single soul, but by many throughout your historical noted events.
If one was to scrutinise certain ‘stories’ it would not be difficult to find errors, to discover untruths for
they are easily recognisable by one who lives within the Truth of their soul. Yet, all we ask is for you
to KNOW yourself. We are not asking for you to embark upon a mass holocaust. We are not expecting
you to deliver yourselves into a place that is uncomfortable for you to BE. Dearest ones, listen to
yourselves. Hear what your heart has to say about all that is proposed to you in the days ahead. We say
to you that each one of you is aware of why you are here and what it is you have come todo.
Yet many I know would say we do not.
And yet, from Love, in Love, we tell you that you are already doing it!
YOU ARE the second coming that is spoken of. All of you! YOU ARE the very ones that shall lift
this planet into its Higher realms. YOU ARE the ones that agreed to do so. We ask you to try and
understand this. YOU , each one of you are the spark of Light that IS EVERYTHING. And you can only
KNOW what it FEELS like to BE this way, when you accept that it is so.
For as long as each individual chooses to remain asleep to this knowledge, then shall your world
remain in the position that it is. And so many of you are working relentlessly to raise it into its Higher
form.
May we suggest a little more acceptance of who you are? A little more encouragement is needed
perhaps to assist in this way, for we are able to recognise the overwhelming tiredness as you continue
to create this world of Light that you shall eventually move into. Yet, do you see? Until it is created ,
you are unable to move into it. Those of you who are aware and have been for a long time, are further
down the avenue of Truth than those who have just recently opened their eyes. Those that have
understood for a longer period of time are able to express gently to those who are newly wakened of
that which is required. And ALL you have to do … ALL you have to do … is BE LOVE. How else may we
tell you this to help you ‘get it?
I don’t know really. You must get very frustrated with us at times. It seems it is so natural for you, for you are
fully of it. I don’t think I am fully of it … I have moments of FEELING very Loving , but then I can be caught off
guard and realise I have such a very very long way to go before I am anywhere near BEING LOVE in its purest
form.
Yet YOU ARE! EACH ONE OF YOU. THAT IS WHO YOU ARE.
You express feelings of frustration … of not being able to KNOW who you are. You say it is all very well
for ‘us’ to say these things to you and that we should try being in your shoes. We cannot be in your
shoes. We were not the ones in the plan to be there on Earth with you. We were the ones that were
designated to offer you assistance from a different place. A different perspective … for we KNEW that
we would not be entangled within the spiders web of Earths confusion. WE KNEW that YOU would
need our assistance … for this is what was agreed … BY US ALL.
YOU ASKED US TO BE AT HAND TO REMIND YOU OF WHO YOU ARE.
And this is what we are doing. Until your souls remember this, we cannot take you any further because
you need to get to that remembrance in order for the next phase to eventuate.
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YOU HAVE TO BEGIN TO REALISE ON A MUCH TRUER INSITE … the BEINGS that you are. You consider
yourselves to be worthless at times. HOW CAN THIS BE SO? REMEMBER WHO YOU ARE.
WHO YOU ARE would not dream of considering such a notion. You are not worthless.
YOU ARE WORTHY OF ALL GREATNESS FOR YOU INDEED ARE GREAT. WORTHY TO BE CHOSEN TO BE HERE
BECAUSE YOU ARE THE ONES STRONG ENOUGH TO DELIVER THIS BEAUTIFUL PLANET OF YOURS INTO ITS
RIGHTFUL PLACE.
As we have said before, it would seem a little strange would it not, to choose those souls who were not
able to complete the task? What would be the point of that? YOU KNEW you would be faced with all
these trials and tribulations. YOU KNEW before you came that these circumstances were to come upon
you. YOU KNEW also dearest souls, that you could ride the waves and come through these days that
indeed are of the ultimate limits of reasoning.
KNOW WE ARE HERE DOING WHAT WE AGREED TO DO. HEAR US!
We call out to you from our position of LOVE to HEAR US. HEAR US telling you what you KNEW you
would hear from us.
DO YOU UNDERSTAND THIS? FEEL THIS THAT WE ARE SAYING. WE ARE YOUR ALLIES. WE ARE YOUR
STRENGTH.
It is our position to lift your spirits at these very times when they seem to be knocked down. We come
to let you know you are not alone in this transition. We are with you. You are on the Earth, we are not.
Yet every step of the way we stand by your sides and one day you shall smile with your hearts as our
hearts greet yours, and we shall KNOW that we remained in Truth and saw through that which is to be
known as THE GREATEST SHOW ON EARTH.
WOW! I could really feel you ‘trying’ there. In the sense of desiring so strongly for us to understand what you
were saying. And I did. Sometimes when communicating with you I really feel I ‘get it’. It gives me so much
hope, and my soul is filled with renewed strength to carry on the GOOD fight. I feel you know what we are
going through … even though we can sometimes say … try being down here for a while … then come back
and talk to us … you know what I mean?
We know what you mean from the point of view of these times being so very encumbering for your
Light to shine. For this was if you like … foretold. So we, as well as yourselves KNEW this was to take
place. However we cannot experience it as ‘human’ souls and fully understand that which is painful to
your Beings. We are only able to feel the resonance of a particular energy and recognise it in a form of
low or high ‘spirited’. When we see those who are vibrating on a lower frequency, when we feel sure
they should be of a higher one … we do all that we can by way of sending … how you Blossom, call your
‘Golden Rays’ to that energy space. Sometimes it is accepted, sometimes it is shunned aside. Not on a
purposeful measure, but simply because the density of the energy one is residing in at that time is too’
thick’ topenetrate.
As opposed to too thick to get it through into our heads! We find our situation so very frustrating at times and
yet, in your own way you must feel the same?
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Not in the same form. We desire only to do what we came to do and we continue on no matter what
… in order to see our side of the plan through. We have no frustration for we are in a position to see
things very clearly, and we are very happy regarding the movement that is taking place.
Yet we, not all, but many, are feeling so down- hearted at times. Did we not suggest before we came that
during these times a little boost would not go a miss? Surely if we knew these tricky days were to befall us
we would have put in place a little contingency plan. A little something to uplift our souls and let us know we
were on the right path? As a special friend of mine said ‘Ask the Feds again to kindly put on a large humanity
humbling display for us for once. They can think of it as an appetiser lest we all fall asleep at the table waiting
for the main course’. That made me laugh so much, and you know? In all honesty, that would be so good to
see and FEEL. Did we not in our wisdom before we came agree you would do that … and maybe you just need
reminding???? !!!!
Friends of ours … TRUST US in the knowing that we have everything in hand. WE WILL DO AS
PROMISED.
Of course you will. We know that. What we don’t know is when, and from where we are, if you could bring it
forward … we don’t need ‘The Greatest Show on Earth’ just yet, not if the general masses are not ready for that
… but perhaps a little snippet of a rehearsal … possibly?... would go down a treat from where I’m sitting! And
your answer …?
There was none. But I have a huge smile on my face none the less.
Thanks team! We look forward to our reunion, heart to heart? Face to face? Light to Light. In Love and thanks.

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 25

14 November 2010
Good morning to you. Lately I have been assessing my position with you, the role I play, and where I stand
within it all and why??? Others seem to channel political, economical etc. information, and you would
probably recognise that for me, that would be like trying to download Japanese geometrical data to a
toddler. so I understand why we do not deal with this ... I was wondering though ... Truly , if you are coming
through to offer us wisdom about ourselves and how to simply BE Love ,what more can you say? If we don’t
understand it now, then will we ever? I feel we now know so much and just need to make sure we ARE of it ...
LOVE, I mean.
Is it that you would make us redundant dearest lady?
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Not at all.
Then what is it you would wish to speak of?
That’s the thing. There must be a billion things we could know of, and yet, where would we start? Keeping
in mind that we have spoken before about allowing you to bring forth knowledge that YOU feel is most
appropriate for us.
And this we have done so far. We would not choose to ‘abandon ship’ so close to shore. We have
travelled well together and our charts tell us that we have accomplished much within our plans of
assistance. What is it YOU are requiring Blossom?
Ah! Now there’s the thing! I really don’t know! I don’t particularly want to stop our communication, not
at all, but I FEEL perhaps we might change course or something. Where are we going with all this?
Home.
Yet we seem so far away ... well, maybe so near and yetso far................. I can only speak for myself of course.
And that is why we are asking you what YOU want?
OK. Something tangible. Something that will give us such a lift. Something that says ‘it’s ok groundcrew
we haven’t deserted you’. We KNOW you haven’t. We KNOW so many things now. Yet many of us are
frustrated. We ARE doing our best to remain our Truth. We ARE playing our part down here, but we would
so like some form of OBVIOUS FULL ON ‘HELLO FOLKS’ from you. I don’t believe with all your technology
that you are unable to come up with something that would astound, something that wouldn’t be passed
off as a weather balloon. I know you can do something spectacular without causing alarm, yet allowing the
world to see what is in store, and when you do this, not only would it uplift our souls, but it would uplift the
vibration of the planet one huge point on the Richter scale would it not?! It doesn’t necessarily have to be
your craft in the skies, but surely a spectacular display of something out of this world wouldbe possible
something for us to ‘ooh’ and ‘aahh’ about?
Dearest Blossom. You are missing the point.
Clearly! In your wisdom ... sock it to me.......... right between the eyes!
We are firstly preparing you of planet Earth for what is to come. If one is not ready for the following
days then it would be that so much planning would go awry. It is imperative that all is exactly in
position at exactly the correct ‘turning point’. And it is this turning ‘point’ that you are missing. We ask
of you, you who have chosen to be whereyouare....................................................to remain steadfast in
your Truth.
We are, it’s just that what may appear to be one minute to you, is probably one month, one year even for
us and therefore, we have moments of feeling as if we are getting nowhere fast.
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And yet your progression is immense. Many of you have driven yourselves on when you felt you had no
strength. You ARE on target. You ARE on track. Do you hear these words? Do you acknowledge them? For
if you do not, if you consider them to be words without meaning then there would be little point in us
continuing.
Yes I hear them. I FEEL them . I KNOW them to be Truth in the Divine plan. Yet we have heard them for so long
and even though we can say ‘Oh Good. Everything is tickety boo’ ... it still seems for many, to be a struggle that
never ends.
Let’s change my attitude shall we!!!!??? ... OK ...
Hello my friends, ‘Oh what a beautiful morning Oh what a beautiful day’!. Right. We are doing so well down
here, it is wonderful how we are playing our role so well and progressing so quickly. We are all recognizing the
changes going on and although a little uncomfortable at times, we recognize them for what they are , and we do
our best to keep on top of it all. How are you doing? What words of wisdom would you care to impart?
We are and always are doing extremely well. We have no doubts as to the positioning of what it taking
place and therefore, there is nothing that stands in our way . We chose to ‘chat’ with you Blossom in
order to sprinkle hope amongst your people. We offer you upliftment for that is our choice to do so. We
do not wish to discuss matters with you that are of the political /economical ‘bend’(?) as this is not our
desire. Indeed as mentioned that is the position for others and we each have our part of the vast plan to
full.
So what is on the menu for discussion today?
Discernment.

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 26

21 November 2010
Hiya. Me here. Felt like tuning in. Anything to offer us, oh so powerful mortals?
We have our Love and our wisdom. We shall always have our Love to give to you. There is not a
circumstance that would change this. We are of it . You are of it . So how could we not? We accept as
we understand of your ways more and more, that there are difficulties in your understanding of this
at times. There are times we have grown to know of when your souls feel so very alone. This indeed
is an unknown quantity for us. We, who WE are ... which is also who YOU are, each one of you ... do
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not KNOW of this FEELING. We KNOW that we are at ONE with each other. At ONE with ALL things.
Therefore, how can there be such a feeling with inside of you? Unless it is that you have not fully
understood that YOU are part of thewhole.
Part of EVERYTHING!
Well, I for one, am aware that we are a part of it all. As ONE. I KNOW this. I ACCEPT this, and yet, in all honesty,
I still feel alone a lot of the time. I am blessed to have a beautifully supportive family and friendships all
around me, yet the aloneness can feel so very strong at times. I do connect up and FEEL in a peaceful space
when I meditate, but whilst getting on with everyday ‘stuff’, there is still a yearning within my soul. I think
about BEING LOVE. I KNOW that is the answer to how we get through these poignant times, I wonder if you
can give us some ‘tips’ on how to ‘BE it’ ALL THE TIME ... IN THAT ONENESS.
And yet do you not see? YOU ARE IN IT ... ALL THE TIME. You cannot NOT be IN IT. For you are OF IT.
So, how do we get to recognize that in a fuller capacity? Other than meditating all day long which is simply not
practical.
By accepting, by KNOWING.
I accept it and I KNOW it , yet I’m not in that place of full LOVE and peace all the time. Nowhere near. How do we
take it to the next step? How do we get to BE in that place?
By BEING your True Self. Let us ask you something. This is not new to you , to any of you. How far have
you progressed within your manner? Your disposition? Your understanding? Your acceptance? Your
loyalty to self? How far have you expanded with in your thoughts as to possibilities that once were
far removed from a reality you could live in? Think about this dear ones. Look at how far ... in such an
apparent short space of your time ... you have merged and blended with Higher energies , and through
this your undeniable transition is/has taking/ taken place without you really noticing it.
Well, can’t say I haven’t noticed it exactly! But yes, when you put it like that, we all have travelled far within
ourselves.
And as your days ‘spice up’ you will continue to do the same, yet at a quicker rate than present.
Therefore, your understanding of ALL things shall deepen and this deeper LOVE that it is your intention
to BE , will be allowed to express itself through you. It is already you, OF you , IN you. KNOW also,
something to take heed of, WE ... where WE are ... is of a totally different vibration from that of the
Earth plane. Therefore, to BE this Love ... is all there is. If you were able to visit us in our surroundings
you would Be of it also, with no thought of having to TRY to BE it. For you would just BE it. The energy
frequency is OF IT.
Aren’t you going to invite me for a sleep over then? It would be rude not to?
We smile at your words. For indeed a ‘sleep over’ is far more accurate than you may realize. As many
of you KNOW, when you sleep , you leave the density of the Earth vibration and your soul freely
becomes that which you say you are yearning to become.
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Pass the bottle of sleeping pills if you would? I am just jesting with you. I KNOW we are here to fulfil our
destiny. Well, actually the destiny of the human race! And when put like that, it sounds rather grand and
important. And it is!!
And you are all doing it so well. The fact of the matter is that it is NOW when ALL IS COMING TO LIGHT
that you are able to comprehend WHY you are here. This is the importance of your knowledge being
brought to the forefront of ‘who you are’. THIS is the time NOW when you are recognizing the part you
have come here to play.
YOU KNOW OF IT! YOU CAN FEEL IT!
This uprising within your BEing. This stirring within your soul, is simply yourself, your Truth, telling you
of this time. This time that you have been waiting for, for so long. It is here.You are recognizing this
fact, and yet you are allowing your souls to be filled with confusion. IF you listen to your BEing, IF you
learn to understand what your soul is telling you loudly and clearly, then you are able to journey forth
with full understanding of what you came here to accomplish.
The thing is, I KNOW what you are saying, and in many things these days I am able to know instinctively that
which resonates with me and that which doesn’t. My question, if I may, is ... obviously things that the ‘lower
energies’ of this planet have up their sleeve to deceive us, do not resonate with those of us living in the Light,
yet we cannot say they are an untruth, because it is quite clear that certain projects are underway in order
for these lower energies to try and remain in control. So, do you see what I am asking? It is a Truth, even
though it does not resonate with where my Being is at, so although we know to focus only on Light, what those
‘pranksters’ are up to cannot be ignored. And with the technology they have , should they decide to deceive us
by showing us things in the sky that are not from you , but look like they are ... will our hearts, our souls ... be
able to KNOW that we are being deceived?
We would say this to all of you who have this concern. The technological implements that exist upon
your earth plane at this time whether used for good or harm, cannot be compared to the technology
that exists ‘off’ your planet Earth. It would be like comparing toys with the real thing. With all respect,
do you think we are unaware of these plans that those who have lost their way are working upon?
Dearest lady, we do not underestimate your intelligence by any means, and yet may we stress
to the maximum of our capability that there are matters taking place which are far beyond the
understanding of the majority of those that are even ‘in the know’ upon yourplane.
Yes, I can accept this. And quite honestly, happy not to be involved. I have a hard enough time as it is trying to
understand all that is being brought to my attention. Yet, I do have to ask , if your technology is such as you
say, and I am not doubting you/it, could you just, one more time, explain to me then, why it was not possible
for you to stop the action that would have taken place if you were to have de-cloaked one of your motherships
on Oct14th 2008? What could the lower energies of this planet have that you were unable to detect and put a
stopto.
Life!
Meaning?
The most precious thing of all upon your planet is Life itself. The most precious thing everywhere is Life
itself. This, we would not bargain with or compromise in anyway. As we have said before, if we were to
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have shown in the way promised and arranged, life on the largest scale imaginable would have been
taken from your planet and this we could not risk.
But if you have technology far beyond that of Earths, how would there have been a risk? That’s the bit I
don’t get.
Because although we have technology far beyond that of your earth plane, this does not mean that we
are able to intervene in all/any given matter. For there is freedom of choice. It was decided that it was
best to abort the mission at that time rather than the far reaching consequences should we have gone
ahead.
Ok, but if it is not for you to intervene in that way, how will that be any different should ‘false shows’ appear
in the skies?
Because that would not involve the great loss of human life that would have happened around the
Oct event that we asked you to announce. May we put many of your minds and hearts at ease?
Yes, please, because it can, as you know, all get a little too much for us earthlings at times!
All is going extremely well and according to plan. Do you think that when the ‘Ascension’ plan was
put into place that we were maybe unaware of the challenges that surrounded it? Do you think we
would have overlooked perhaps the fact that there would be the ‘lower energies to contend with?
Do you think, seriously dear ones, for one moment that this particular aspect may have slipped our
attention?
When you say it like that ... of course not!
Which should then give you more peace of mind should it not? We are aware of this so called ‘power’
that thinks it controls your Earth. Yet it is an illusion. If you allow your minds to make it a reality then
there is little we cando.
Yet ... YOU KNOW that ... YOU ARE ... THE POWER. YOU ARE THE GREATEST POWER. ONCE ENOUGH OF
YOU KNOW THIS ... THEN THERE IS ONLY THE NEW DAWN TO ARISE. ALL else that is not OF LIGHT shall
fall away. THIS TIME THAT IS NOW UPON YOU HAS BEEN PROPHESIED. IT IS TO BE.
Do you think we would have missed a few very important subject matters out because we were not
concentrating? Awaken dearest souls to what you KNOW in your hearts to be Truth.
YOU ARE LIGHT. KNOW IT. YOU ARE TAKING YOURSELVES AND YOUR PLANET INTO A BRIGHTER LIGHT.
A KINGDOM OF LOVE WHERE ALL THAT WAS ONCE IN YOUR THOUGHTS JUST A FAIRYTALE ... SHALL BE YOUR EVERYDAY DREAM. For your dreams of today are your futures
beginning. You of Earth that are creating the NEW WORLD that you are to BE OF.
If the big bosses did not think you were capable, let us state categorically , you would not be the ones
down upon your Earth plane creating it. KNOW that as fact. KNOW that as TRUTH. So with all Love may
we say to you ... step up your game in the knowingness of who you are! If you do not fully KNOW it,
then how can you fully Be it?
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Before we take our leave this day, we wish to offer you our encouragement, our honour, our joy , our
respect and most of all our Love. IN ALL ... FOR ALL ... that YOU ARE and DO.
As always I speak for many when I say ‘ditto’ back at ya! Thank you SO much for the part YOU play. We are
most appreciative. In Love and thanks!

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 27

28 November 2010
Good evening to you. Well, twice today I have sat down to communicate yet to no avail. The only reason I am
trying again is because my head feels so ‘off with the fairies’ and it FEELS like you are about. So thought I’d
come back for one more try. Is there something you wanted to say?
We are indeed close by to you Blossom. This feeling of ‘space’ with in your head is due to changes in
your vibration yet again.
Oh good, its’ not as in ‘space’ because there’s nothing in there!!!
Many of you will be experiencing this same feeling at this time. There are exchanges coinciding
with changes and this can leave one feeling rather out of sorts we believe.
What are the exchanges?
It is that we prefer to interact with many in this way for the moment. It is confidential to each as they
connect with others not of Earth. In this fashion that which is needed to be explained is kept dormant
until such a time when it is sensible to be revealed. If it was to be ‘understood’ before time, then it may
cause unnecessary upheaval due to the misunderstanding of the situation . For what is taking place
now is different from what shall be taking place when this information provided is awakened within
each one. It would not make sense to many at this point and may cause alarm andconfusion.
So would it not be better then, to pass this information on at the correct time? Why is it necessary to do
it now?
Because the soulself understands it and is getting the human self subtly prepared. It is in the
preparation that will allow all to go smoothly at the appointed time ... for this information to
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‘reach’ the part of the self that will be able to interpret it correctly when one is under ‘starters
orders’.
Well, I have to say , it does make one feel rather ‘offplanet’. That is because much of ‘you’ is
integrating with ‘off planet’. I am finding it hard to remain grounded. Any suggestions? Allow
yourself tobreath.
Always a good thing I find!
We mean in a deeper way. Breathe in deeply and out again deeply. As you do so you will be conscious of
a difference within this taken breath. It is of a Higher depth.
Higher depth?? Love it, because I understand it.
All that we have been speaking of to you is coming about. It is happening NOW. You feel that you are
tired of waiting. Yet there has been none. For with each moment the changes are happening within
and around you. This Higher energy that we tell to you of, it is now merging with your Being. YOU
are breathing it in. YOU are becoming ONE with it. YOU are becoming part of it. These changes are
not minimal. They are vast. There is not anything that can be done that could let this change slip
by unnoticed. Some will recognize it for what it is, others will consider it simply another ailment. So
quickly NOW is this change taking place. The minds fleeting thoughts of many memories are releasing
past. The way ahead cannot be cast when attachments are demanding attention. With each thought
that comes in this way, let it go . Let all things go that are affecting you in some manner. It is NOW
that you will find, if you do so, that the thoughts will be removed. Thoughts that no longer serve and
your spirit shall begin to feel cleansed and renewed. There shall be confusion as this particular shift is
occurring. LET IT BE. Simply LET IT BE. May we advise you, that by simply accepting the process it shall
be made so much easier. It is programmed to work itself, if you allow it to do so. Do not question, just
allow.
But we are human, we always question ... don’t we??
Yet, we are asking you to TRUST this process. This means of course, that you must TRUST yourselves.
This above all is the key. TRUST YOURSELVES in the process. If you let go of fear ... if you KNOW that this
is the shedding of the old, then you will find it less exhausting. By not asking the questions you will find
that there are less questions to ask. It is beneficial to you all to go with the flow. Stop the struggling
within. Accept. Accept Accept. What is happening to you is necessary. If these changes do not take
place it would be very difficult for you to exist in the NEW WORLD. When you look at it this way, does it
help you to see how close you are? How dramatically everything has to transform?
When you say dramatically ... how dramatic are we talking?
Enough to give your world a good shake up.
Mmm! That’s what I thought... and are you talking a physical shake up here?
We are. And yet, we wish you to acknowledge that this is part of the process. This is necessary in order
for things to take their new position. The NEW WORLD could not come into play is this does not take
place.
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So I guess at this point I would say that many may feel a little unsettled by this news. A physical shake up.
This of course could mean many things. Poles shifting, earthquakes ... not exactly a joy ride to look forward
to.
And yet we would say differently. You are looking at it with naivety. We are KNOWING of it from
another perspective. These are the very reasons we are offering you information as we spoke of
earlier so that at these times there will be understanding. How you ‘imagine’ things to be played out
may be displayed completely differently from how your minds at this point choose to perceive it. Yet
when the ‘stronger’ transformations take place, YOU of Earth will KNOW from within yourself that
there is nothing to fear. May we express our difficulty in explaining this matter? This is exactly what
we were speaking of when we said, that you would not be able to understand it ‘NOW’. Yet we say in
all Truth ... you shall. And again we say ... there need be no fear.
I will take your word for it.
Another matter if I may? ... I do not know if you are aware of this or not, but a lot of people write in asking
me to ask you to help them communicate with you. Many feel you will know who they are individually. Some
feel they must be failing because they feel so strongly towards you, they feel so connected with you and as
if you are trying to connect with them, but they don’t know how to master it. What advice would you give to
thesesouls?
First of all we would say that we are family to all. There is not one, not one upon the Earth who is not
part of this vast FAMILY OF LOVE. It involves many things when connecting through the veils. And yet
the most important factor is the vibration of Pure Love. It is by allowing the heart to speak and not the
mind. The mind can complicate issues on an energeticlevel.
Interferences are easily detected and can sway thought patterns so that what was even a faint link is
dispersed.
Some people ask why I am able to do it and not them. I tell them I have no idea! I mean, how come I am able to
connect up with you so easily? I know I had the whole illness thing for years etc. and circumstances took place
that I have been since been told were necessary for my body to adjust to being able to do what I do. I get all
that bit, but you know, why me exactly? Why others that can ? How is is that some can and some cant? Is this
something that is arranged before we come down here? Is it to do with our developmental skills once down
here? Whatexactly?
All of these things. Like many questions ... there are many answers. In your case yes, it was preadvised.
I thought you were going to say ‘prearranged’.
We used the word ‘advised’ because of its interpretation. It was/is advisable for you to be our
messenger, and yet if you were to change your mind on this ‘arrangement ‘ once ‘under pressure’ of
the Earths density then this of course would be fully accepted also.
And obviously there would be others that had been ‘pre-advised also’, in case this scenario was to occur.
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This is so. Yet it seems at this juncture it will not be necessary.
Eh ... is now a good time to mention the wages???!!! It is interesting though and I am sure many messengers
feel the same, as to how come we ended up doing what we do. It wasn’t exactly something the schools
careers officer mentioned! Yet when all is said and done ... I wouldn’t change it for the world. Even when the
world changes!
And that will be a different communication all together. There will be a time to come when the
vibration of ‘earthling humans’
As opposed to ?
Non earthling humans ... will have no trouble at all in making conversation with us. Telepathic skills
, teleportic (?) skills, skills that your human understanding even at this late juncture would find it
impossible to comprehend shall be everyday normalities. So we ask you not to be of disharmony if you
are unable to ‘hear’ us. There is not one of you that are unable to ‘feel’ us in your hearts. This in itself is
a sign of how well you are carrying out your involvement within this Divine Plan.
It would be so good if you could send us a little DVD of what the future holds for us. We surely would be amazed
at our potential.
And yet it would not be potential. It would be transparent. It would be how it is to be. Potential is that
which lies within awaiting to come out. That is your NOW. The DVD would show you at your best. At
your fullest capacity. When all is remembered of who you are. Much of your science fiction as you well
know, is not fiction at all. We have stated this before and we shall reiterate with you ... within each
one of you lies the Truth of who you are. Where else would it/ could it be placed? The time is upon this
Truth to rise up from its dormancy and present itself to itself.
Mmm! Present itself to itself ... what does that actually mean?
It means that it shall appear as it Truly is to the soulself which in itself is and can be only of itself ...
The Truth.
Need I have asked?! That’s is it isn’t it for today? Right on cue, I just always ‘feel ‘ that last sentence when you
give it. Well, considering I didn’t think you were there tonight, we haven’t done badly. We haven’t cracked the
meaning of life itself or anything like that, but its been nice to chew the cud as they say. Until next time ... Many
thanks my friends. In Love Light Laughter and Golden Rays ... Me! xx
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The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 28

11 December 2010
* I Trust that many now realize that although some channellings are of a more personal communication, I feel I’d
like to share them because someone, somewhere may be experiencing the same feelings and thoughts as myself and
therefore may benefit from the discussion.
Hello! Hoping it is a good time to connect with you as I decided on the spur of the moment. Talking with a friend
of mine this week, who I do not get to see very often, I realized just how much some souls have so many burning
questions that they need answered ... from you and me! It got me thinking as to how my communications with
you must frustrate a lot of souls, and that if they were in the fortunate position that I am in, how differently they
would approach so many varied topics with you. Which then got me thinking deeply about the responsibility and
should I be delving into deeper matters with you etc. ... because for me ... I just accept what you say and go with
the flow. Should I be doing anything different? I guess there are things I question but look upon it in the Light
of knowing that one day all these things will be made clear. Although as I have touched upon before, I do feel
things are rather at a standstill within our conversations and do you want me to start asking you complicated
questions that people write in asking me to ask you? I guess what I am asking is for you to clarify ‘our’ position
and perhaps where it is heading? Thank you.
We are aware that this line of questioning is coming from things you have spoken of and discussed with
a few. We are also aware of your inner challenges of why you ... why out of all the souls we could have
chosen ... why you ...?
Yes, because I don’t delve into anything ... and in my position ... wouldn’t that be useful?
If you, you Blossom, had just one question to ask ... if you were only given one question to ask us ...
what would it be? In fact, we put that same statement to all who are aware of these words. What
would be the one question in your heart that would be the most important thing you would require
an answer to if you were only given the one opportunity?
Well, I think if I only had one opportunity, I would need to give it a lot of thought rather than coming up with
something off the top of my head.
Yet that is what we are asking of you in this moment of now ... what right now in this moment,
from your heart would you ask?
Do you mean on a personal level or a general one?
Either ... consider as if you had but one shot at it.
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Really that is such a huge ask ... how can I possibly KNOW what would be the most important question ... for
clearly I would not wish to waste it.
Yet, may we say that you are assuming we are going to answer it.
Oh! Well, in that case, if I am not to get the answer I guess it really wouldn’t matter what the question is?
Why not?
Because if you are not going to produce the answer, the question wouldn’t seem to matter. Eh ... where is
all this heading?
We are trying to help you understand that our purpose in communicating through YOU Blossom
or indeed any other is not to answer the trillion unanswered questions that those of earth when
correlated together have a desire to know ... this is not why WE are sending out our messages to you.
WE have a different agenda in mind ... and we wish to express to you that the ONLY reason we do so,
the main purpose we touch base with you, when we do, is to assist you in understanding the Truest
meaning of LOVE.
What takes place within other universes and galaxies ... what is structurally transforming on another
star system at this moment of your time is not why we are speaking with you. These matters are not
WHY we have chosen to speak with you. These matters may interest some ... they may interest many ...
but not all. YET ... what we come to share with you ... what we come to teach you ... to help you recall ...
is of every LIVING BEING’S interest .... there is not one who is not of it ... there is not one who cannot be
interested in it ... because everyone of you IS IT.
LOVE LOVE LOVE LOVE LOVE. THIS IS WHO YOU ARE. YET YOU HAVE FORGOTTEN. SO WE COME TO REMIND
YOU.
Yes, I understand. But at this stage in the game ... even though you have taught us well, I mean I cannot imagine
better mentors ... what I personally am struggling with at the moment and I can only speak for myself really is
... why am I not ‘FEELING’ this amazing LOVE for myself and others? To be honest ... I just do not FEEL like I have
“GOT IT” ... Yet I know that is where ‘I am at’ ... and I cannot speak for everyone. I know others have ‘got it’ ...
shouldn’t I? Considering I am delivering these messages for you ... shouldn’t I have got the point? It doesn’t make
sense to me. Shouldn’t I be going round with owers in my hair and just offering LOVE from my heart all day
long?
What is stopping you?
The way I FEEL! This world just doesn’t make sense to me anymore and I feel so out of place! If I am in a
shopping mall or something ... it all seems so ridiculous ... everything about it ... and my soul cries out to me
saying ‘I want to go home’. It’s all so nuts! I wonder just how much longer we have to go on this way ... the way
this world is ... it’s like I am SO longing for the change to take place, and the thought of a few more years even,
makes me feel like that is a life time away. I know I am moaning ... but ... how am I helping to change the world
into a better place when my soul feels so desperately ... un belonging??
Do you know what we are to say?
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Yes, but I’ll let you do it as you have a certain way about you!
You are FEELING this way because your soul is so much closer to home than you realize and therefore
the difference in the vibration that you are having to reside in, compared to the one that you know of as
Truth is causing such a yearning for the Higher place within.
But you see ... if WE are here to bring this New World in ... and assuming I am not the only one then that is
feeling this way , because of our pending situation ... how can we serve and do what we came to do when there
is such a strong desire to get back home? ... It’ s like I want to get off the planet.
Yet you are simply transmuting energy. This feeling you are experiencing is also diluting energy that has
ruled and empowered those that are now weakening. There are roles that you are all playing out. There
are numerous counteracting scenarios taking place that are appearing as one thing and yet on other
levels are serving in a way that is literally playing out the ‘change over’. Yes, you have agreed to be here.
Yet know also, that much that is taking place is operating on another level that your Higher Beings are
conducting
on your behalf. It is necessary for the human aspect of yourself to be here as the anchor as we have
said before, yet we ask you to ACCEPT that there is a far more evolved aspect of yourself that is bringing
forth and acting upon matters that are out of reach of the human understanding. IF you accept this at
this time .... IF you allow yourselves to JUST BE and BE OF LOVE then it assists greatly that aspect of your
Higher KNOWING that is ‘doing its thing!’
Yet, why can’t we know what that thing is?
Because you shut down long ago and until the awakened Higher aspect that DOES understand ... yet is
of a Higher Vibration that is not accepted on earth ... yet, then your ‘MINDS’ cannot comprehend ... if we
had words to describe ... that which you would like explained.
This is why we talk to you about LOVE and steer clear of anything else. When it matters ... when
EVERYTHING is ready to move on/up what is the most imperative tool that is necessary?
LOVE!
We rest our case.
But so many of us are confused as to what actually will take place and where exactly “ASCENSION” is?
If you were taking a journey , you would map out the direction in which you were to follow. We would
say to you that the direction for you to follow on this particular event ... this greatest adventure of them
all ... is by following the direction of your heart. You have no better compass. We cannot show you which
path to take to get you there ... for there are many roads that lead to the same destination. We can
only show you signposts. It is your hearts that will lead you. It is your inner FEELING from YOUR HEARTS
that will let you know which way to travel. You are walking along this path because as a TRIBE you have
asked to be part of this great transcendence. You asked to be the humans who were to be here at this
point. We agreed to be alongside you.
And I know you are ... and I know some will agree with me and some will think ‘Oh Blossom move on’ ... but
I would imagine you are aware of my experience this week (*** see below) and how my heart LONGED for
the time when it would take place in reality. Not to save us ... we all know that is not how it is to be ... but with
so many people actually being present on your arrival and sending Love to you and you to us. That’s what
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I envisaged ... everyone’s hearts shining a White Light out to you ... How long do we have to wait for this ...
exchange? ... It would make such a difference ... in our hearts.
Child of Light ... you lose faith as days pass by and still your visions of your space family joining you seem
but a faint dream.
And that’s why it hurts my heart, because WE KNOW it is to come, yet the wait seems endless to say ‘hello’ to old
friends.
To all those who know of us in your hearts ... we VOW to you that these days shall come. We admire your
strength and composure under such pressure at times. There IS to come the day when greetings from all
parties shall swell into an emotional frenzy ... for the answering of prayers offered shall ll empty spaces
that felt forgotten.
Well, could you please get a move on I, for one, am struggling with it all . Thank goodness I have learned that this
ride is full of ups and downs ... it sure is nice to nd a balance every now and then ... because when I nd that, I
then am able to get to grips with this ‘loving thing’. Will I laugh I wonder when we actually meet? Will I give you a
big hug and say ‘ Thanks for that ! Where have you been all my life?”
And we shall say ‘Right here’ as our hearts speak to each other in the universal language of LOVE.
Dearest souls of Earth, KNOW this is to be ... FEEL IT within that KNOWING ... for when that KNOWING is
TRULY FELT there can be no doubts of the fact that this is so.
WE LOVE YOU . WE THANK YOU FOR YOUR LOVE IN RETURN. Let hearts beat together as one throughout
your universe.
We’ll keep on trying ... No worries about that! Many thanks for lending an ear ... Bloss XXX
*** NB. I was very blessed to be given tickets on my birthday to see the U2 360°concert. The set looks like
a docking station for a massive starship. At one point the centre lowers down and sends out colours of rectangles
(rather like the ship in close encounters). The entire scene made me FEEL as if any minute BEings of Light would appear
from underneath. It struck me how over 52,000 people in that stadium were probably all thinking the same thing.
It was such a wonderful way to plant seeds. No one was going to run for their lives. Everyone in that space was lled
with so much Love. I think that is why it affected me so, because it was so similar to how most of us who are awake,
probably imagine it will be. I was in awe ... knowing it WILL be ... one day ... I felt ready ... ready to move on to that next
stage of the plan. Some of the Light beams were directed skywards. They went so far into the clouds and I just felt so
strongly connected to ‘our friends’ that tears came to my eyes. Many are being awakened through this media without
realizing. After all visualization , as White Cloud says is one of our strongest tools. I give thanks for that experience.
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The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 29

20 December 2010
Hello there my friends. I am sure you are aware that many celebrate Christmas at this time of year and then ...
2011 is upon us. I wonder what your message for the New Year brings?
It carries a symbolic gesture. It brings to you a Lightness of heart for although the coming times will
see you stretched to your limits, it shall also present to you capabilities that will astound. Yet it is only
through the opening up of your sacred heart space that these matters can be attended to. For those
who choose to accelerate at a speed that serves, please accept the possibilities that great wonderment
of what each individual soul can present, shall warm the heart that has been yearning for a recognition
of any form that its true self is more than that which has so far been. Fill your Beings with the
KNOWING that was is to come is what you have been awaiting. Your souls have stepped up to the mark.
So many of you have listened to the inner core and come to a decision that allows the fruit of ones
labours to now be harvested.
Do not doubt this. If you choose to, you can FEEL in these words the TRUTH of that which we present
to you. Your project of Ascending as ONE continues to defy those who would have this plan fail. Yet,
it cannot. All around you, evidence is displayed to the contrary. Yet YOU KNOW this is just an illusion.
When you FEEL the TRUTH, how can you possibly accept that you are succumbing to that which is not
of your greater good? FEEL IT! For as you do so, you can actually physically promote the abundance of
joy that is now within you and around you.
Many for so long have endured the transmutation of energies. They have stood strongly as
communicators and allowed themselves to be beacons in which Light has literally turned dark into a
form that has been able to disperse into an ether that has no power. It has merged into itself and can
no longer harm. These great forces of energy that have streamed through your Being have now lost
their reason. This is a major eclipse that HAD to occur in order to cleanse all that cannot be brought
forward into the next era.
Major eclipse? Can you explain further?
That which has pretended to rule your planet for far too long now has shadowed the True Light. It has
reached its final conclusion and only change will dissolve these restless remnants that seek only to
distort.
You are experiencing a little difficulty in receiving these words are you not?
Yes a little. I’ve known it to flow more easily. Any particular reason?
The fact that we are closer than you think ... is one of them.
To me?
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Indeed.
So why would that make it difficult? I thought it would be the opposite.
Distortion of vibration as it merges on a Higher scale.
So, when we say close ... what are we talking here? And in what regard?
Close your eyes.
What did you see?
Shafts of Light ... as if they appeared from the sky. I had the FEELING that we will experience this in the
coming year.
You shall ... and they shall be unable to be called anything other than what they are. Their obvious
brilliance shall not go undetected. When they present themselves in this way, do not be deterred by
stories of what they may or may not be. KNOW they are from us.
What exactly is their purpose?
Many fold. They are from us to you to ‘get the party started’ shall we say. They will be seen in various
landmarks across your planet Earth and they shall be of such magnitude that they cannot be brushed
aside or ignored by your media. They shall be given many names. Souls shall make reference to
biblical scenarios for they will know of no other way to relate.
So these shafts of Light, will they come and go? How shall they appear and for how long at any given time?
They will not be flashes of Light that one could mistake for an electrical storm. As you saw in the
vision we presented you, these are shafts that contain Light. They shall stream down to your planet
creating a display and no sooner has the excitement of one particular sighting settled down ... another
one shall take over on another part of your world. They will not be able to be tampered with. We have
protective screens that will repel any matter that may try to do so.
Even when viewed on your screens within your houses many shall awaken from their sleep by these
streams of energy. For they contain within them the next phase of your journey for mankind.
Probably need a little more to go on with that last statement.
Again , words to describe are inadequate.
Keep trying!
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These pillars of Great Light will serve in many ways. They shall release into the atmosphere what we
can only describe to you as an energy ... which in essence it is ... yet it is what this energy contains
that is the magic potion. It will uplift your spirits. It will be like the aroma of your mother’s kitchen.
? Not in my son’s eyes it won’t! I mean, I know what you are trying to say but ....
Then let us say it. We are TRYING to find similarities to how this may feed your soul. Your souls will
recognize the ‘energy’ emitted from them. We can best attain description of FEELING in this way. It will
be as though ...
I keep seeing one side of a seatbelt locking into the other.
Thank you . Although the description is a rather wayward one , it is the only one we can find to
explain. As the energy that these shafts give off linkwithyours....... it shall feel that way. As if you have
found the missing piece of the jigsaw puzzle and it suddenly just falls into place.
I am FEELING what you are trying to express. I am hoping others are too as they read.
Yes they are, because it is the souls knowing. Therefore it is understood ... and we would say that this
is just the beginning. We have spoken to you for so long regarding wonders that are to come. Imagine
that which we have spoken of, imagine that as your preparatory stages that lead you into the next
step. And with each new presentation your souls will ‘get it’.
Everything that has not been able to make sense to you ... shall. This following year in your earthly
terms ... shall be one that will bring joy to many. That which we shall gift to you will fill your Beings
with renewed hope.
There shall be ‘laughable’ explanations to that which we surprise you with, yet you shall know better.
For it is you , that have remained in your Truth, when the odds were stacked up against you that shall
have the last laugh, as we believe you say.
Many of you have chosen to live in fear of all that you have heard an been informed of. We say to you
that this is unnecessary. For as this next year unfolds, so much of it shall have you grinning from ear
to ear. Your hearts shall be full to the brim with that inner knowingness that we have spoken so much
of to you.
Again I have to say ... I can FEEL this joy ... and it is making me feel ‘of’ it. Presuming you are aware of ‘Joy’
that found a voice through me the other evening with White Cloud?
It IS to be heard! This voice of JOY is to resonate with those that are willing to accept its TRUTH. This is
another way in which we could explain of the energy that is within these shafts that shall reign/rain?
down.
And you didn’t get round to saying how long they would remain?
Long enough to be recognized as ‘not of this world’.
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Are we talking five or six or hundreds?
To begin with as an introductory service it will be minimal. They will be of a surprise tactic up until
such a point when they can be observed without fear . Once they have blended with the psych, they
shall gather in numbers and remain for longer periods of time.
This is all very intriguing and a very new concept to me. Will they actually reach the ground?
No. That is not necessary. They can also travel across continents.
What ... visibly?
Yes.
Is that necessary? Surely they can manifest wherever they want. Are they controlled by you?
Yes. Wherever they ‘touch’ they leave their mark. So although not necessary to travel they are
designed that way.
How do you control them?
Thought.
Cool. No batteries then!
They are of pure energy. No propulsion system necessary.
In my mind’s eye when you showed them to me earlier, they were huge.
They shall be.
I am being reminded of when you spoke of ‘energy’ that you said were in containers (well the best way for you
to describe it). Is this connected?
Again too difficult to explain the concept of its Truth.
Only in that ... energy can be created on the spot I would imagine. To carry it around in containers (?) as such
seems a bit strange.
Yet there are such containers, or we would better describe them as ‘activators’ . Perhaps we could say
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that each atom of energy within an ‘activator’ is like a seed. And what do seeds do? Of course! So each
atom within the ‘space’ of an ‘activator’ can be ‘planted’ and therefore grow and expand on levels far
beyond your earthly calculations.
So, is this energy ‘special’? Is it different from what we know?
Yes. It is different. It is of a more delicate presence. In words of your world we could almost call it
‘sacred’. We are showing to you as if it is being monitored continually. As if checking temperature etc.
Yet, again I feel this is just away for us to understand in earthly terms as opposed to what you are actually
monitoring.
This is so.
So, back tracking then ... are seeds of this Sacred Energy that of which is contained within these shafts of
Light that are on their way?
Precisely.
And I’m getting that these seeds are somehow linked to our Higher self.
You are in great connection with us.
Yep. Really feel on your wave length!
We would let you know of it as a reuniting with an aspect of the Higher self.
Which of course plays a huge part, once connected with these seeds, in assisting in our Ascension.
Again top marks.
Not really. One or other of us is going to bring these words forth. Just a matter of whether I press the B for
bold font really. That’s the way it feels today ... as if I KNOW these things because I am tuned in to you.
And we would say that this is what the ‘knowingness’ is. KNOWING all the answers from within. You
just have to be tuned in.
Yet I can feel now that we are coming to the end of our session, and that ‘KNOWING-ness’ won’t be around.
Yet there will be a time when everyone will be ‘tuned in’ permanently and all KNOWING shall be
known.
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Well, what can I say? ‘Thank you’ springs to mind! A marvellous session! I shall look forward with absolute
JOY to experiencing the seeding of this Higher energy ... watering it ... and FEELING it grow. The shafts of
Light too are something we shall all be looking up to see.
You will not miss them.
I put my TRUST in those words my friends.
And we add our LOVE to that Trust in these words.
I hope you see our planet Light up this Christmas with a glow of Higher energy that we are emitting now ...
because we are of it.
It is done ... and so are we for this day.
In Love and so much gratitude. xxx

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 30

28 December 2010
Well, Christmas is over and we move on into the next year. Are you well?
We are never otherwise. Are you well dearest lady?
I always assume you know by picking up on my energy.
And yet is it not polite to inquire?
I guess so. Thank you, I am well. May I ask you a question about the shafts of Light spoken about with you
last time we chatted?
Indeed.
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Some beautiful pillars of Light appeared in Norway which I assumed was that which you had spoken of. Yet on
further investigation it seems that these Lights have appeared before and it is due to weather conditions and
ice crystals or something scientific that blows my head off. I was a little disappointed I have to say. Can you shed
some Light on the matter?
What you saw in the photographs displayed were of a recognition of art form materialized due to
distinct patterns of interstellar activity.
Of course ...I knew that!?
There are those on your earth plane who simply refuse to accept that certain conditions will allow
displays from gathered molecules that are NOT formed by any weather condition ... to present
themselves in the manner that you were informed of.
So, in a word ... were these shafts of Light that which you were speaking of?
No, and yet we do not refuse the question regarding whether or not they are formed in order to create
curiosity.
So, what do you mean by interstellar activity? Keeping in mind I need to follow what you are talking about.
We do not need to become technical to explain something that is very simple. There will always be
phenomena that will be ‘palmed off’ as something that it is not, in order to keep curiosity at bay.
There will be so many that will simply put these displays down to things that they are told ... things
that they can ‘explain away’.
So , are you saying that these shafts of Light were not caused by the weather?
They were not caused by the weather and yet the weather assisted their formation.
Were they ‘guided’ by you?
No.
Did they have anything to do with you?
Yes.
What?
We are asking those of you who are congenially swayed to our status to accept that occurrences that
have and shall take place of this nature are of a purpose other than ‘beauty’.
Struggling here to get the flow happening. Maybe it’s me though ... worrying that I don’t know what you are
talking about. Let me say to keep it ‘flowing’, that the shafts of Light you showed to me in my mind’s eye were far
bigger width wise than the ones in Norway , but I thought maybe it was ‘telepathic licence’?
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When the ones that we spoke of arrive there will be no possibility of passing them off as the weather.
For they shall appear in all kinds of different weather conditions, therefore relieving all questioning of
such possibility.
Retuning into you, as I feel the link very weak. I’ll keep going for a while and see if it gets easier. Over to
you ... if we are able?
Considering conditions of your world at this time we are doing extremely well. And yes, we are talking
of conditions regarding extreme weather patterns that are occurring in many parts of your globe.
There is interference taking place that is not exactly what you would call ‘politically correct’. These
freak conditions are not always explained by Mother Nature and it would appear to those of us who
perhaps have intelligent forces streaming information from parts of your planet to us ... (perhaps you
would call them ‘informers’) ... that tampering’s with such forces is inadvisable. These incorrect policies
cannot be allowed to continue as they are. It is of grave concern that what is taking place behind the
scenes is having such a devastating effect and there are limitations to our patience regarding protocol.
Not sure exactly where you are going with this ... would you care to indulge?
From the perspective of The Greater Good there is only limited acceptance of tampering’s with that
which was designed to be natural. Too much has been ‘taken over’ upon your planet, for too long.
Interesting, as I am feeling a feeling of ... eh ... ‘anger?’ which is not of your BEing.
It is not of anger dear lady, yet for description of your knowledge of emotion, you may describe
it as such. We would prefer it be known as ‘tolerance tipping’.
I’d make a joke, but I feel it would be inappropriate at this time.
The extreme levels to which some are prepared to mask the Truth simply will not and can no longer
be tolerated. We are not angry. This is not our way and yet the collective councils of combined
universes (?) have decided that certain configurations must be dispelled in order for motions to be
adhered to.
I have absolutely no idea what you are talking about!!
Let us then explain, for we do not desire to confuse. There are practices in position on planet Earth
that have been designed to abhor the spirit. They are certainly not of a nature that one would call
Loving. This we ask you to accept for we do not care to indulge in the energy of it. There are those on
Earth who believe that they are the masterminds to many plans that they believe are to succeed, and
yet we stress with great confirmation that such ‘destruction for the point of self-empowerment’ shall
not be allowed to continue. We shall make this quite clear if certain atrocities come to the fore ... and
let it be known that they shall be terminated before damage is done.
This is unlike your usual line of exchange. What is going on?
We are just informing those who need to know that the end of the road is in sight for them.
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Peace is to be restored in your world. All hatred ... war ... ALL that is not of a Loving nature is to cease
and cease it shall. The original blue print for your existence was not to be distorted to such a degree.
There was free will given, and yet those that were involved in the designing were not to know of the
degree in which this could alter the course of the initial plan. Yet NOW ... now you are steering back on
course. Now ... dearest souls, you are returning to the shores of home in which your hearts are longing.
The upheaval that is upon you is soon to subside and there shall once again , as designed ... be a place
for your souls to reside in that is of ‘heavenly comfort’ for both mind andbody.
You are checking that we are your usual communication are you not?
Yes, no offence ... always best to. I do not feel uncomfortable with you, just a little different.
We acknowledge your vigilance. May we convince you of our Truth?
No need. I cannot imagine for the life of me , that after all this time and Trust anything untoward would be able
to ‘sneak in’, so I am not really concerned ... just, as you say ... being vigilant. I feel also that as we are moving
into this next decade, things are really going to step up in many aspects, and we need to listen to our Truth in
order to adapt. Plus I have just read back what has been discussed and I can feel ‘you’ there. It was more the
line of discussion that was unusual.
We say this to you. What is to come, what is to present itself is far beyond your imaginings. We have
said this to you before and yet now you are able to let it ‘’sink in’ to a place where it can be accepted and
KNOWN. The days that are ahead are of great change. They will have you standing on your head at times
for you will not know from which angle to grasp all the newness that is to be upon you.
HOLD ON TO THOSE HATS. We wish you to be of great excitement!
I got such a huge tingle of Truth as you said that.
For that is what is ahead ... Our Truth ... Your Truth. There is nothing to fear.
Well, I feel that is the end of the session. A little all over the place today, but it is as it is.
Before we take our leave at this time we wish to extend our thoughts of the purest Love to each one
of you. We feel so connected due to this discourse with so many. We are aware of how many have
awakened and how much brighter the energy of your planet is becoming. There is NOTHING that can
deter the New World ... the New World of Love and Lightened BEings ... in walking into its rightful
position. Allow your Love to be your strength and guidance. Allow all that you are to become the new
way of your world. Let go of that which no longer serves and dispel all thoughts of matters that do not
belong within your energy of Love.
You will KNOW of us. You will KNOW of our Truth before too long. All those who have gathered together
and remained pillars of Light ... Beacons of hope ... shall recognize their souls home in the days to come.
It shall be instant. All doubts shall disperse for the KNOWING of Truth is KNOWN.
Thanks guys. There is excitement. I can feel it. We all so look forward to having a cuppa with you and swapping
stories of our soul’s journey!!! In Love and thanks.
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INDEX
JANUARY
7th (p.2) Many other anticipated predictions from channels of Light are not from FOL sources / Inner
knowledge reveals all / Individual changes happening are like shedding skin / FOL is close - shall be appearing to
many who have prepared / Old or current world not fit for the New World / Mourning a millennia of self-sacrifice
- the Divine Plan / “The Blessing” poem
17th (p.5) FOL to humanity similar to - humanity to an ant / Communications with Blossom different than
telepathy / Description of how FOL communicates with Blossom / Why Blossom and not others? / Important to
acknowledge who we are - magnificent spiritual body / Connecting with higher self / Purpose of acknowledging
true self / Spiritual understanding is progressive / Human destiny explained / Imagination expands with
vibration
30th (p.9) Who will be able to see the FOL ships? / Google Earth mysterious shapes / Small ships breaking
through time barrier / Size of FOL ships / Objects circling the sun - FOL no comment / Questions answered
through unfolding / What are we searching for? / What is meant by “Knowing” / Words are inadequate...
understanding from Higher self at the appropriate time - “Less is more”
FEBRUARY
11th (p.12) ET Light Ships with high vibration storage of Light - a gift of Divine Grace / A “sprinkling” upon
earth / FOL Bringers of Peace / Overseers aborted the October 14th show / Blossom wants to know more about
Light storage / The number of those Keepers of the Light is 12
26th (p.16) Frying Pan on the head / Disasters on earth a positive - phoenix rising / Things we don’t see analogy growth of a tree unperceivable / Sickness/ailments are chosen - part of the illusion / New world not an
illusion / Everything in service to the whole / Can we “get it” or not? / New World is not the same as Nirvana
MARCH
14th (p.20) Contrast those on deeper esoteric level vs. those receptive to message of Love / Hold to a future
of Light the knowledge of Truth / F.O.L. have not incarnated on earth / Freedom of choice can change the Plan
/ Evolving human race running the system / Knowing of Oneness, and being of it, and feeling it, are different /
Take comfort in Mother Earth’s New Dawn
24th (p.25) Being human is “going with the flow” yet heart and mind struggle / What will happen to untruths/
false beliefs / What if FOL stopped communications? / How do the “sleeping”, those unaware assist Ascension? /
Illustration - corked bottle neck and escaping souls
APRIL
8th (p.28) Readers own truth is their Light - explanation / What is Nothingness, and everything / Everything is
God, you and Love / Love of Self / Be the Light / What is real, what is part of the illusion? / What’s the reason why
life is not going our way? / More Light improves understanding = more Light within and around planet
19th (p.31) Inevitable surrendering metamorphosis for all souls / Follow the heart requests / Serving or
loving self, serves others and planet / Thoughts create our future / All things are possible / Past, present, future
happening now / Different scenarios for New World / Without us feeling, there is nothing / Blossom’s dream car
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MAY
14th (p.34) Blossom’s burning heart chakra / “Brush off” necessary transformational changes / Clarifying
October 14, 2008 / The mass destruction threat by Lower Light / Many like Blossom - prepared, ready with Light
27th (p.38) FOL tracking energy around globe / Lightworkers encouraged to “keep on” the correct path home
/ Blossom requests 6 month forecast of events / Vigilant meditation a means to “receive FOL orders” / All on
earth agreed to help with Ascension process / Imagination is our future reality / Feeling your imagined future
reality, hastens earthly awareness and awakening
JUNE
9th (p.41) Spiral configurations in the skies small preview of what’s to come - what are they...why and how? /
Recalibration of new energies merging with old / Blossom asks about the effects of the oil spill - what can we do?
/ Destructive events are “meant to be” / Knowing something, different than believing / Stop waiting, be who you
are / Send your energy/work miracles / Words fail - Feeling leads to knowing
21st (p.44) Blossom suggests “Be with it” do not rush through this channeling / Focusing attention upon the
Gulf / Send Love and Light to change the world / Earthy aspect(s) must choose to activate systems / The FOL
“orders” stated / Activation > meditation + visualization / Short activation visualization/meditation provided /
Heed your feelings - this is your truth / Brothers in arms - of Love / Bronwyn Freihaut’s enlightening healing work
JULY
4th (p.47) Varied results 6-21-10 activation - explained / FOL comments > Gulf oil spill / Please “scrap” the
word “SOON” / Feelings are your Truth / Making decisions - guidance / Playground Earth experiment changed /
FOL - little comprehension of life on Earth / Ships to arrive with higher versions of us / Multiple humans could
comprise one Star Being - Insight on Oneness / Serendipitously older channeling August 2008 pops up > see
2008 INDEX channelings #36 & #37 - eBook “Snapshot” pages 156 to 161
23rd (p.53) Bygone era description of life on earth / We may not perceive movement in life / A difference
being made on earth / Blossom wanting to see FOL saying - “I miss you” / When we feel downcast or tired /
Knowing makes hope obsolete
AUGUST
2nd (p.56) Blossom asks for more info about FOL / Overseers of the Overseers - Living Light / Are there
Overseers above FOL? / FOL = how many ships? / Much speculation about Ascension / FOL bemused by spread
of fear and doom / Discernment of Light - how do your feel when you read? / Souls choosing the easy way /
What is the energy of our aura?...It is you/your soul without a physical body / Seeing through the “eyes” of living
matter / Blossom asks, “Are we doing well down here?” / FOL waiting for the “green light”
15th (p.60) Energies rising last week / Some focusing upon turmoil / What to focus on - creating a New World
/ Recognising what life on earth really is / How does the game of Scrabble fit into playing The Game of life? / A
belief system indoctrinated / Fear inspiring “devil” is by design / Feel your magnificence / In the New World will
we remember this “dream,” this illusion?
29th (p.64) We don’t know, that we do know / What’s stopping us - accessing knowledge of everything? /
Visualizing ourselves firmly within a “throne”- chair activation / “What is real and what is not?” / The world is
ready for the FOL
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SEPTEMBER
7th (p.68) FOL focus - enhance our vibration / FOL lowers their vibration communicating with Blossom / Will
humanity make it to the New World? / Number of awakening souls is vast / Send Love to negative thoughts / A
new perspective coming - greater understanding
21st (p.71) Original plans for Earth discarded / Changes that will astound and give hope / Lower Light persist
keeping FOL Love/Light at bay / Lower Light originally from Light / FOL providing a sign to uplift / Light = Love &
Love = Truth / Sympathy for Lower Light - no blame, no mocking
29th (p.76) When FOL appears - no direct communications with governments / FOL preparations for a
“surprise” / A need to “hot up” ( = keep things moving along ) in line with plans / Aligning/’tuning in” with the FOL
frequency upon their arrival / Through words used by FOL gauging energetic reactions of readers / FOL learn
about/take on human traits / Everything will make sense in the New World
OCTOBER
12th & 10th (p.80) Re: October 10, 2010 Stargate / Focus upon/mixing in other truths / Think & feel what we
Love / Time lapses = next moment of now / Staging of an alien invasion / Repeating - Hold your Light / Avoid fear
mongering “mumbo jumbo” / Who is a “Light Bringer”? / How do we discern words of untruth? / Be in your truth
at all times / Love everything equally
22nd (p.83) FOL display in New York / Previews of what’s to come / Blossom’s channeling reaching hearts
- why? / Deceptive channelings - pretenders / “Fearsome banter” by design / Lightworkers “wavering” /
Remember why you are here / Repeat this - “I am an anchor of the Light of Christ” / Atheists are shown the
Divine after death / Is the Light of Christ a person? / Lower vibration = Divine Light not at full strength / Belief
versus Knowing
NOVEMBER
3rd (p.86) Discerning untruths i.e. a second coming / Who really is the second coming? / All we have to do is?
/ FOL’s role in the Divine Plan / Our worth unquestioned - chosen for task on earth / FOL at our side always / A
reminder for an FOL display, a rehearsal
14th (p.89) Blossom assessing her position with the FOL / Blossom requests something tangible - FOL wow
humanity, just a little / Humanity is “on track” / FOL “sprinkles” hope, not political or economical information
21st (p.91) FOL never feels alone / Oneness - are we of it, or in it? / How to BE in a place of full Love / FOL
raises questions for contemplation - revealing progress / Blossom’s request for a “sleep over” not far from the
Truth / Uprising/stirring within - an acknowledgement / Lower energy projects persist / Lower light technological
“toys” pale by comparison to the real thing / What was at risk Oct.14th 2008 = Life / FOL fully aware of Lower
energetic challenges / What if we keep thinking /believing the controlling Lower Light is our reality?
28th (p.95) Are you feeling out of sorts - here’s why / Higher energy merging with our being / New World
hinges upon this process / How can we communicate with FOL? / Why can Blossom channel and others cannot/
do not / A more essential sign - feeling the FOL in your heart / Blossom asks to see what the future holds /
Explain - The Truth will present itself, to itself
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DECEMBER
11th (p.99) Blossom reassessing her role as FOL’s spokesperson/channel / FOL asks Blossom for one
important question / Unanswered questions superfluous / What is essential - truest meaning of Love / Yearning
for our real home - by itself assisting and transmuting energy / Some things cannot be explained now / A “map”
to Ascension described / Addendum note: Blossom’s experience at a U2 concert
20th (p.103) Christmas spirit and activities compared to coming times / Lower Light controlling Earth is an
illusion / Clarifying a weak connection to Blossom / Shafts of Light visible next year / Not flashes of lightning
- containing Light and energy / Light shafts create a link - a missing piece / Gift of renewed hopes / how long
would the shafts be visible? / Number of sightings will increase / More details about Light shafts
28th (p.108) Blossom asks about Light shafts in Norway - disappointed / Not created by the FOL, but
connected - will serve the same purpose / Not caused by, but enhanced by weather / Interfering with weather is
testing FOL’s patience / FOL’s “tolerance tipping” as compared to human anger / Self-empowerment destruction/
atrocities terminated / Earth’s blueprint of human experience was distorted
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